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Resumen	

Uno de los mayores retos para la comunidad científica es conseguir que las máquinas posean en un 
futuro la capacidad del sistema visual y cognitivo humanos, de forma que, por ejemplo, en entornos 
de video vigilancia, puedan llegar a proporcionar de manera automática una descripción fiable de lo 
que está ocurriendo en la escena.  

En la presente tesis, mediante la propuesta de un marco de trabajo de referencia, se discuten y plantean 
los pasos necesarios para el desarrollo de sistemas más inteligentes capaces de extraer y analizar, a 
diferentes niveles de abstracción y mediante distintos módulos de procesamiento independientes, la 
información necesaria para comprender qué está sucediendo en un conjunto amplio de escenarios de 
distinta naturaleza.  

Se parte de un análisis de requisitos y se identifican los retos para este tipo de sistemas en la 
actualidad, lo que constituye en sí mismo los objetivos de esta tesis, contribuyendo así a un modelo 
de datos basado en el conocimiento que permitirá analizar distintas situaciones en las que personas y 
vehículos son los actores principales, dejando no obstante la puerta abierta a la adaptación a otros 
dominios. Así mismo, se estudian los distintos procesos que se pueden lanzar a nivel interno así como 
la necesidad de integrar mecanismos de realimentación a distintos niveles que permitan al sistema 
adaptarse mejor a cambios en el entorno. 

Como resultado, se propone un marco de referencia jerárquico que integra las capacidades de 
percepción, interpretación y aprendizaje para superar los retos identificados en este ámbito; y así 
poder desarrollar sistemas de vigilancia más robustos, flexibles e inteligentes, capaces de operar en 
una variedad de entornos. 

Resultados experimentales ejecutados sobre distintas muestras de datos (secuencias de vídeo 
principalmente) demuestran la efectividad del marco de trabajo propuesto respecto a otros propuestos 
en el pasado. Un primer caso de estudio, permite demostrar la creación de un sistema de 
monitorización de entornos de parking en exteriores para la detección de vehículos y el análisis de 
plazas libres de aparcamiento. Un segundo caso de estudio, permite demostrar la flexibilidad del 
marco de referencia propuesto para adaptarse a los requisitos de un entorno de vigilancia 
completamente distinto, como es un hogar inteligente donde el análisis automático de actividades de 
la vida cotidiana centra la atención del estudio. 
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Abstract	

One of the most ambitious objectives for the Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition research 
community is that machines can achieve similar capacities to the human's visual and cognitive system, 
and thus provide a trustworthy description of what is happening in the scene under surveillance. Thus, 
a number of well-established scenario understanding architectural frameworks to develop 
applications working on a variety of environments can be found in the literature. 

In this Thesis, a highly descriptive methodology for the development of scene understanding 
applications is presented. It consists of a set of formal guidelines to let machines extract and analyse, 
at different levels of abstraction and by means of independent processing modules that interact with 
each other, the necessary information to understand a broad set of different real World surveillance 
scenarios.  

Taking into account the challenges that working at both low and high levels offer, we contribute with 
a highly descriptive knowledge-based data model for the analysis of different situations in which 
people and vehicles are the main actors, leaving the door open for the development of interesting 
applications in diverse smart domains. Recommendations to let systems achieve high-level behaviour 
understanding will be also provided. Furthermore, feedback mechanisms are proposed to be 
integrated in order to let any system to understand better the environment and the logical context 
around, reducing thus the uncertainty and noise, and increasing its robustness and precision in front 
of low-level or high-level errors. 

As a result, a hierarchical cognitive architecture of reference which integrates the necessary 
perception, interpretation, attention and learning capabilities to overcome main challenges identified 
in this area of research is proposed; thus allowing to develop more robust, flexible and smart 
surveillance systems to cope with the different requirements of a variety of environments. 

Once crucial issues that should be treated explicitly in the design of this kind of systems have been 
formulated and discussed, experimental results shows the effectiveness of the proposed framework 
compared with other proposed in the past. Two case studies were implemented to test the capabilities 
of the framework. The first case study presents how the proposed framework can be used to create 
intelligent parking monitoring systems. The second case study demonstrates the flexibility of the 
system to cope with the requirements of a completely different environment, a smart home where 
activities of daily living are performed.  

Finally, general conclusions and future work lines to further enhancing the capabilities of the 
proposed framework are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION	

1.1. Motivation	

Since the first commercial closed-circuit television system (CCTV) became available in 1949, video 
surveillance has been increasingly spread across the world specifically targeting public areas to deter 
crime, as well as in banks and big stores to discourage theft by recording evidence of criminal activity. 
The earliest systems deployed to monitor specific sites from remote required constant monitoring 
because there was no way to record and store the information. During the 1990s, digital multiplexing 
was developed, which allowed several cameras to be recorded at once, but an operator within a control 
room was still required for watching them at all times in order to provide early situational awareness; 
task for which operators have shown, with time, to suffer from information overload and short 
attention span, especially in large areas monitored by digital networks of hundreds of cameras. 
However, it was after the tragic events of September 11, 2001, when the World Trade Center in New 
York was attacked by terrorists; and the Madrid Bombings of March 11, 2004, when a series of 
explosives placed on four commuter trains were detonated, when automated sensing and monitoring 
of indoor and outdoor scenes that could alert operators to events or activities of interest really started 
to make sense in Society. Last terrorist attacks in Paris on the evening of 13 November 2015 showed 
how, one decade later, a change in technology is still needed to improve situation awareness in public 
places and protect civil people from the undesirable effects of mass shootings or suicide bombings. 

One of the most ambitious objectives for the computer vision and pattern recognition research 
community has been always to achieve for machines similar capacities to the human’s visual and 
cognitive system, thus, allowing them to understand automatically what is happening in the scene 
[Ullman96]. But it has been precisely in the last decade, when several approaches for the automatic 
analysis, recognition and description of human behaviours have been proposed in different domains, 
covering not only applications of automated and smart surveillance in the fields of Security, but trying 
to extrapolate the same approaches and technology for the development of applications of added value 
for other domains like Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [Kumar05] or Assisted Daily Living 
(ADL) [Liu10]. Table 1 presents some of the existing related applications. 

Field of research Possible applications of scenario understanding 

Security: protection of critical 
infrastructures and crime 

prevention 

Intrusion detection in forbidden areas; parking lot monitoring; detection 
of camera tampering events; abnormal behaviour at public areas, such as 

vandalism against walls, vending machines or ATM cash withdrawal 
machines; crowd behaviour analysis  

Transport: improving safety and 
mobility efficiency 

Detect congestion, automatic detection of incidents and accidents, traffic 
monitoring and enforcement 

Understanding of activities of 
daily living in smart home 

environments 
Fallen people detection, early awareness of behaviour disorders 

Table 1 Typical scenario understanding applications  

In all these scenarios, where humans and/or vehicles are the usual target objects whose behaviours 
are analysed, effective and real-time sensor analysis has precisely shown to be a key factor for 
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establishing a reliable surveillance infrastructure [Velastin05]  [Siebel04]  [Collins00]. In addition, 
intelligent capabilities [Aggarwal11] [Hu04] have proven necessary to let smart surveillance systems 
reach their full potential by allowing the extraction of really valuable information (not only triggered 
by a sensor) which can be semantically described [Bremond06].  

Based on these requirements, a number of integrative frameworks for automated scene understanding 
can be found in the literature [FdezCaballero13] [Huang10] [Lao10] [Tian08]. With the aim to be as 
generic as possible, these and other solutions for the prototyping of automated surveillance systems 
are usually characterized by different processing levels consisting of different modules able to 
provide, in general, capabilities for object detection, classification, tracking and event analysis based 
on the information provided by a range of sensors. Relying on this processing layers-based schema, 
robust systems for matching requirements of specific targeted surveillance scenarios have been 
developed in the last decade [Zaidenberg12].  

However, due to the diverse domain knowledge, it has been shown to be difficult till now to build a 
generic framework to unify the process of event detection in different scenario domains with a high 
accuracy. Although the majority of the systems proposed up to date can ensure performance quality 
for the purpose they were designed, only a few of them can ensure platform reusability [Avanzi05] 
or good adaptation as the uncertainty in the scenarios under analysis increases and the environments 
become more and more loosely controlled.    

Accomplishing so ambitious task requires a hierarchic understanding framework, like the one 
proposed in this thesis, able to extract and analyse, at different levels of abstraction, and by means of 
independent modules that interact with each other, the necessary information to understand what is 
happening in the scene. Thanks to this framework more robust and flexible systems can be developed. 

1.2. Objectives	

As introduced in the previous section, the main goal of this thesis is to propose a cognitive framework 
for general scenario understanding addressing requirements from a broad set of real world 
surveillance applications. In cognitive science, science in charge of the interdisciplinary study of mind 
and intelligence, embracing philosophy, psychology, artificial intelligence, neuroscience, linguistics, 
and anthropology, the term “cognitive framework” refers to the interpretive system through which 
human effectively manage data, process information and discover new knowledge. In an attempt to 
provide machines with similar capabilities, in the present work it will be described how, from a 
functional point of view, thanks to the integration of data structures and different processing modules, 
systems can be provided with the perception, interpretation, attention and learning capabilities from 
the sensor level to behaviour description at a higher level of analysis.  

In the previous paragraph, mention to the existing different levels of analysis is made. As it will be 
explained later, the proposed framework will work, at a lower level (the sensor level), on data 
extracted from a network of sensors such as a set of IP video surveillance cameras. At a higher level, 
the proposed framework considers that behaviours units to be analysed, carried out by objects (i.e. 
people and vehicles mainly), can be simple actions (atomic behaviours) or activities composed of a 
set of actions hierarchically and temporally correlated (complex behaviours).  
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So the first objective is to identify how many levels of abstraction and how many modules providing 
which functionalities inside each processing stage should any cognitive surveillance framework of 
this characteristic have.  

In order to provide the desired functionalities the proposed framework mainly relies on Computer 
Vision techniques applied on the data gathered by a network of sensors. Thus objects of interest in 
the scene can be modelled. Furthermore, thanks to the selection of the appropriate attributes 
associated to the objects’ models, the capabilities of state-of-the-art supervised machine learning 
techniques and other rule-based methods are exploited for providing the proposed framework with 
the capabilities of behaviour modelling and the automatic and reliable identification, at a higher-level 
of abstraction, of more complex scenarios. 
 
Although the proposed framework relies mostly on video extracted from cameras, it will be 
demonstrated how information extracted from other sensory outputs could be used for improving or 
complement perception about the scene.  

The second objective is to analyse how to make the framework flexible enough to cope with the 
different requirements of a variety of environments, taking into account that the number of scenarios, 
events and human-related activities that may happen is huge. 

The proposed cognitive surveillance framework is a knowledge-based system that relies on a set of 
predefined models for objects in scene and possible relationships among them (i.e. different 
behaviours that lead to different events) according to the specific context. By knowledge-based we 
understand computer programs that reason and use a knowledge base to solve complex problems. In 
this knowledge base, facts about the world are explicitly represented via tools such as ontologies and 
rules. Complementing this knowledge base, mechanisms for letting systems interpret what is 
happening in the scenario under analysis will be also to be integrated. 

The third objective consists of analysing feedback mechanisms that provide a complete vision of the 
scene to understand better the environment and the logical context around, reducing at some extent 
the uncertainty and noise, and increasing robustness and precision of the system in front of low-level 
or high-level errors. Therefore, there is a need for hierarchical cognitive frameworks able to combine 
top-down with bottom-up information in a closed feedback loop.  
 
Once crucial issues that should be treated explicitly in the design of this kind of systems have been 
formulated and discussed, the fourth and final objective consists of launching a series of experiments 
that, from a theoretical point of view, will validate the proposed approach, and from a practical point 
of view, will demonstrate the flexibility and effectiveness of the proposed framework in comparison 
with other solutions previously proposed in the literature.  

In the first chapters of the thesis, we will analyse and compare several well-established scenario 
understanding frameworks with respect to their internal structure, i.e. processing modules and how 
information flows among them, showing the limitations they have and highlighting the advantages of 
the proposed framework. In the last chapters results and conclusions from tests carried out on both 
own created and publicly available datasets will be presented at the end in order to demonstrate that 
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present work sets up the basis for the development of new surveillance applications to recognize 
actions and activities in a broad set of environments. 

1.3. Contributions	

Compared with the existing approaches, which will be carefully presented and analysed in the 
following chapter, the list of contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 

• Analysis and comparison of several well-established scenario understanding frameworks 
with respect to their internal structure and capabilities so that main challenges in the 
domain can be identified. 

• A highly descriptive methodology for the development of scene understanding 
applications is presented. It is descriptive since a complete set of guidelines allowing the 
design of systems able to analyse human-related behaviours in a broad set of scenarios 
are provided.  

• A generic, modular and hierarchical framework which, by means of the integration of 
both high-level behavioural and sensor-based processed information, will make possible 
the development of intelligent solutions with independence to the specific scenario to be 
recognised. The complexity of these solutions, which may cover from multi-object 
detection and tracking to high-level activity monitoring, will be conditioned by the 
accuracy demanded by the specific application to be developed.  

• A well-structured data model, i.e. a complete taxonomy to define and instantiate the 
elements that are necessary for understanding and describing any scenario within a 
specific ‘context’: ‘objects’, ‘entities’ and ‘behaviour models’ that serve to characterise 
events. 

• Recommendations to provide this kind of systems with the capability of understanding, 
at a higher level of abstraction, human behaviours and situations in which they may be 
involved. 

• A set of guidelines for integrating feedback strategies in a scenario understanding 
framework like the one proposed in this thesis, since they allow the activation of the 
corresponding attention, perception, interpretation and learning mechanisms necessary 
to cope with requirements of more challenging environments. On the one hand, formal 
ontology is defined to facilitate mutual understanding between modules at different levels 
of abstraction. On the other hand, generic conceptual graph models allow the 
formalization of feedback strategies to be launched. 

Experiments on different surveillance scenarios will be carried out to validate the proposed 
framework and verify the above mentioned contributions. 

 

1.4. Ethics,	privacy	and	data	protection	considerations	

Emerging technologies like the cognitive surveillance framework proposed in this thesis, are expected 
to have significant impact on ethics, privacy and other regulatory mechanisms. This section is 
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introduced to let the reader understand also other no so technical considerations to be taken into 
account when developing this kind of systems, but necessary if there is an interest for a real 
deployment.  

Any surveillance system like the ones to be developed using the proposed cognitive framework, will 
enable user interaction with the platform through the corresponding Graphical User Interface (GUI). 
Thanks to easy-to-use interfaces, authorised users are able to analyse the underlying data gathered 
from sensors (e.g. videos captured from available cameras) and/or search for a particular piece of 
processed information (e.g. events) in a specific range of time, reaching a high degree of usability. 
System developers should ensure that all information managed by the GUI is secure and respects the 
legal, privacy and ethical principles.  

From a general point of view, any surveillance should protect the integrity and confidentiality of the 
data handled by the system, while in storage or in transit; as well as prevent unauthorized alteration 
of output data and metadata. 

More specifically, it is necessary to ensure that data from sensors such as video archives are 
transferred in a secure way, by leveraging on the secure HTTPs protocol as well as accessed in a 
controlled way. 

Once data is processed, a general recommendation would consist of avoiding the storage of huge 
amounts of data, most of them irrelevant to the actual case, leading to unnecessary exposure of private 
data. In addition, it is recommended the blurring of all personal information that can be extracted 
from data (e.g. faces, plates, etc.) accordingly to the user rights.  

The list of identified objects (e.g. people, vehicles) in the processed data and additional information 
about them (e.g. their activities, time or their geographical location) should be also anonymised, thus 
ensuring that personal data (i.e. any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person) 
will be always protected.  

Last but not least, the ethical issues relevant to this kind of systems concern primarily individuals and 
vehicles recorded and archived in repositories linked with the developed surveillance systems and 
identifiable either directly or indirectly through reference to them. Depending on the places where 
sensor data is gathered (e.g. video recording) there is a risk of an impact on dignity and autonomy of 
the individual. Thus, data captured by covert or private systems not publicly announced and 
complying with the current legislation on data protection (In Spain, Law 15/1999 of December 13th 
on the Protection of Personal Data, LOPD1), should be avoided before data can be analysed.  

 

 

                                                            
1 Ley Orgánica Protección de Datos (LOPD): http://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-1999-23750  
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1.5. Dissertation	outline	

The organization of the document is as follows:  

Similar cognitive architectures proposed so far and the identification of some challenges for the task 
of scenario understanding is discussed in Chapter 2. 

The justification of the proposed approach together with an overview of our cognitive surveillance 
architectural framework for scenario understanding is described in Chapter 3.  

In Chapter 4, feedback-based parameterized strategies for improving performance of scenario 
understanding frameworks are presented. 

Experiments carried out for validating the proposed framework, including details for implementation 
of two case studies, can be found in Chapter 5. 

Finally, the overall conclusion, discussions and future work are presented in Chapter 6. 

Additionally, recognised merits of the research strategy followed, as well as the list of projects that 
made possible its development are included in Chapter 7.   
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2. UNDERSTANDING	HUMAN‐RELATED	ACTIVITIES		

In the last years, several general frameworks for the development of visual surveillance systems able 
to understand human-related behaviours in dynamic scenes have been proposed. This section will 
first analyse previous works in the field, focusing on the different processing stages the proposed 
frameworks rely on, in order to identify later the challenges for improving this kind of systems.  

2.1. Related	Work	

2.1.1. Frameworks	proposed	 so	 far	 for	 the	 construction	of	 video‐based	
scenario	understanding	systems		

Due to the diverse domain knowledge, it has been shown difficult to build a generic intelligent 
understanding framework able to automate the description of behaviours of people and/or 
vehicles in different environments easily and with high accuracy. VSAM [Collins00], 
PRISMATICA [Velastin05] and the IBM Smart Surveillance System (IBM-S3) [Tian08] 
represent some of the most sophisticated surveillance systems developed up to date to detect 
relevant situations in real environments such as urban traffic, public transport or shopping 
centres.  

A common characteristic shared by these and other intelligent platforms proposed so far (e.g. 
VSIP [Bremond06], Vs-star [Huang10]) is the one-way sequential structure of the functional 
units that compose the system. Once system goals are defined, information from a set of selected 
sensors is commonly analysed using state-of-the-art image processing algorithms and machine 
learning techniques in order to detect a set of pre-defined domain-specific behaviours.  

Most of these systems include a low-level perception stage composed of different modules which 
let the system translate raw data acquired by sensors in a set of features that provide motion 
information in the scene, as well as other visual cues, allowing the detection, classification and 
tracking of objects of interest. Additionally, an interpretation stage at a higher-level of 
abstraction uses these observations from real-world (i.e. the objects and their implicit features) 
to identify a set of predefined scenarios by means of the spatio-temporal analysis of a specific 
object’s feature. This distinction between low-level processing and high-level processing was 
earlier proposed by [Hongeng00], where image features were linked explicitly to a symbolic 
notion of a particular scenario through several layers of, more abstract, activity descriptions 
combined by a variety of methods (see Figure 1). Term abstract is used to express a characteristic 
apart from any specific object or instance. For example, ‘speed’ of an object or the ‘activity’ it 
describes are abstract concepts used along the work. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed framework [Hongeng00] 

Figure 2 below shows the general framework of the real-time video understanding system 
proposed by [Bremond06] which allows the identification of a set of objects and events 
previously modelled by means of the combination of various techniques at the different stages 
of the video understanding process. At low-level, VSIP (name given to this particular 
framework) extracts from visual data primitive geometric features like areas of motion. Based 
on them, people are recognized and tracked. At mid-level, those primitive events in which the 
detected objects participate are recognized. Finally, this information is used at high-level for the 
analysis of more complex and abstract behaviour patterns and, accordingly, the recognition of 
composite events that describe the scenario under analysis.  

 
Figure 2. Common data flow during a video understanding process according to the general 

architecture of the VSIP video understanding system [Bremond06] 
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Relying on this architecture, a system able to recognize what the authors call ‘primitive events’ 
and ‘composite events’ that may happen in a metro station was developed. Events are a way to 
characterize knowledge about the possible situations involving either isolated individuals, 
groups of people or crowds. A possible primitive event would be ‘a group enters a zone of 
interest’ while ‘fighting’ or ‘overcrowding’ would be examples of more complex or composite 
events to be detected by this system.  

It is in a previous work of the same authors [Avanzi05] where a more detailed internal structure 
of a particular activity monitoring platform can be found (see Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3. Global structure of the activity monitoring platform proposed by authors in [Avanzi05] 

First, a motion detection step followed by a frame to frame tracking is made for each camera. 
Fusion of data from multiple cameras has shown to be an effective approach to extend the 
surveillance area and overcome occlusion and uncertainties. Then, with this motivation, the 
tracked mobile objects coming from different cameras with overlapping fields of view are fused 
into a unique representation for the whole scene. Depending on the chosen application and after 
classification of mobile objects is carried out, a combination of one or more of the available 
trackers (individuals, groups and crowd tracker) are used. The results are passed to the behaviour 
recognition module, which combine one or more algorithms (AND/OR trees, FSM, temporal-
constraints analysis, BN), depending on the scenarios to be recognized. Finally, the system 
generates the alerts corresponding to the predefined recognized scenarios (i.e. vandalism against 
ticket machine, bank attack, and people fighting, etc. to list a few of them). 

Good attempts to implement visual surveillance system based on the sequential approach 
followed in Figure 3 for the construction of activity monitoring platforms can be found in the 
literature. For instance, in [Sminchisescu05], once moving regions are detected and segmented 
a higher level interpretation module associates what the authors call 'atomic behaviours' to each 
type of semantic units that give a meaning to the different observations. Thus, when such motion 
blobs correspond to people, their movement can be classified as ‘standing still’, being ‘walking’ 
or ‘running’. Another bottom-up video surveillance system for behaviour recognition is 
proposed in [Kumar05] and it is used to detect improper behaviours in traffic scenes. Thus, 
motion blobs classified as vehicles can be involved in single events like ‘car is speeding’ or 
complex events like ‘car entering a restricted area and violating the check-post’. More recent 
works such as the Vs-star visual surveillance system [Huang10] still rely on a similar approach. 
The system includes from low to higher level of analysis modules for object detection based on 
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motion features, tracking, classification and activity analysis. The advantage of the mentioned 
framework [Huang10] compared with other systems lies in the improvement of individual 
processing modules that allows the system to achieve better results. More specifically, authors 
unify classical background modelling and moving object detection with an algorithm to remove 
shadows. The tracking stage is also improved to deal with occlusions between different objects 
reducing thus uncertainties into the data association. However, systems like these use to be 
designed as a collection of separate algorithms to be selected manually on a case by case basis 
according to the information provided by the sensor or that processed at low level, and taken into 
account the experience from the system developer. This reduces the flexibility of the system to 
adapt to different scenarios. 

In addition, in order to be able to cope with requirements of more complex scenarios, high-level 
stages of these frameworks would need to be extended to include a wider range of behaviour 
models relying for instance in supervised learning algorithms. It is not negligible the progress 
being continuously made by the scientific community to link the gap between the different levels 
of abstraction by developing more robust algorithms which properly combined allow the correct 
detection and classification of human-related activities [Aggarwal11]. It is thus clear that any 
cognitive framework should ensure good performance in terms of accuracy and robustness. But 
while the integration of these higher-level processing modules allows the development of more 
intelligent systems that can ensure performance quality for the purpose they were designed 
[Lao10], we would probably be able to demonstrate the platform reusability only in limited cases. 
However, platform reusability is considered to be an additional feature any cognitive framework 
should have to match expectations of different scenarios. 

Most of attempts for solving this issue related to platform reusability propose to follow a modular 
approach when a new system is designed [Chang11][FdezCaballero13]. They demonstrate how 
having the corresponding inputs and outputs perfectly identified it is possible to replace one 
module by other more suitable to the scenario under analysis.  

For instance, by exploiting the possibilities that the semantic representation of knowledge offers, 
Fernández Caballero at al. [FdezCaballero13] propose a ‘Common Model’ within the INT3-
Horus framework consisting of a set of data structures that support the exchange of information 
between processing levels (Figure 4) and a formal ontology model defined for LevelClass and 
DataTypeClass (blob and object subclasses). As a result, by fusing information from different 
sensors (Data fusion (Level 0) and Pixel-level segmentation fusion (Level 1) are applied 
following JDL data fusion model), simple events in which objects in the scene are involved (e.g. 
fall detection) can be easily detected. In the DiVA framework proposed by [SanMiguel13] 
similar functionalities are provided thanks to the integration in the framework of an 
‘Interpretation Module’ that relies on formal ontology models which are defined to facilitate 
mutual understanding between modules at different levels of abstraction. The structured 
representation of scene model composed of object, event and other parameters, together with the 
modular design of every processing layer makes this system be portable and extensible. In this 
case, a management module is in charge of workflow composition and of the supervision of the 
system operations relying on a domain ontology and a priori system knowledge of processing 
capabilities. 
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Figure 4. According to [Fernández2013], list of processing levels that any framework for activity 
interpretation in intelligent environments should have  

ScReK [Zaidenberg12] is another framework which lets systems detect and track objects and 
infer events in which groups of people may be involved. Basic models for characterizing object 
of interests, groups and events are provided. Thanks to the video event ontology group 
interactions and application events are modelled. However, no details provided about 
mechanisms for plugin a new module into ScReK so how modularity is achieved cannot be 
verified in this case.  

Likewise previous approaches, the levels of all these frameworks analysed establish a hierarchy 
from the level of sensor information acquisition to the level of activity analysis, by connecting 
the inputs of the immediately upper level through the outputs of the lower level. However, only 
in a limited number of works, once evidence is achieved, i.e. objects detected, or actions, 
activities, events or the situation itself inferred, feedback is provided to the other modules 
following a top-down approach to overcome unavoidable limitations of low-level processing 
[Oliver00] (see Figure 5).  

The incorporation of this kind of feedback has shown to improve system’s performance due to 
the redundancy of processing enabled at different levels of abstraction. Frameworks following 
this approach, may request a processing module to operate again by using different parameters 
value or algorithm, having thus alternative ways of delivering same kind of output but allowing 
in some cases the improvement of system’s performance in the event of change in the initial 
conditions.  

For instance, in [Rincón07] authors propose to exploit feedback information from the more 
abstract object level to the moving blob level to improve the motion segmentation process 
results. In this particular case, problem to be solved is the system failure in the correct assignment 
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of detected blobs to the corresponding object. To improve the segmentation authors propose a 
combination operator that work at blob level which consists of modifying the set of blobs 
associated with an object, i.e., assigning or withdrawing some blob to/from the set under certain 
determining factors imposed by the domain and controlled from the object level. Feedback can 
be also introduced by replacing an algorithm by another that is known to perform better under 
some particular conditions. An example of application can be found in [Zaidenberg12], where 
adapted vision primitives such as optical flow can be easily plugged into the lower processing 
levels of the video understanding platform if required. The feedback strategies in these cases use 
to let the system overcome limitations due to changes in the environmental conditions.  

 

Figure 5. Top-down and bottom-up processing close feedback loop proposed in [Oliver00] 

However, from our point of view, information at higher level of abstraction could be further 
exploited to add more intelligence in this kind of frameworks, allowing systems to be able to 
deal with an increment of the complexity of the scene and thus let them become more scalable 
[Detmold06].  

A different approach is proposed by [FdezCaballero13] system in which, in case of malfunction, 
an action is taken (e.g. operation to restart the modules is launched) but there are no explicit 
feedback strategies addressing system adaptation to changes in initial conditions. 

Finally, maybe in an attempt of trying to avoid the construction of excessively constrained 
systems no much attention has been paid to context despite being critical for proper scenario 
understanding. [Hongeng00] and [Bremond06] proposed the separation in this kind of 
frameworks between the algorithms and the a priori knowledge they use to enable reusability. 
However, an explicit reference to context and its relevance for solving some uncertainties can 
be found only in a few recent works. For instance, in [Zaidenberg12], physical context is 
explicitly modelled, by identifying zones of interest in the scene. [Liu13] presented another 
general framework of the automated visual event description system. This work results more 
interesting due to the fact that it proposes that a priori contextual information about higher-level 
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object-interactions and background scene models are integrated in the system for achieving 
improved understanding of human activities. In [SanMiguel13], a 3D geometric model of the 
empty scene is used as a priori contextual knowledge of the observed scenario. It basically relies 
on 3D positions and dimensions of the static scene objects (e.g. a bench, a ticket vending 
machine) and the zones of interest (e.g. an entrance zone). Last but not least, in 
[FdezCaballero13], a map of light conditions, sensors and their detection ranges are provided 
but logical contextual information at a higher level of abstraction is not addressed. In conclusion, 
to the authors’ knowledge there exists no framework able to model context at different levels of 
abstraction, as it will be again justified in the next Chapter. 

Other approaches similar to the ones previously analysed are also studied to complete state of 
the art review. Among them we can find the PIL-EYE [Chang11] which was presented as a new 
platform for the integrated development of visual surveillance algorithms. It is composed of 
many modules consisted of many algorithms. A main manager exists in the core which manages 
the whole system and resources. Each task module (e.g. detection module, tracking module, etc.), 
is connected to the main manager and instantiated through the task engine. Under each task 
engine, a wrapper-like algorithm engine exists for each algorithm which is actually run to 
achieve surveillance tasks. Since the main manager communicates only with task engines, it is 
algorithm independent. Also, the algorithm engine acts as a wrapper for each individual 
algorithm, making the task engine algorithm independent as well. Any functional modules and 
algorithms can be thus added or removed, not affecting other modules. The independent modular 
structure makes the system flexible and extensible. However, the lack of information provided 
about structured data models used makes not clear how the standardization of the inputs/outputs 
and interfaces of each algorithm and module could be exploited for the complete development 
of a system based on this framework. In addition context is not explicitly modelled.  

In Vs-star [Huang10] different modules allow any system to detect, track and classify objects in 
order to recognise at a higher level of abstraction specific gait-based actions and robustly identify 
abnormal trajectories in a broad set of different environments. Multiple cameras are used for 
improving the tracking of people when people are within the common ground plane of the 
multiple views. They also consider feedback of tracking results to accurate foreground 
modelling. However, this system does not provide information about the parameterized data 
model authors rely on to characterize both context and objects, taking into account all their 
properties and possible interactions. This prevents any developer to replicate the system. 

Authors in [Lao10] study a flexible framework that enables multilevel human motion analysis, 
featuring layers at pixel, object and event level. Successful trajectory estimation and human-
body modelling facilitate the semantic analysis of human activities in video sequences. Thanks 
to a multiple-view fusion using dual-camera scheme semantic analysis the event-based semantic 
analysis is improved. However, although authors demonstrate the applicability of the framework 
for two different surveillance cases (i.e. a home-care monitoring case and a robbery-detection 
case) the lack of data models the authors manage to characterize sensor, object and events makes 
it a bit difficult for the reader to understand how it could be used to solve more complex 
scenarios. 
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Finally, [Saini09] exploits a model for the environment which abstracts environment dependent 
information into three categories: geometric information, contextual information, and sensor 
parametric information, where contextual information is more dynamic in nature. It may even 
change in same scenario. In terms of parameterised models only structure of information at the 
event level is presented, being neither possible to fully reproduce how systems able to adapt to 
a number of scenarios should be developed.  

One decade later from the first approach in this field, authors are still looking for novel 
frameworks to allow further development on computer vision methods and surveillance 
applications [Nazare14][Sobhani15]. However, while the Smart Surveillance Framework 
proposed in [Nazare14] innovates with the introduction of a complex query server that facilitates 
the scene understanding, authors in [Sobhani15] focused only on ontological knowledge 
description as a vital requirement at the earliest stage of development of an advanced intelligent 
forensic retrieval system.  

2.1.2. Past	and	present	applications	developed	on	 the	basis	of	previous	
frameworks	

Having explored the frameworks proposed in the literature, it is considered appropriate to present 
the kind of scenarios the developed systems use to work on to get a better idea of the objects that 
may be present and the progressive complexity of activities performed as the context becomes 
more loosely controlled. These scenarios may be useful to illustrate some of the concepts 
introduced across the thesis document. The Table 1 presents some of the most common datasets 
used for experimentation of typical scenarios. They allow the detection of either simple scenarios 
where just a few atomic behaviours can be detected, or complex ones related to activities of a 
person performing individually, people-people or people-object interaction. 

Domain Dataset Application 

ADL TUM Kitchen2 
Monitoring everyday manipulation activities in a 

kitchen environment 
ADL GERHOME3 Monitoring elderly daily activities at home 

SEC CAVIAR4 
Monitoring people behaviour in a shopping centre and 
other abnormal behaviours like assault or vandalism in 

a building hall 
SEC iLIDS 5, PETS20066 Abandoned object detection scenario 
ITS AVSS20077 Stop vehicle scenario 
ITS VIRAT Video Dataset8 Human-vehicle interactions 

Table 1. Most common publicly available datasets used for experimentation. First column 
indicates the domain addressed (ADL: Activities of Daily Living; SEC: Security-related scenarios; 

ITS: Intelligent Transportation Systems-related scenarios) 

                                                            
2 http://ias.in.tum.de/software/kitchen-activity-data/  
3 http://www-sop.inria.fr/pulsar/projects/Gerhome/Videos/ 
4 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/ 
5 ftp://motinas.elec.qmul.ac.uk/pub/iLids/  
6 http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2006/data.html  
7 http://www.avss2007.org/  
8 http://www.viratdata.org/  
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Figure 6. Typical scenarios targeted by analysed frameworks and kind of results obtained From 
left to right, from top to bottom: Human pose sequence for ‘taking a plate out of the cupboard’ 
from TUM Kitchen dataset; Person involved in an ‘eating’ situation from GERHOME dataset;  
Two people ‘fighting’ detection from CAVIAR dataset; ‘Left-luggage’ scenario from PETS2006 

benchmark dataset; ‘Stop vehicle’ detection [Guler07] from AVSS07 dataset; ‘Person getting out 
of a Vehicle’ from VIRAT dataset [Oh11]. 
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Taking into account how unpredictable human behaviour is, the number of different activities 
that can take place in the environment (or the number same activity with variants) is huge, so 
proposed frameworks should not limit to their validation on these publicly available databases, 
being required their experimentation on more realistic scenarios. However, the cost for creating 
a dataset of reference for carrying out experiments is huge so video streams from these databases, 
although limited in number of activities they record, are a good resource for demonstrating the 
capabilities of this kind of systems. 

 

2.2. 	Going	beyond	the	state	of	the	art	

Table 2 below compares our proposal against the reviewed literature taking into account the main 
features analysed in the previous sections. Main attention has been paid to those hierarchic 
frameworks for scene understanding that aim to be generic; although some specific, i.e. domain-
oriented ones, have been also considered due to their impact on the scientific community.  

  
Main features 

Extensible 
framework 

Data 
models 

Context 
modelling 

Semantic 
description 

Feedback 
strategies 

Data 
fusion  

VSAM N/A No Yes P/A No Yes 
Mahajan et. al (2004) P/A P/A P/A P/A No No 

ADVISOR Yes No P/A N/A P/A Yes 
Avanzi et. al (2005) Yes No P/A No No No 
Kumar et. al (2005) Yes No Yes No No No 

PRISMATICA P/A No Yes N/A N/A N/A 
VSIP P/A P/A Yes Yes No Yes 

IBM-S3 Yes Yes P/A Yes No Yes 
Saini et. al (2009) Yes Yes P/A Yes No Yes 
Lao et. al (2010) P/A P/A No Yes No Yes 

Vs-star  Yes No P/A Yes P/A Yes 
PIL-EYE Yes No No No No No 

ScReK P/A Yes P/A Yes No No 
Liu et. al (2013) N/A P/A Yes Yes No No 

Bravo et. al (2013) P/A No P/A No No No 
DiVA (2013) Yes Yes P/A Yes No No 

INT3-Horus (2013) Yes Yes P/A Yes P/A P/A 
Nazare et. al (2014) Yes No No P/A No No 
Sobhani et. al (2015) No No P/A Yes No No 
Proposed framework Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Table 2. Comparative of the reviewed frameworks for scene understanding including the proposed one 
(N/A stands for ‘Not Addressed’, P/A stands for ‘Partially Addressed’) 

All reviewed frameworks in the previous chapters have in common the internal modular structure of 
the elements that compose the system, but it does not mean to be equally extensible. As already stated, 
any surveillance framework would require at least a control module with specific selective attention 
mechanisms to plug in a new processing module in the existing architecture. This serves as indication 
for the possibilities for portability of the system to other application domains. 
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In addition, a good and structured parameterization of data models seems to be needed to ensure the 
reusability of the components from one system to other, requiring in this case to have at least target 
objects (at low level) and events (or transition between actions and activities, at high level) duly 
characterized. Due to the impact that the integration of contextual information has in the provision of 
accurate and reliable data at each stage, we are particularly interested in having contextual 
information explicitly modelled. In any case, a semantic description of all elements facilitates the 
mutual understanding between modules at different levels of abstraction so this feature has been also 
considered.  

Finally, as it will be demonstrated, other features like the integration of feedback strategies or the 
fusion of information from different sensors or processing modules (e.g. events may result from the 
combination of behaviours of same or different type) are a plus for developing more intelligent 
solutions.  

 

2.3. 	Open	 challenges	 towards	 the	 achievement	 of	 advanced	 scenario	
understanding	and	minimum	set	of	requirements	any	 framework	
should	cope	with	for	the	development	of	surveillance	applications	

From both visual and cognitive point of view, any system oriented to achieve human performance 
should be provided at least with the necessary perception, interpretation, attention and learning 
capabilities, being the last one the most distinctive human trait. It has been seen how most of revised 
frameworks try to reproduce at some extent these capabilities:  

 ‘Perception’ is the process of attaining awareness or understanding of the environment by 
processing input sensory information (e.g. visual data if this sensory information is captured 
by cameras), sometimes incomplete and rapidly varying. Thus, in the same way human brain 
is structured in a modular way, with different areas processing different kinds of sensory 
information, cognitive surveillance systems can be composed of different sensors, deployed 
to retrieve different kind of data from the environment that needs to be interpreted by the 
system.  

 One of the defining criteria of intelligent processing (or cognition) is that it is 
representational. So, in order to provide advanced surveillance, information retrieved at low 
level by any architecture needs to be used to generate knowledge, i.e. to let systems 
‘interpret’ a situation by associating it, whenever is possible, with a semantic content.  

 In psychology, selective ‘attention’ is known as the process by which a person can 
selectively pick out one message from a mixture of messages occurring simultaneously. In 
the present case, attention could be considered some kind of selective perception, i.e. the 
mechanism through which systems may gather particular evidence for that particular task.  

 Finally, the number of scenarios and events that may happen is huge, even bigger if we take 
into account the similarity among different behaviours. Most of existing frameworks, 
especially those relying on purely rule-based or constraint-based approaches, do not provide 
the mechanisms to allow it to understand other types of behaviours different from those used 
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when designing the system. ‘Learning’ is the process for acquiring new or modifying 
existing knowledge.  

 

In this section, a complete list of open challenges currently faced by the scientific community to 
deliver systems with advanced scenario understanding capabilities is firstly provided. After each 
challenge, a brief justification is given.  

Then, some of these challenges are selected as part of a minimum set of requirements any framework 
like the one proposed in this thesis should cope with for the development of surveillance applications; 
setting thus the basis for the integration of extended capabilities in the future.  

Challenge 1 – Frameworks should count on with different processing stages, each one providing 
different functionalities and managing information at all different abstraction levels. 

A modular or component-based framework makes it possible the reuse of processing elements, with 
independent units of development, i.e. processing modules providing a specific functionality and that 
may have different uses according to the specific domain being analysed. In fact, practical video 
surveillance systems must support many different approaches able to operate concurrently and in 
cooperation. 

The challenge is linked to the fact that, at the moment, most of efforts made by the scientific 
community have been focused on lower processing levels and the information provided by signal-
processing functions. Thus, a lot of systems providing robust object detection, tracking and 
classification functionalities can be found in the literature. However, the number of systems that focus 
on layers dealing with information at higher level of abstraction and that support advanced scenario 
interpretation functions is smaller.  

In conclusion, frameworks able to manage information at all levels of abstraction, including the higher 
levels, are demanded by the scientific community interested in the development of more sophisticated 
surveillance applications. 

Challenge 2 – Based on existing knowledge, a good and structured parameterization of data models 
for every piece of information managed by this kind of systems is needed to ensure the reusability of 
the components from one system to other, requiring in this case to have respectively sensor data, 
physical context and target objects (at low level), and atomic/complex behaviours and 
simple/complex events (at high level), duly characterized. It allows the design of well-defined 
interfaces that allow dynamic data sharing facilitating thus the mutual understanding between 
modules at different levels of abstraction.  

Thus, a generic framework for scene understanding should provide not only detailed information of 
all processing modules that provide the specific functionalities within the system at different levels 
of abstraction, but also produce a set of knowledge-based models built on a previous parameterization 
of all variables and information internally exchanged.  
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In consequence, frameworks should thus count with a knowledge base able to store structured 
information used by a computer system, i.e. not just tables with numbers and strings as in purely data-
based approaches but particular models with classes, subclasses, and instances (usually known as 
ontology) that allow the management in this kind of systems of particular knowledge, common and 
well-known semantic facts, about the world. 

Challenge 3 – By having contextual information (targets objects, relationships among them and other 
a priori logical, spatial and temporal constraints) modelled independently of the rest of information 
managed by the system, more generic systems easily portable to application domains of a dynamic, 
heterogeneous and complex nature can be constructed; demonstrating thus their flexibility to work 
in a broad set of scenarios.  

Most of the systems show a remarkable dependence of results with the application domain. How to 
model commonalities/differences between two different scenarios is an open issue. It has been shown 
that the separation between the system processing modules and the a priori knowledge they use, 
which is sensor and application dependent, enables the reusability of components for making systems 
work in a wide variety of environments.  

Challenge 4 – Systems incorporated with the necessary control mechanisms to select a different 
module or a different algorithm within this module to operate with  or removing an existing one from 
the existing architecture seem to be also necessary to provide any system of the desirable attention 
capabilities that maximize the efficiency of the processes launched.  

As defined at the beginning of this section, selective attention capability would allow any system to 
gather particular evidence, at any level of abstraction, for that particular task if required. Thus, in 
order to have a flexible enough architecture, it would be also desirable that frameworks for scene 
understanding could count on a control mechanism to be able to: (1) automatically decide the best 
suited approaches for modelling objects and their actions and activities in any specific domain when 
multiple choices are available; (2) dynamically attach and detach different algorithms to the existing 
processing modules according to previous selection.  

Depending on the predefined scenario, a suitable algorithm for behaviour recognition uses to be 
selected. However, there is a clear lack of generalization for applying the same method on a different 
domain or on a similar one but with different specifications. How to automatize the process of 
selecting the most suitable algorithms, i.e. those that combined provide with a complete vision of the 
scene and increase robustness and precision in front of low-level errors letting systems cope with 
more challenging situations, is an open issue. In fact, only a few works follow a similar approach by 
exploiting the possibilities that the semantic representation of knowledge offers and integrating some 
kind of supervisor module in charge of controlling the system workflow.  

Challenge 5 – Feedback strategies need to be integrated in order to assess how systems are able to 
adapt to changes on the initial conditions. 

Most of the frameworks studied so far do not usually have the capability of overcome limitations 
when environmental variables suddenly change, or of exploiting new knowledge when complexity of 
the scene increases. A modular and hierarchical organization of modules that compose it does not 
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either guarantee the extensibility of the framework to provide any understanding system with new or 
renewed cognitive capabilities. Frameworks presented in the previous section have in common the 
one-way sequential structure of the functional units that compose the system architecture. Once 
system goals are defined, low-level information from an isolated sensor is analysed using state-of-
the-art processing algorithms. As a result, higher-level modules are provided with the necessary 
knowledge about the objects and their context, which then allows the system to make an inference 
about the activity being carried out. However, once visual evidence is achieved, only in a limited 
number of works feedback is provided to the lower levels to improve system’s performance in any 
sense.  

Thus, there is a need for hierarchical frameworks able to combine top-down with bottom-up 
information in a closed feedback loop.  

Challenge 6 – Frameworks should also count on with data fusion mechanisms, from sensor level to 
high-level scenario description, that contribute also to maximize the response of the system in the 
event of noise or uncertainty.  

At low level distributed sensors avoid non-operative errors in case of sensor failure, at the same time 
the redundancy in the information provided. Multisensory frameworks allow make possible the 
coexistence of modules that are in charge of information of different nature within a single level. The 
fusion of data from heterogeneous sensors systems have shown to be able to overcome uncertainties 
(e.g. occlusions when trying to accurately track an object) [Avanzi05].  

At a higher level of abstraction, events may result from the combination of behaviours of same or 
different type. However, while sensor fusion has been broadly exploited, most of the frameworks 
proposed so far lack of enough detail about how the process of combining information available at 
this level is carried out, assuming in some cases that the systems can achieve the same of knowledge 
about the scenario by their own. 

Challenge 7 – Frameworks should be able to deliver systems as autonomous as possible to relieve 
human operators of active involvement.  

Increased communication capabilities and automatic scene understanding allow human operators to 
simultaneously monitor multiple environments. Due to the amount of data to be processed in new 
surveillance systems, the human operator must be helped by if not fully automatic at least semi-
supervised processing tools in the work of inspecting video sequences. However, automatic 
algorithms do not always correctly perform detection (of objects or events) as desired, so that keeping 
the human in the loop is crucial.   

For instance, in cognitive surveillance architectures, learning can be achieved by means of training, 
although ideally a system should be able to take active control of its learning experience by 
recognizing what information it understands (normal behaviour) and what it does not (abnormal 
behaviour), improving thus the system’s decision process in an autonomous way. While feasible and 
effective technological alternatives to humans are not available, human-in-the-loop approaches allow 
systems to dynamically cluster new behaviours in a scenario, modify an existing notion of anomalous 
behaviours, and model certain attributes of the context that may change over time. 
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Challenge 8 – Processing capabilities of the systems delivered should ensure accurate and (if 
possible) real-time performance. 

The progress of surveillance mainly depends on accurate and reliable detection data, as well as 
effective and dynamic data integration, so that the number of false alarms or misdetections at any 
level of abstraction can be as much as possible avoided.  

Challenge 9 – Framework should be able to develop systems scalable in such a way that new sensors 
or new reasoning modules can be easily integrated after the initial deployment of the surveillance 
system. 

As scenario requirements may change or evolve with time, it would be desirable to have systems able 
to adapt to them by integrating any new sensor to start operating with or processing capability to 
maximize the information provided by the corresponding module at any abstraction level.  

Challenge 10 – There is also a need for significant innovation in intelligent infrastructure in general, 
and for improving automated video surveillance systems’ performance in particular as the complexity 
of the scenarios under analysis is boosting, the uncertainty increases and the environments become 
more loosely controlled.  

Algorithms for the better understanding of human motion, including segmentation and tracking of 
articulated body parts; and for better detection and classification of multi-agent events and activities, 
have been developed. Although it is not a trivial task, it is also desired that machines can model and 
classify automatically any human activity detected in the scene, with independence of the type of 
behaviour pattern being described. However, the randomness and complex nature of human 
behaviour makes of this a difficult task. The review of available and state of the art techniques show 
the large diversity of video understanding techniques in automatic behaviour recognition. But there 
are some issues that can be enhanced, robustness under different weather conditions/clutter 
background, view-invariance object classification and recognition, more robust feature and clustering 
algorithm for activity analysis and semantic interpretation according with human cognition. The real 
challenge is to efficiently combine these techniques to address the large diversity of the real world 
and to let systems provide more complex event interpretations. 

The underlying frameworks lack of flexibility for let the same systems work effectively on more 
loosely-controlled scenarios where complex interactions are described at high-level. Experiments 
carried out on a limited number of use cases are indication of this. The problem is that, they are not 
able to deal with the particularities of all processing levels (i.e. models are mainly defined for low-
level classes, such as the object and the physical scene), requiring still of an adapted design and 
specific development for high-level tasks in charge of scene understanding. 

The minimum set of requirements any framework like the one proposed in this thesis should cope 
with for the development of surveillance applications is:  

 Challenge 1 – Ability to manage information at all levels of abstraction so that systems can 
provide, at low level, robust object detection, tracking and classification, as well as advanced 
scenario interpretation capabilities at high level. 
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 Challenge 2 – Design of data models for every piece of information managed by the system 
and creation of a Knowledge Base as a central node the different system modules will have 
access to. 

 Challenge 3 – Parametrization of contextual information so that more generic systems easily 
portable to different domains can be constructed. 

 Challenge 5 – Systems integrating feedback strategies allow the combination of top-down 
information with bottom-up to improve their performance in any sense 

 Challenge 8 – Integration of state-of-the-art algorithms ensure accurate system performance 

Systems developed having these challenges as reference will be ready for the integration of extended 
capabilities (such as the ones proposed by Challenge 7 or Challenge 10) in the future. Furthermore, 
although the development of a control mechanism able to automatically select, attach and detach 
different algorithms to the existing processing modules (Challenge 4) is out of scope for the present 
work, the potential of such functionality will be demonstrated during experimentations. Something 
similar happens with the integration of complex data fusion mechanisms (Challenge 6) or ways of 
ensuring complete scalability (Challenge 9), subjects not fully studied as part of this thesis, but which 
potential will be demonstrated in one of the use cases selected for the experiments.  

 

2.4. Conclusion	

In spite of all previous achievements, no generic framework for scene understanding can be said to 
be robust or generic enough to be used in a real world application. According to the papers found in 
the literature, an adapted design, development and evaluation methodology is still needed in most of 
the cases. A complete list of open challenges has been identified towards the objective of achieving 
a generic autonomous and intelligent scenario understanding platform. 

The main contribution of this thesis consists of cognitive framework for scenario understanding that 
allows the integration in a flexible way of different interconnected components able to provide 
advanced functionalities for perception, interpretation, attention and learning in the event of change 
of initial conditions being thus Challenges 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8 directly covered. Relying on both high-
level behavioural and sensor-based processed information, we propose a knowledge-based and 
parameterized methodology that makes possible the development of intelligent surveillance solutions 
for a wide variety of environments. Feedback strategies are also integrated in order to assess how 
systems are able to adapt to changes in the initial conditions. As a result, thanks to the proposed 
framework, systems coping with requirements from heterogeneous domains can be developed.  

In addition, as a first attempt to develop more complete systems, other challenges (Challenges 4, 6 
and 9) are approached.  

The development of completely autonomous systems and the integration of more sophisticated or 
intelligent processes are out of scope of the present thesis (Challenge 7 and 10).  	
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3. SENSOR‐BASED	FRAMEWORK	FOR	SCENARIO	UNDERSTANDING	

One of the most ambitious objectives for the Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition research 
community is that machines can achieve similar capacities to the human’s visual and cognitive 
system, and thus provide a trustworthy description of what is happening in the scene under 
surveillance in an automated way [Ullman96]. 

Accomplishing so ambitious task requires a hierarchic and intelligent framework like the one 
proposed in this chapter able to extract and analyse at different levels of abstraction, and by means of 
independent processing modules that interact with each other, the necessary information to 
understand the complexity of a dynamic scene. By dynamic we mean the state of the environment 
being monitored, and hence relationships among the ‘objects’ present (i.e. something physical that 
can be perceived) and their ‘behaviours’ (i.e. observed physical reality represented in space and time 
involving one or more objects). By relationships we understand high-level abstract concepts 
conceived via appropriate spatio-temporal arrangements and aggregation of interrelated objects and 
their behaviours. Finally, the aggregation of all the information, or ‘events’, gathered after analysing 
such relationships leads to what is known as ‘situation’.  

After justification of the benefits of having information shared by different levels of abstraction, the 
proposed framework is presented, together with the main processing stages identified with their 
corresponding functionalities, and the connecting modules that make possible the communication 
among different components.  

Then, taking into account the challenges that working at both low and high levels offer, we contribute 
with a highly descriptive formal data model that allows the complete representation of knowledge 
about different surveillance situations in which people and/or vehicles use to be the main actors whose 
behaviours are monitored as it will allow their instantiation in many surveillance environments as 
needed. 

Implementation details of both the proposed knowledge-based data model and the framework that 
aims to exploit it following an iterative hybrid bottom-up/top-down approach for the development of 
surveillance applications in two different case studies will be later provided in Chapter 5. Before that, 
an independent Chapter 4 is dedicated to the potential of integrating feedback strategies with the rest 
of internal processes in this kind of frameworks, completing thus the initial schema anticipated in this 
chapter. 

3.1. Coexistence	of	information	from	different	levels	of	abstraction	

As stated at the beginning of the chapter, we are interested in analysing surveillance scenarios by 
studying the relationships among objects and their behaviours within the dynamic environment being 
monitored. These and other basic concepts necessary to understand the steps in the analysis are 
introduced below. 
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An object is “something perceptible by one or more of the senses, especially by vision or touch; a 
material thing” (The Free Dictionary9). And when we talk about ‘behaviour’ we are referring to any 
‘action’ (e.g. person is ‘moving’) or ‘activity’ (e.g. person is ‘eating’) being carried out by the objects 
involved. By behaviour we understand “the state or quality of being active”. The only difference 
between action and activity is that activities or complex behaviours are composed of an object or 
group of objects related by one or more actions or atomic behaviours over time and/or space. This 
may lead to different ‘events’ and the aggregation of events to ‘situations’ each of which could be 
basically considered the sequence of activities.  

An event is a high-level abstraction concept which makes sense by analysing its constituent 
elementary objects and behaviours observed at a lower level. The formal definition of event is 
“something that takes place; an occurrence at an arbitrary point in time”. As it will be described later, 
an event can be composed of multiple sub-events, being necessary to differentiate between ‘simple 
event’ (e.g. ‘person has picked up a cup from cupboard’) and ‘complex event’ (e.g. ‘person has set 
up the table’) taking into account the complexity of the behaviour carried out.  

There are cases when a relationship defines an aggregated object rather than an event, being in this 
case an ‘entity’ the high-level abstraction concept linked to an object or group of objects that may 
describe a common behaviour (e.g. two people interacting). 

We will come back to these and other definitions later. The purpose of introducing them here is simply 
to anticipate the reader to the coexistence within the same framework for ‘scenario’ understanding 
of diverse information every step richer, semantically speaking, as the level of abstraction increases. 
Thus, at the highest level of abstraction, any scenario can be therefore completely described by the 
semantic combination of different situations taking place in a particular environment within a time 
interval. 

Sequence, combination, aggregation… these are concepts familiar in data fusion theory. Advances in 
data fusion theory allow us to understand better what level of abstraction really means when we talk 
about cognitive frameworks for advanced scenario understanding. In his book, [Subrata08] surveys a 
set of well-known data fusion models ranging from a variety of perspectives. One of the most 
representative models identified in his work is the traditional DIKW (Data Information Knowledge 
and Wisdom) hierarchy (Figure 7) which organizes data, information and knowledge, in layers with 
an increasing level of abstraction and addition of knowledge, starting from the bottommost data layer, 
what reminds us the model of framework we want to propose in this thesis.  

                                                            
9 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/  
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Figure 7 The DIKW (Data Information Knowledge and Wisdom) pyramid extracted from [Subrata08] 

According to this model, data, transactional and physical, are the most basic level and by themselves 
they have little purpose and meaning. Data are basically signals and features represented in a form 
suitable for further processing. Information is high-level interpretation of data so that a semantic 
meaning can be associated to the relationships between data. Knowledge is the possession of 
information needed for general situation awareness. At the top level, Wisdom is identified, where 
current knowledge and past experience could be ideally exploited by any system to make the right 
decisions. 

But, according to [Subrata08], the most influential data fusion model to date is the so-called JDL 
model proposed by White [White88] and revised by other authors [Steinberg98] [Blasch06] to 
broaden the functional model and related taxonomy beyond the original military focus. In the last 
revision made by the Data Fusion Information Group (DFIG) [Blasch06], any data fusion process 
should involve the provision, from low level to a higher level of abstraction, of the following basic 
functionalities as represented in Figure 8 below:  

 Level 0 (Data Assessment) – estimation and prediction of observable states of signals or 
features; 

 Level 1 (Object Assessment) – combination sensor data (mainly gathered from video 
cameras but not restricted to other sensors) to obtain most reliable and accurate estimate of 
an object’s position, velocity, attributes and identity. The expected output of this level in a 
refinement of the objects and, therefore, the entities identified; 

 Level 2 (Situation Assessment) – estimation and prediction of relationships among entities; 
develops a description of current relationships among entities and events in the context of 
their environment; 

 Level 3 (Impact Assessment) – estimation and prediction of the intent (alternative courses 
of action) for entities, as well as the estimation of the degree with which impending events 
may occur; 

 Level 4 (Process Refinement) – monitoring of the overall data fusion process to assess and 
improve real-time system performance; management of resources, i.e. data collection and 
fusion processes at the different levels of abstraction, to support mission objectives.  
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Although not represented in the Figure 8, there exist two other levels: Level 5 (User Refinement) and 
Level 6 (Mission Management) that complement the previous ones in a typical data fusion process.  

As part of the knowledge management activities, Level 5 encompasses adaptive determination of who 
queries and access the information to support human decision making processes. In this level, data is 
displayed through the corresponding human computer interface to support a user’s trust, workload, 
attention, and situation awareness.  

Finally, Level 6 encompasses the determination of spatial-temporal control of assets (route planning, 
goal determination) as part of the platform management process. 

 

Figure 8 Proposed Refinement of JDL Model [Blasch06] 

In the same way, from our point of view, any framework focused on understanding the external world 
where data fusion needs to be accomplished, should rely on a similar schema with heterogeneous 
pieces of information being treated at multiple levels of abstraction. However, if we try to match the 
JDL schema with functionalities provided by most of the frameworks analysed in the previous 
sections, we could conclude that they mainly cover Levels 0 and 1, limited Level 2, and only a few 
of them JDL Levels 3 and 4. Level 5 is assumed for all of them since an interface, basic or of high 
complexity, needs to be developed to launch any application and control its execution. Level 6 is out 
of scope in this research field, since it is focused on the management processes to be activated after 
the information about the scenario is received through the corresponding interface. 
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Hence, it could be said that at the moment there not exists a complete framework that covers the five 
basic levels and that gives details about the different processes and their interactions that are needed 
to provide such functionalities. This conclusion constitutes by itself one of the main motivations for 
the proposal of a new framework for scenario understanding.  

Figure 9 shows the levels of abstraction the proposed framework relies on. From a very high-level 
perspective, there is a clear and direct correspondence between the six abstraction levels in Figure 9 
and the JDL data fusion Levels from L0 to L5. However, notation used is slightly different to ensure 
that any system developed on this basis counts on the necessary perception, interpretation, learning 
and attention mechanisms for providing high-level semantic description of the scenario being 
monitored.  

 

Figure 9 Levels of abstraction the proposed framework relies on 

Here is the list of functionalities the proposed levels of abstraction aim to provide: 

 Level 0 Sensor data analysis – where signals and features are available for analysis 

 Level 1 Object analysis – combination sensor data to obtain objects and their attributes 

 Level 2 Situation Analysis – basic description of objects and their behaviours by means of 
the analysis of relationships among entities and the events in which they are involved 

 Level 3 Evaluation and Assessment– analysis of normality and assessment of the 
possibilities for acquiring new information  

 Level 4 Process refinement for high-level scenario understanding– steps to gather more 
knowledge understood as the sum or fusion of what has been perceived (data acquired and 
objects detected by Levels 0 and 1), discovered (information gathered in Level 2), or learned 
(new interpretations of data, new information gathered by the system after assessment in 
Level 3) 

 Level 5 Human Machine Interface to access high-level knowledge– Presentation of past 
and present knowledge to the user of the application                                                                                               
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The hierarchy of levels of abstraction presented in Figure 9 intends to reduce the complexity of the 
domain we want to treat, obtaining an information space of tractable size, and preserving the integrity 
and the semantics of the data.  

Next section analyses the different information managed in each of these levels of abstraction and 
provides a common data model of reference for the representation of similar information shared by 
systems that are aimed to solve different problems in diverse domains. Particular interfaces are 
presented later.	
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3.2. Framework	Overview	

In Figure 10, we present the main contribution of this thesis, a hierarchic framework of reference for 
the construction of scene understanding systems able to recognize and describe a broad set of objects 
and their activities with independence from the application domain.  

This Chapter aims to describe how thanks to the different modules identified, the proposed framework 
is able to exploit the advantages and overcomes the limitations of related approaches reviewed in the 
Chapter 2, taking into account the challenges that working at different levels of analysis offer. 

 

Figure 10. Generic hierarchical framework for scene understanding 
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After reviewing the literature, it seems to be clear that a hierarchic organization of the different 
components that compose a knowledge-based framework is necessary to ensure reusability 
[Avanzi05], where components at lower layers support signal-processing and pattern recognition 
functions for perception, and the components at the higher layers support the interpretation, attention 
and learning ones [Albusac09]. C This way, our framework relies on the hypothesis that by dividing 
the problem to solve into sub-problems, managing the tasks that are performed in each processing 
level and ensuring that the communication among different modules is effective, reliable systems for 
behaviour understanding can be developed. As a result, a hierarchy of processing levels can be 
depicted in Figure 10. Different modules will be described in the following sections. 

At low-level, the proposed framework proposes to apply computer vision on a network of cameras as 
well as signal processing techniques to other sensory means for improving perception about the scene 
(L0). Data gathered is duly interpreted so that objects can be detected, classified and tracked relying 
on a set of predefined object properties (L1). Thus, knowledge on context and the objects needs to be 
carefully extracted. Dealing with the uncertainty and imprecision existing in the data obtained from 
surveillance sensors, we propose to exploit, at a higher level of abstraction (L2), the capabilities of 
state-of-the-art supervised machine learning techniques and other rule-based methods for the task of 
behaviour modelling and the automatic identification of situations in a reliable way.  But it is precisely 
in developments covering the expectations of abstraction levels L3 and L4 where the main 
contribution of this thesis can be found.  

Every processing module manages different information, being a requirement to have specific data 
models for every piece of information managed by the system. This leads to the creation of a domain 
expert Knowledge Base, central node of information the different system modules will have access 
to. 

As a result, a number of processing modules and knowledge-based models coexist in the same 
framework at different levels of abstraction, as it is depicted in Figure 10; thus achieving 
Challenges 1 and 2 identified in Chapter 2. 

Previous component-based approaches for the analysis of scenarios put efforts to demonstrate that 
once a component is designed, it could be instantiated in many surveillance environments as needed. 
For instance, if a component for analysing normal trajectories has been designed, the instantiation of 
such component in a different monitored environment would imply simply to set the normal 
trajectories that are particular for such scenario by means of the definitions established by the 
component. Typically, in this kind of approaches, each different component requires of a method or 
algorithm to get the knowledge needed to instantiate such component. However, it is not clear how 
contextual information is integrated in these systems in order to ensure that additional constraints 
related to the particular problem that needs to be solved, i.e. contextual information, are taken into 
account with the same flexibility. This issue makes them fail to achieve Challenge 3 where the 
importance of having contextual information well modelled is highlighted.   

The proposed framework allows any system to manage information and knowledge about the scenario 
from a higher level perspective. On the one hand, it will be demonstrated how feedback mechanisms 
integrated in this framework (Challenge 5), together with state-of-the-art algorithms (Challenge 8) 
allow any system to deal with requirements of more loosely controlled environments where changes 
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in the illumination conditions or an increment in the complexity of the scene is usually registered. On 
the other hand, fusion of simple events and contextual information at a higher level of abstraction (as 
a first attempt to match requirements established by Challenge 6) allow the system to refine the initial 
assessment made on the situation under analysis, thus letting the system increase its knowledge about 
the scenario as more complex events can be detected. 

Last but not least, a System Memory contains information about available algorithms, sensor data 
storage, list of objects detected, entities existence, actions and activities inferred, simple and complex 
events for scenario description, reference models and textual or visual results needed to assess 
system’s performance. All these concepts will be described in the following Sections and a summary 
can be found in Section 3.5.  

	

3.3. Definition	of	different	contexts	as	the	first	step	in	the	creation	of	the	
domain	expert	Knowledge	Base	

By definition, context is the “interrelated conditions in which something exists or occurs”. The use 
of the word “context” tends to be vague because everything in the world happens in a certain context. 
The term has been used in many ways in different areas of computer science such as applications in 
mobile computing, contextual search, and so on. Applying the concept in a sensor-based surveillance 
environment, context is any information, usually of local scope and validity, which can be used to 
characterize the scenario being monitored. It is a precious source of information since it provides a 
powerful way to semantically bind sensor measurements and real-world observables [Snidaro13] 
[Salah10] [Moenne03].  

When designing a framework for activity recognition and scenario understanding, some requirements 
arising from the physical surrounding environment need to be firstly taken into account: type of scene, 
visual geometrical properties of the scene with identification of fixed contextual objects (mobile (e.g. 
doors) or static (e.g. wall)) and their position, etc.  From a more logical perspective, additional 
information can be also taken into account at a higher level of abstraction by defining the kind of 
object interactions that may happen [Lee11] or distinguishing what can be considered a normal 
behaviour from an abnormal one (i.e. any deviation from the usual or typical behaviour) [Albusac09]. 
In any case, contextual information is usually assigned by the system designer offline, and based on 
the knowledge they have about the domain. 

Some researchers try to formally model context to extract minimum piece of complementary 
knowledge which may be essential for recognition and interpretation of any activity [Patino10]. But, 
thinking of more examples than those presented above, the potential amount of contextual 
information that can be defined is huge. So, in order to provide practical applications, the information 
to be used needs to be carefully selected. However, most of the systems overuse the knowledge they 
have about the constrained environment [Laptev08] [Xu06].  

Not satisfied by a general definition, many researchers have attempted to define context by 
enumerating examples of contexts: physical context (such as lighting, noise levels and temperature, 
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which can be measured using specially designed sensors like a photodiode or a directional 
microphone); nearby context (such as location of objects and people nearby); and, finally, time 
context (such as time of a day, week, month, and a season of year). Combining several low-level 
context values may generate a more powerful understanding of the current situation. Only in a few 
works [Chen00] authors seem to be interested in high-level context information such as the activity 
that can be potentially described by the object of interest.  

As we have seen, there are many types of context information. Their different properties lead to 
different ways to express and model them. This leads to systems which use their own way to model 
the contextual information, being impossible to exchange context information between them 
[Hoyos13]. Therefore, there is a need for defining a common data structure that can be broadly 
used to express and exchange general context information in various scenario understanding 
systems; following the generic framework structure in previous section, this constitutes another 
contributions of the present thesis work. 

From a knowledge engineering perspective, it would be also interesting to know how much of a 
certain context knowledge can be reused and applied in another situation [Snidaro13].  This of course 
is not only related to the effort or cost in building the Knowledge Base; it directly determines the 
capability of a system to adapt to changing domain conditions.  

Finally, even within the same domain and scenario, context may change. However, as stated above, 
contextual information is usually assigned by the system designer offline. So, how to provide systems 
the capability of exploiting contextual information in a dynamic way is another remaining issue. 

Having all these requirements in mind, a general Context Model Ƈ is presented in the following 
paragraphs.  

We support the idea that by dividing the problem into different sub-problems, the use of simpler and 
more domain-independent techniques can be allowed in each step [Hongeng00]. The hierarchy of 
levels of abstraction presented (Figure 9) is a good example of this. But from our point of view, this 
is not enough to overcome the issue previously commented.  

Following the recommendations made by authors in [Dey01], it seems then necessary first to separate 
acquisition and representation of context information from the application that requires it. By freeing 
contextual information from the rest of information managed by the system, we will contribute to a 
more general architecture. Additionally, from our point of view, having contextual information split 
by level of abstraction, would provide any system with more flexibility to be redeployed in another 
scenario. Last but not least, a standardization of context-related concepts and their values in a more 
structured mathematical way would allow the system to dynamically exploit on-line updated 
contextual information available at different levels of abstraction.  

Before progressing more on the proposed approach for having context suitably modelled, a couple of 
real scenarios susceptible of demanding automatic methods for video analysis will be introduced with 
the aim of giving support to the reader in the understanding of the mathematical expressions that will 
follow. Thus examples taken directly from these scenarios will complement all the theoretical content 
provided. We will refer to them as ‘Left-luggage scenario’ or security-related scenario, and ‘Queue 
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length monitoring scenario’ or traffic-related scenario, respectively. Both scenarios are described 
briefly below: 

 Left-luggage scenario. The challenge for the surveillance system would be to detect items 
of luggage left unattended at a public place like a busy train station. In this kind of scenarios, 
when any piece of luggage is abandoned for more than a predefined time (e.g. 30 seconds), 
an alarm should be automatically raised. 

 Queue length monitoring scenario. The challenge in this case would be to detect vehicle 
accumulation in tolling areas or in front of traffic lights in urban environments and assess the 
level of congestion (and therefore queues) vehicles are forming after having identified that 
they have been in the area under control for a significant time. 

These two scenarios are completely independent of the case studies introduced in Chapter 5 and 
selected for demonstrating the capabilities of the framework from a more practical point of view. 

Going back to the formalization of context model, we start by introducing an important set of concepts 
needed to phrase all these questions mathematically. Our data model relies on a Context Model 
consisting of different types of context with semantic labels associated to main context parameters: 
Physical Context (PC), Object Context (OC), Logical Context (LC), Evaluation Context (EC), 
Refinement Context (RC) and Domain Context (DC). Thus, having different contextual information 
per level of abstraction, only the physical areas with a meaning or object behaviours that may need 
to be incorporated at high-level must be re-modelled for every new scenario. Mathematically, we 
could define the space of context Ƈ or context model which is constituted by the set of possible 
contexts {PC, OC, LC, EC, RC, DC}. More formally, 

Definition 1: The problem of surveillance in a monitoring environment is defined as the interpretation 
and understanding of several perceptions of the global environment at different levels of abstraction. 

Hypothesis 1.1: In consequence, we assume the existence of  levels of abstraction, i = 0,…,5 (see 
Figure 9) each managing different information  to provide the necessary perception, interpretation, 

attention and learning capabilities to a scenario understanding system. 

Hypothesis 1.2: Information managed at each level  results of the combination of input data from 
the immediate lower level	  ( , the processed information at this level  used to characterize 

or instantiate the corresponding structural models	 , and the contextual information identified at 

this level of abstraction	 ; but for abstraction level L0, where no information is received from 

previous level of abstraction. 

	 ; 	 ; 	  ,  	 	 ; 	  

The structural models for each level of abstraction 	  will be presented later. 

Hypothesis 1.3: Our system relies on the definition of complementary knowledge which is 
considered essential for recognition and interpretation of any object or activity that is contextual 
information which is different for every abstraction level	 . 
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∈ Ƈ, Ƈ	 	 , , , , ,  

being 	 Ƈ	 0 	  , 	 Ƈ	 1 , etc. 

Definition 1.3.1: The Physical Context (PC) define the sub-areas of the observed environment with 
a meaning 

	 , … ,  

Being 	with j = 1,…,J the Contextual Area where different situations may happen. Contextual 

areas can be delimited, for instance, by the area around the contextual objects identified in the scene. 
For instance, a fridge and a sofa are contextual and fixed static objects that may be used to differentiate 
between kitchen and living room contextual areas in a smart home environment. Other valuable 
context cues can be extracted from visual geometrical or natural properties of the scene as well.  

Focusing on the real scenarios selected, we will assume that in our: 

 Left-luggage scenario three contextual areas can be identified (J=3), being these 
geometrically delimited respectively by the ‘platform’ and the area around the ‘ticket 
machine’ where only people can be detected, and the ‘train track’ where in principle only 
trains can pass through. Two or more cameras would need to be deployed for monitoring all 
these contextual areas. 

 Queue length monitoring scenario, for simplification, one contextual area is identified (J=1), 
being it geometrically delimited by the ‘road lane’ in front of the traffic light. In this case, we 
will assume that one surveillance camera and one LIDAR sensor are deployed for proper 
monitoring. 

Definition 1.3.1.1: A Contextual Area ( , although for simplification of nomenclature we will only 

use CA) is defined as a 3-tuple consisting of the following elements: 

	 ; ;  

where: 

 	denotes the type of scenario the CA represents. The value of this variable is precise according 
to a set of PC concepts previously defined 	(see Definition 1.3.1.2) for every specific k 

domain	 	with k = 1…| |  
  represents the geometrical configuration of the CA, and it is composed by the set of geometrical 

2D/3D points that delimit the physical region around a CA according to each sensor referencing 
system 

  is the set of sensors or surveillance devices which provide upper processing levels with data 

gathered specifically from the CA. Being , … ,  the global set of  sensors providing 

raw data from the scenario,	 ⊂  so that , 	 ∈ S	x	PC 

Definition 1.3.1.2: PC concepts is the set of concepts vectors from with k = 1…| | related to the 
physical context accessed according to a domain index	 . It is given by 
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	 , , … , | |  

where any kth vector is defined as the predefined collection of 	concepts for each type of domain 

the framework is configured for. 

	 	|	1 | |  

being  the kth domain vector concept and  the lth concept in , with ∈ Gc , Sc  in which 

Gc  and Sc  are the general and specific domain vocabularies respectively. An example could be Gcl 
= {‘sceneType’} and Scl = {‘indoor’, ‘outdoor’} according to artificial or natural light conditions 
during acquisition. The union of Gc and Sc constitutes the total vocabulary for this domain concept 

∪ | | and ∩ ∅. 

Particularising for the real scenarios selected: 

 Left-luggage scenario and queue length monitoring scenario correspond to different domains, 
called  Security and Traffic surveillance respectively. 

  = {(sceneType:= indoor); {staticElement:=(platform, trainTrack, ticketArea) }} 

  = {(sceneType:= outdoor); {staticElement:=(roadLane, sidewalk, crosswalk) }} 

To be able to use context in applications, of course, there must be a mechanism to sense the current 
physical context and deliver it to the application. For instance, modules at abstraction level L0 may 
make use of this information in order to filter the relevant sensor data. Each contextual area can be 
monitored by one or more sensors whose output data, homogeneous or not, will be used as input of 
higher level modules to select the features required for the identification of objects in the scene and 
consequently the understanding of their behaviour. Modules at other abstraction levels may make use 
of this low-level information as well. In the next section the mechanisms that have been used for 
sensing the physical context will be described. 

Definition 1.3.2: The Objects Context (OC) encapsulates information necessary for the instantiation 
of objects in a particular context. Mainly modules at abstraction level L1 will make use of this 
information.  

; ;  

where: 

 	represents the set of contextual objects and target objects whose behaviour is analysed for scene 
understanding purposes.  

  is the set of object constraints or restrictions that will condition decisions to be made at a this 
level of abstraction. It is basically information that allows processing modules in this level of 
abstraction to operate well.  

  indicates which objects may be identified in a particular contextual area and under 
which constraints.   

Definition 1.3.2.1:  represents the set	 , , i.e. contextual or/and target 
objects being monitored, both characterized by their respective object models, being one of the 
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features of this model the ‘objectType’. More information about object characteristics will be 
provided when object model Ơ will be presented.   

A common ontology for representing a broad set of possible objects we usually find in this kind of 
scenarios can be created: 

 contextObj : =  {portable:=(luggage, backpack); fixed: = (machine, trafficLight)} 

 targetObj := {human:= (person, crowd, group, arm); notHuman:= (vehicle, train)} 

Particular subsets of contextual and target objects can be defined according to the specific domain. 

Definition 1.3.2.2: Object constraints  is the set of restrictions imposed over object characteristics 
in the object model Ơ and accessed according to a domain domain	 	with k = 1…| |. It is given 
by 

	 , … , | |  

Where any kth vector defines for every specific domain a predefined collection of n rules: 

	 |	1 | |  

being  the set of kth domain restrictions and  the nth rule in , defined using the set of generic 
and specific notations	{Gn, Sn} that can be created with independence of the domain, the set of 
contextual objects and target objects whose behaviour aims to be analysed. For instance, some objects 
may lead to total or partial occlusions (e.g. Gn = ‘occlusionType’; Sn = {‘partiallyOccludedBy’, 
‘partiallyOccludingTo’}), or are composed of different parts (e.g. Gn = {‘objectComposition’}, Sn = 
{‘head’, ‘trunk’}); all this information is really valuable for processing modules at abstraction level 
L1 such as the tracking module.  

Particularising for the real scenarios selected: 

 Generic and specific notations Gn := {useType; occlusionType} ; Sn := {(occupiedBy, 
belongsTo), (occludedBy, partiallyOccludedBy)}; 

 Left-luggage scenario rules 

o 

:	 	 	 	 	
: 	 	 	 	
3: 	 	 	 	
4: / 	 	

…

  

 Queue length monitoring scenario rules 

o 
1: 	 	 	
2: 	 	 	 	

…
 

Definition 1.3.3: At a higher level of abstraction, logical units called entities allow objects to evolve 
over time independently, explicating the different logical contexts. The Logical Context (LC) is 
defined as the set of Logical Areas the scene is divided into where actions and activities are expected 
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to occur. Different actions may be carried out within a same contextual area, reason why we have L 
logical areas 	with k = 1…L.  

, … ,  

At the same time every logical area may be linked to one or more contextual areas sharing common 
actions up to the K CAs constituting the PC. This idea of having different logical areas is reinforced 
by the work presented by authors in [Bremond06], where a behaviour recognition module uses a 
priori knowledge of the spatial context of the various objects present in the field of view of a camera 
to make a decision on which set of predefined behaviours they will focus their analysis on. 
Accordingly, all possible independent instantiations of PC and LC lead to the initial context space of 
K x L possible values, which depends on the application and they may vary during processing.  

Definition 1.3.3.1: A logical area LA ( , although for simplification of nomenclature we will only 
use LA) is defined as a 4-tuple consisting of the following elements: 

	 ; ; ⋃ 	;  

  represents the set of target entities of particular type which, characterized by the corresponding 
entity model, can be identified within a LA. More information about entities will be provided 
when entity model Ę will be presented.  Following with the example above different types of 
entities could be identified in the respective scenarios:  

o Left-luggage scenario: actingEntity (single person moving around), interactingEntity 
(single person interacting with portable object) 

o Queue monitoring: interactingEntity (two or more vehicles waiting in front of traffic 
light) 

  is the minimum information required to model entities known as entity constraint, and is 
defined as a set of variables and spatio temporal conditions that must be satisfied to consider an 
aggregation of objects that may be involved in the same activity as a type of entity or other within 
the logical area. This makes entities play a semantic role within their own context so that entities 
can be classified according to the type of behaviours in which they could be involved. Entities 
may involve just an individual target object or a group of moving objects interacting or not with 
a contextual object. More information about types of entities will be provided when entity model 
will be presented.   

 ⋃  is the universe of possible behaviours in which, according to the expert, an entity can 
participate within such logical area. 

 	represents the set of temporal (e.g. mutually exclusive events, predefined order of 
occurrence…) and other logical (e.g. allowed object relationships) constraints necessary for 
situation analysis in a Logical Area. The value of this variable is precise according to a set of 

	concepts previously defined for every specific domain (see Definition 1.3.3.2 below) that 
will condition decisions to be made at a this level of abstraction. It is basically information that 
allows processing modules in this level of abstraction to operate well; conditions which can be 
used to complete the definition of a logical area according to the intrinsic parameters of  or 
extrinsic parameters proper of the physical context around the entity 	 μ , … , μ  and 
which must be satisfied to confirm the grade a behaviour and the events. Any temporal, spatial 
or role constraint satisfies μ : → 0,1  
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Definition 1.3.3.2: Entity constraints  is the set of temporal and spatial restrictions specifying the 
relations between object characteristics in model Ơ for identifying a group of objects as an entity and 
accessed according to a domain index Dk. It is given by 

	 , … , | |  

Where any ith vector is defined as a predefined collection of rules for a specific domain.  

	 	|	 1 | |  

This makes entities play a semantic role within their own context so that entities can be classified 
according to the type of behaviours in which they could be involved. Entities may involve just an 
individual target object or a group of moving objects interacting or not with a contextual object. More 
information about types of entities will be provided when entity model Ę will be presented.   

Definition 1.3.3.3: 	situation constraints is the set of temporal and other logical restrictions 
imposed over the objects in a particular physical context and accessed according to a domain index 
domain	 	with k = 1…| |. It is given by 

	 , … , | |  

Where any ith vector is defined as a predefined collection of rules for a specific domain. 

	 |	1 | |  

being 	the set of ith domain restrictions and  the nth rule in , defined by the set of generic 
and specific notations	{Grn, Srn}  

 Following with the example above different Logical Areas with their respective constraints could 
be identified in the respective scenarios:  

o Left-luggage scenario: Person-PortableObject_InteractionArea 
o Queue monitoring: main LA would be the Vehicle_InteractionArea (roadlane where 

vehicles will stop in front of), although other LA could be identified within a traffic 
scenario, for instance Person-Vehicle_InteractionArea (crosswalk where both objects can 
be detected at the same time leading to a risk of collision situation) 

Definition 1.3.3.4: For an entity from the set of entities belonging to the Logical Area k	
	 , … , , ; ⋃ 	⊂  Ɓ is defined as  

, … , 	 

where 

 ⋃  is the behaviour universe of entity j of the logical area k, , defined by the model 

itself, i.e. the type set of input variables needed to identify the behaviour being carried out;   

 Ɓ 	⋃Ɓ , being ∊ 	 , , ,  the set of atomic and complex behaviour models of 
different type defined or learned for a specific application. 
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Modules at abstraction level L2 will make use of this information. 

Definition 1.3.4. Evaluation Context (EC) – Key issues relating to appropriateness, efficiency and 
effectiveness of the information gathered need to be identified to provide a focus for the self-
evaluation of the system. Contextual information is required by modules at abstraction level L3 to 
assess whether the information is still consistent with application objectives of reaction is needed.  

, … ,  

Different evaluation metrics 	may be applied 	with s = 1…S. 

 Nm is any normality measure or metric derived from the analysis of information gathered at 
both physical and logical levels (e.g. RiskofCollision factor, DistanceToObject) 

 Qm is any quality measure or metric used to assess quality of every process launched 

Definition 1.3.5. Refinement Context (RC) – Modules at abstraction level L4 may make use of this 
information. Contextual information required for aiding systems increase its knowledge about the 
environment. 

 
Definition 1.3.6. Domain Context (DC) – Modules at abstraction level L5 may make use of this 
information. Basic information about the application domain, distinguishing between generic and 
specific domain context. 

	 ; ; 	  

  is an unique index to identify a particular domain. Examples given are focused on two 
main domains: ‘UrbanTraffic’ and ‘Security’ domains, although other domains (e.g. ‘AAL’ 
domain could be identified) 

  is the set of characteristics about the domain under study 

 F is the functionality or objective of the application to be developed 

The following picture (Figure 11) shows examples of typical contextual information that can be 
managed by modules of a surveillance system developed using the proposed framework for each of 
the abstraction levels previously described. 
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Figure 11. Examples of contextual information at several levels of abstraction in different scenarios 
(left-luggage, traffic monitoring and elderly activity monitoring) 

In summary, the main characteristics are that the proposed context model allows: 

 Freeing contextual information from the rest of information managed by the system 

 Managing different contextual information at different level of abstraction 

 Updating relevant contextual knowledge to let any system dynamically adapt to changes in 
the scenario 

 Transferring contextual information that is either general or domain-dependent between 
applications 

A compilation of context parameters per level of abstraction can be found in Table 3. 

Context 
level 

Context main parameters Nomenclature 

PC 
Type of scenario the Contextual Area represents 

2D/3D geometrical configuration of the CA 
Set of Sensors 

 
 
 

OC 
Contextual and Target Objects 

Object constraints 
 
 

LC 
Target Entities 

Spatio-temporal constraints associated to entities 
Types of behaviour models 

 
 

⋃  
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Table 3. Summary of main parameters identified for the proposed Context Model 

	

3.4. 	An	hybrid	data	model	 that	 allow	 the	 complete	 representation	of	
real‐world	scenarios		

Most of existing frameworks for high-level scenario understanding proposed up to now follow either 
a data-based or a knowledge-based approach. In data-based approaches, machine learning techniques 
are usually applied on observations from real world to extract behaviour models, providing isolated 
records of activity. Although accurate, these approaches do not count on the mechanisms for 
associating a meaning to new behaviour patterns. In knowledge-based approaches, a more complete 
description of the situation can be achieved since domain experts provide knowledge of system 
behaviour to guide the development of computational models using an underlying ontology. 
However, in the same way, systems built exclusively on the knowledge-based models have shown to 
be unable to detect situations that have not been explicitly modelled.  

Taking into account, on the one hand, the proliferation of sensor devices which is producing enormous 
amounts of information that can be further exploited at high-level; and, on the other hand, the diversity 
of human-related scenarios that is driving the development of systems able to handle more complex 
situations; the combination of these two approaches in a iterative way seems to be not only logical 
but also necessary to build more intelligent monitoring systems.  

Thus, we anticipate that, from a very global perspective, the proposed framework relies firstly on a 
knowledge-based approach that allows a top-down scenario modelling but with enough flexibility to 
evolve on a first set of concepts learned; in a second step, once concept taxonomies are clearly 
identified, a bottom-up inference of that scenario can be carried out, being this process necessarily 
data-based. 

Having this in mind, the following sections present a complete methodology for having it modelled 
in a parameterized way all the information that needs to be managed by any intelligent monitoring 
solution. This hybrid data model aims to be representative enough for a number of real-world 
scenarios.   

3.4.1. Sensor	Data	Model	

According to Challenge 1 in Chapter 2, a system for modelling human actions and activities in an 
intelligent environment should have at least the capabilities of perception, interpretation, attention 

Temporal and logical constraints for a Logical Area  

EC 
Measures to evaluate normality 

Measures to evaluate information quality 
 
 

RC High-level Key Events   

DC 
Particular Domain 

Specific application functionality 
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and learning. Perception is the process of attaining awareness of the environment by gathering and 
processing sensory information, sometimes incomplete and rapidly varying. Thus, in the same 
way human brain is structured in a modular way, with different areas processing different kind of 
sensory information, scene understanding systems can be composed of a network of s 
heterogeneous sensors S  = {S1,…,SS}, deployed to extract and select different kind of features 
from the objects and the surrounding environment.  

Sensors can be characterized by various parameters such as their placement, the zone covered by 
them (for a camera, this zone is the field of view), the precision of its measurement through this 
zone, and the perturbations to which it is sensitive. From a theoretical point of view, every sensor 
Si with I = 1…S, can be modelled by the Sensor Model Ş defined by the tuple <M, x, t, o, w, p, 
y, Δy>, being the corresponding parameters duly described in the following Table 4.  

Parameter Description 

M 
Measure type represented by the physical property which is measured by the sensor 
(e.g. light, sound…) and representation mode (e.g. image, audio stream). It allows to 

identify the sensordataType according to the information provided by the PC 
x 3D sensor position 
o Sensor orientation space 
t Temporal reference or the instant at which the physical property is measured 

w 
Sensor operation range, i.e. distance for which detection is effective, with possible 

values {close, normal, far} 
p Sensor parameters 

y 
Data provided by the sensor. It usually consists of a l-dimensional vector that stores 

the value of the physical property measured (i.e. an image (l=2),                    
a list of sensor values (l ≥1)); 

Δy 
Generic term and includes many different types of errors relative to y (e.g. 

measurement errors, calibration errors, sensor failures, etc.) 

Table 4 Sensor model Si corresponding to the sensor i 

Both the network of available sensors and the data acquired by them are managed by the Level 
0 of the proposed hierarchy presented above (see Figure 9). More details will be provided later 
advancing that a set of heterogeneous sensors can be deployed to provide different input data at 
the same abstraction level, contributing thus data to the improvement of the accuracy and the 
robustness of an inference system. 

The following subsection presents the model proposed for the instantiation of objects based on 
sensor and some of the contextual data which our framework relies on.  

 

3.4.2. Object	Model		

As defined in the previous section, an object is something (e.g. a ‘person’, a ‘vehicle’ or a 
‘portable object’) perceptible by one or more sensor that always will describe a specific 
behaviour (e.g. ‘walking’) or will help others to describe such behaviour (e.g. a portable object 
like a suitcase in a left-luggage scenario will allow a person describe the behaviour ‘carrying an 
object’).  
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In order to be able to represent and recognize any behaviour, it is necessary to know the set of 
basic properties that are characteristic of the target objects performing such behaviours, such as 
their trajectory or speed. The identification of these and other visual and spatio-temporal 
descriptors is possible thanks to the application of low-level processing techniques on data 
acquired by sensors. Objects can be represented thus by their type, information needed to locate 
them either temporally or spatially, their movement and other attributes that may be of interest 
for a specific application (see Table 5).   

In a more formal way, being the data y gathered from sensor I at instant time t, with t ϵ [tm, tk] 
the time interval of measurement from instant tm to instant tk, an observation vector oi(t) can be 
extracted. Observations contain the necessary physical information to model objects present in 
a scene and their behaviours. That way, if a set of S sensors is deployed, a collection of low-

level information extracted from the scene is available for further processing: Om,k = {o1I,…, 
o1(tm),…,osI,…, os(tk)}.  The objects can be detected and duly characterized only if the appropriate 
low-level features (feature field in Table 5 below) are selected so some processing is previously 
required to extract from sensor data y the set of features {f1,…, fn} of length n, that let any system 
instantiate an observation vector oi(t) at instant time t. Extracted features are expected to contain 
the relevant information about objects from the input data, so that the desired task can be 
performed by using this reduced representation instead of the complete initial data. Features are 
therefore are fundamental for the definition of an object. 

Additionally, depending on the type of objects that are susceptible to be found in the scenario, it 
is necessary to identify which data in terms of static or dynamic properties are required to 
characterize them. A processing step to extract and analyse such attributes would be then 
necessary to convert them in valuable information, i.e. object descriptors. This information will 
be used by all processing modules working at abstraction Level 1 in charge of object analysis.  

In the kind of frameworks we are interested in, detection processes use to analyse video data 
showing objects as the objects pass within the view of a video capture device (e.g. surveillance 
camera) or laser scanner (e.g. LIDAR device used instead) to produce object trajectories. Typical 
low-level applications are counting the number of detected objects, determine their speeds or 
distances between the objects, track the path of detected objects, determine the direction of object 
travel, etc.  

In Table 5, common descriptors and the parameters with their typical values to characterise 
detected objects are presented. Of course, this is a dynamic table that could be extended to cope 
with the requirements of any application for scenario understanding. 

 

 

Descriptor Parameter Value 

objectID 
object 

identifier 
objectID ϵ Ƶ 
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objectType object type 

contextual 
fixed (context dependent) 

linked to target object := {small, 
medium, large} 

target  
vehicle = {moto/bicycle, car, truck} 
human = {body part, person, group, 

crowd} 

time 
detection 

time 
timestamp 

loc 

position {spatial coordinates}  
2D (x, y) 

3D (x, y, z) 

Shape 
{object’s contour 

points} 

bounding box (height/width) 
refined silhouette 

skeleton 

mov 

Speed 
instantaneous speed (in a particular instant t) or mean speed 

(within a time interval [tm, tk]) 

Target 
track 

trajectory (set of object’s positions during a time interval) 
distance (physical space between the starting and ending point) 

orientation (direction of movement) 

internal 
motion  

mean flow vector (energy of the motion) 
eigenvalues ratio (directionality of the motion) 

feature 
colour histogram, saturation, luminosity, texture density, {KLT points}, 

{HOG features}, blob, SIFT descriptors, etc. 

Table 5. Model for the instantiation of target objects 

Starting the analysis from the lowest level of Table 5, a set of elementary features feature can be 
extracted from sensor data to detect objects in the scene.  

For instance, motion blobs, or KLT points, or fusion at low level of both features associated to 
moving regions along a video sequence [Sánchez09] as represented in Figure 12:  

  

Figure 12. Example of blob and KLT features extracted from an image for further classification. 
Fusion at low-level of both kind of features is proposed by authors in [Sánchez09] 

or HOG features vector from a particular region of interest in a static image [Dalal05] as shown 
in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Example of HOG features extracted from an image for further classification [Dalal05]. 

As the complexity of the scene increases, it becomes necessary to extract other kind of 
information related to the object (e.g. velocity, position, etc.) and its environment (e.g. 
orientation). So, using low-level data, more complex spatio-temporal properties, in particular 
movement mov and location loc can be computed over time. When talking about location we 
may be referring to the object’s centre of gravity needed to retrieve instantaneous 2D (x,y) or 3D 
(x,y,z) position or the set of contour points that ideally let any object being distinguished from 
other in the proximities. Sometimes joint positions are available instead. The descriptor time is 
a temporal reference that describes the moment the object appeared in the scene. 

  

Figure 14. People tracking results applying method proposed in [Cuerdo10]. 

Once we have object detected, classification is necessary to discriminate one object from other 
by their type. The role of Object Context (OC) introduced above is crucial to classify objects, as 
it defines the type of objects our system will pay attention to. Two types of objects can be found: 
contextual objects and target objects. Contextual objects are those objects present in the scene 
that if fixed can be static (e.g. column) or mobile (e.g. escalator); on the contrary, i.e. not fixed, 
they use to be linked to objects that can be carried by other (e.g. portable object). Target objects 
are the main focus of attention for the application, as they are the ones who will describe the 
behaviours our system is interested to discover. A target object can be person or a group of 
people with the same type of motion. 

In [Yilmaz04], target objects are moving people robustly tracked even in presence of occlusions 
provoked by contextual objects (e.g. trees). Other classes could be defined if required as part of 
the Object Context. For instance, we may be interested in analysing simply the location of a head 
or a hand of a person in every moment instead of the full body movement. The target object in 
these cases would be the corresponding body parts. In [Kumar05], the target objects are moving 
vehicles in a traffic surveillance scenario being possible to classify them as motorbikes, vehicles 
or trucks.   
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Finally, every object should be univocally identified by its objectID. 

The list of processing techniques to detect and characterize objects based on the physical 
observations is huge (e.g. Kalman filtering, particle filtering, etc.). We invite the readers to 
consult [Hu04] [Yilmaz06] for extended information about these low-level processes.  

At the end, whichever the technique used for extracting and selecting features in the processing 

modules of the level L1 of the proposed architecture, our system makes use of observations Om,k 
in order to provide a complete  Object Model Ơ  defined by the tuple <id, objectType, time, loc, 
mov, feat> that must be instantiated for every object detected in the scene and which contains a 
set of attributes related to the object’s appearance. In addition, spatial and temporal information 
is available which can be exploited to analyse object’s behaviours and thus associate them with 
any of the Behaviour Models Ɓ defined by the parameters of the Logical Context (LC). More 
information about behaviour models will be provided later. 

3.4.3. Entity	Model	

At a higher level of abstraction, entities allow objects to evolve over time independently, 
explicating the different logical contexts. By ‘entity’ is a high-level abstraction concept linked 
to an individual object or group of objects that may describe a common behaviour, and that must 
satisfy a set of constraints within the logical area. This makes entities play a semantic role within 
their own context so that entities can be classified according to the type of behaviours in which 
they could be involved.  

An Entity Model Ę for embedding the knowledge that any system has about the entity can be 
thus represented by the semantic role of the entity, the list of objects (mobile and/or static) an 
entity is composed of (using the object identified, objectID), and the type of objects (i.e. target 
object/contextual object) according to previous classification, in the form  

Ę  = <entityID, entityType, objectList (objectType/contextobjectType, time, loc, mov)> 

Entities directly inherit all objects’ intrinsic properties, according to instantiated object models 
so any numerical or symbolic attributed is embedded in the entity instance. Valuable information 
is the type of objects the entity is composed of so within the objectList must be specified the 
objectType for target objects or contextobjectType for contextual objects the target object may 
be interacting with. Thanks to the entity model, interesting information like the time when the 
objects composing the entity were first seen, the moment of time in which they (totally or 
partially) disappeared from the scene and the list of events in which the objects have been 
involved, can be retrieved. 

In addition, as introduced above, entities play a semantic role within their own context so that 
they can be classified according to the kind of behaviours in which the objects they represent 
could be involved in. Thanks to the definition of some role constraints the system can decide for 
instance which people, apart from behaving individually, could interact with which contextual 
objects or even with someone else who is in the proximities. Although the concept and taxonomy 
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of events is further developed in the next section, here we make use of the nomenclature to 
identify the different types of entities according to the type of events they will be involved in:  

 actingEntity involved in simple events describing people behaving individually. For 
example, in the case of people it would correspond to all events related with human pose 
estimation (‘standing’, ‘lying down’), their movement (‘walking’) and higher-level 
behaviour (‘loitering’); similarly, in the case of vehicles, simple events related to vehicles 
movement (‘driving’, ‘stopping’); this is in fact the simplest case for entity we may find. As 
only one object is involved doubts about the need for having this definition may arise. 
However, it lets the framework keep some coherence in the information managed at a higher 
level of abstraction, avoiding mixing concepts from different levels, i.e. objects and entities, 
as the scenario progresses (e.g. imaging an individual object that after some time starts to 
interact with a contextual object, it would become an interactingEntity (see definition below) 
losing all reference to its initial status as actingEntity).  
 

 interactingEntity involved in simple events describing individual interaction of people with 
contextual objects (e.g. ‘person carrying an object’ (see Figure 15), ‘person opening a door’, 
‘person picking-up something’, ‘person in vandalism act’ against a contextual object like a 
wall); interaction among two people (e.g. ‘people meeting’).  
 

Figure 15. Examples of two ‘interactingEntity’ detected applying the method proposed by 
authors in [Sánchez12] 

 Finally, interactingEntityComplex is defined. Complex events result of combining the types 
of entities introduced above, describing the evolution with time of different entities 
composed of several people engaged in a mutual interaction in which some contextual 
objects may be also present (e.g. ‘object exchange between two people’), or directly resulting 
of the interaction of two different types of target objects. For instance, in a traffic 
surveillance scenario, where pedestrian and vehicles are the target objects, complex events 
such as ‘pedestrian hit by a car’ or ‘crash’ can be detected. Note: if the target object has been 
classified as ‘group of people’ (i.e. 3-5 people) or ‘crowd’ (i.e. groups of people separated 
by a short distance), it is considered that interaction with other people or objects does not 
exist in the scene, so in this case they will be carrying out an individual behaviour as a group 
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(e.g. ‘kicking’), but due to the nature of the objects involved it would be considered to be an 
interactingEntityComplex in which involved people cease necessarily to perform 
independent actions.  

The different types of entities our framework will deal with are described in Table 6. 

Semantic role assigned to 
entity 

Description of entity role 
Visual example of 

types of entities 

actingEntity 

Person behaving individually 
 

Individual vehicle which movement is 
monitored  

interactingEntity 

Person interacting with contextual object 
 

Two people interacting 
 

Group of vehicles being monitored 

interactingEntityComplex 

Complex events involving just people or 
people and contextual objects  

Complex interactions between target 
objects of different nature 

Table 6. Types of entities according to their semantic role in the scene  

It is necessary to apply some spatial and temporal constraints provided by the context model, in 
particular by the logical context LC, to define the possible roles of objects as entities in the scene. 
The discrimination of entities will allow for each logical area LAk.l, select the subset of possible 
behaviours of different type that can be carried out by an entity. In the next section, we will 
provide more information about it.  

Once we have context, objects and entities perfectly modelled, next step consists of 
understanding the procedure to describe the scenario being monitored. As already mentioned 
above, the proposed architecture deals with information at different levels of abstraction, 
providing at the end the list of events in which each target entity is dynamically involved. 
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3.4.4. Scenario	representation	by	means	of	semantic	description	of	simple	
and	complex	events	based	on	behaviour	models	

Once we have context, objects and entities properly modelled, next step consists of 
understanding the general procedure to describe the scenario in which all detected entities are 
involved.  

A series of concepts need to be firstly identified for characterizing entities’ participation in the 
scenario (i.e. entity role), i.e. identifying the occurrence described, once mobile object trajectory 
and object interactions in a scene have been analysed. 

Authors in [Bremond06] propose a hierarchical classification of ‘states’, ‘primitive events’ and 
‘composite events’ which naturally combined lead to any of the predefined ‘scenarios’. For them, 
states are any situation characterizing one or several objects at given time or a stable situation 
over a time interval; primitive events are changes of state at two consecutive times; and, finally, 
composite events a spatio-temporal combination of primitive events. But, different nomenclature 
can be found in the literature. For instance, composite events are called ‘higher level events’ in 
[Ivanov00]; while in [Beetz09] primitive events are called ‘isolated actions’, and the higher-level 
events ‘activities’. Other times is the global behaviour the concept used for describe a specific 
scenario dependent on the application defined by the users (e.g. ‘loitering’) [Ko08]. 

By means of a structured multilevel representation of semantically rich domain knowledge our 
framework relies on the following concepts for describing any scenario: atomic behaviour, 
complex behaviours, simple and complex events in which an object or group of objects, as a 
high-level entity, may be involved; and, finally, a situation. From our point of view this 
representation is more intuitive, and logical, taking into account the different levels of abstraction 
identified in the previous sections. 

Spatial and temporal information retrieved at abstraction level L1 can be exploited to generate 
knowledge, i.e. analyse object’s behaviours. Behaviour is the consequence of conducting 
oneself in a specified way. Once objects are detected, their behaviours can be analysed at a higher 
level of abstraction (L2), by means of the association of observations with any of the behaviours 
Bj from a Behaviour set B = {Bj}, j=1…B, that are previously modelled by the parameters of the 
Logical Context (LC). Thus, behaviours discovered are a direct consequence of observations 
gathered by sensor Si in a time interval, so by intrinsic properties we may have for instance low-
level features (Ơ(feat)) needed for training the model, or the list of states derived from other 
object properties (Ơ(mov, loc, time)) that compose it.  

In the present work, we consider that every Behaviour pattern Bj is characterized by a 
knowledge-based Behaviour Model Ɓ which basic parameters for their instantiation are the 
semantic label that allows to identify the behaviourType (e.g. atomic or complex) and the 
intrinsic properties characterizing such behaviour like the nature of the model, the input/output 
variables and the configuration parameters: 

, , ,  
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According to the complexity of the behaviour in terms of the duration of the observation, two 
types of behaviours can be identified: (1) atomic behaviours that are basically any action 
performed by an object; (2) complex behaviours that are activities being carried out by an 
object.  

An action is a state, i.e. spatio-temporal property valid at a given instant or stable on a time 
interval [Vu04], where an individual mobile object achieves a particular task. Based on 
information from object detection and tracking stages, an atomic action characterizes only one 
mobile object or a mobile object with respect to other physical objects. Some examples of atomic 
actions in which people may be involved are: ‘walking’, ‘driving’, ‘running’, ‘taking something’, 
‘putting something’, ‘lying’, ‘standing’, ‘staying close to’, etc.  

Symbolically, we denote as {α} = {α1,..., αn} to the set of individual actions of people or 
vehicles. As commented above, a set of features F = O x CAi needs to be identified as input for 
matching an observation with an atomic action, that are basically the subset of attributes 
extracted from the object model taking into account the available information in the contextual 
area CAi. 

In the last decades, there has been an increasing interest for having systems that can deal with 
more complex object interactions. Thus, solutions that analyse the temporal and spatial relations 
between several objects meeting in a particular area can be found in the literature. In [Ryoo06], 
the results of mid-level descriptions for each person are juxtaposed along a common time line to 
identify interactions between two people at a detailed level (e.g. approach, hug, punch). 
Interactions between people and contextual objects in a metro station have also been studied 
[Bremond06]. Finally, the interaction between vehicles and pedestrians is also analysed in 
[Sánchez09] and [Oliver98]. All these interactions constitute some form of activity which can 
have different definitions according to the approach followed to detect it: 

- An activity can be composed of a set of actions detected within a period. In rule-based 
approaches activity is defined as a sequence of atomic actions with or without temporal 
constraints on the order of occurrence (e.g. ‘setting up a table’). Instances belonging to 
each type of activity require execution of multiple intermediate tasks (i.e. atomic actions) 
for their successful completion. An atomic action repeated or extended along the time is 
considered also an activity (e.g. ‘holding’, ‘carrying’, ‘blocking’, ‘loitering’, etc.).  

- In probabilistic approaches, activities may have their own meaning (thanks to trained 
models) (e.g. ‘cleaning up’, ‘coffee time’).  

Symbolically, we denote as {β} = {β1,...,βm} for interactions of people with contextual objects; 

{δ} = {δ1,...,δp} in the case of having people interacting with other people; {γ} = { γ1,..., γq} to 

represent other complex activities. In the case of having vehicles instead of people, similar 
classification would apply. These models will be instantiated during implementation. 

A set of 	 	situation constraints may be identified within the Logical Context with the set of 
temporal relations (instant, time-interval, periodicity), spatial relations (near, overlap) and 
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logical relations (semantic dependencies-numeric or categorical attributes) needed for detecting 
any behaviour carried out in the scenario.  

Thanks to atomic actions and activities, behaviour of mobile objects can be described. However, 
it is not enough to have a more global picture of specific scenarios.  

For instance, the surveillance system proposed in [Remagnino98] provides semantic descriptions 
at inter-object levels, analysing pedestrian pair wise interactions in an urban monitoring scenario. 
The general approach followed is to represent different situations by means of a long-term 
tracking of the different actions and activities in which mobile objects are involved. However, 
to ensure a good performance, a robust short-term tracking like the one presented in [Town04] 
able to deal with occlusions and avoid failures of object assignment would be necessary. So, a 
higher-level associations and aggregations of behaviours are needed. 

We are thus interested in systems that, by means of the combination of elements of AI/machine 
learning and computer vision, can interpret multiple events that extent in time in complex videos. 
Thus, at a higher level of abstraction, where the spatio-temporal correlation of events is also 
evaluated, situations, meta-concept defined for representing the association at a higher level of 
abstraction of different events, can be interpreted.  

From our point of view, working at a higher level of abstraction, a complete description of the 
scenario can be still achieved. Thus, our framework considers each situation as a sequence of 
simple and complex events, in which entities are involved. Or in other words, simple and 
complex events allow us to give a semantic meaning to the entity in the current scenario.  

A simple event (SE) is an occurrence, a change in action or activity (behaviour) described by 
an entity, at an arbitrary point in time. It is a high-level abstraction concept in the sense that it 
only makes sense by observing directly its constituent elementary objects (both target objects 
and contextual objects) and their behaviours. A simple event instance is characterised by a 
unique number which identifies the event being detected, the change of object behaviour that 
provoked the event instantiation, the list of entities involved, the time at which the event starts 
and, finally, the duration of the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Proposed model for Simple Event (SE) instantiation  

Simple Event (SE) Model 

simpleEventID Simple Event identifier 
Bj Behaviour identifier 

sensorID Sensor that has generated the event 

{entityID} List of Entities involved 

start_time Reference time at which the simple event is detected 
duration  Duration of the event 

frequency Number of occurrences 
probability Probability of occurrence 
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At the same time, an event can be composed of multiple simple events, known as complex event 
(CE). This is the coarsest granularity of events and a set of constraints, relations involving simple 
events and entities, need to be identified to let the system evolve to complex events during 
situation analysis. A complex event instance is characterised by a unique number which 
identifies the complex event being detected, the list of events the activity is composed of; the 
time at which the activity starts, and the duration of the complex event. 

 

Complex Event (CE) Model  

complexEventID Event identifier 

sensorID Sensor that has generated the event 

{simpleEventID} List of Simple Events the complex event is composed of  

start_Time Time at which the complex event is detected 

duration  Duration of the event 
frequency Number of occurrences 
probability Probability of occurrence 

Table 8. Proposed model for Complex Event (CE) instantiation 

In the case of having multiple sensors monitoring the same zone in the image, we may have 
identical event information or not. With independence of the problem to be solved, complex 
events associated to an entity in a time interval [tm, tk], can be thus represented by a set of 
aggregated decisions about the simple events in which the particular entities are involved 
conditioned at the same time by the behaviour patterns the particular entities are describing: 

                                        CE(tm,tk) = U (SE)= Σ Σ (BjI, Bj(tm+1),…, Bj(tk))        

Furthermore, a situation can be considered as an aggregation of all complex events carried out 
by all entities in the environment during the time interval. Finally, the Global Scenario  

Ω (tk,tm) = U(K situations) = U (U (CE))                   

Figure 16 presents the proposed hierarchical model for the analysis of complex scenarios defined 
by the aggregation of K different situations. It summarizes the approach described above.  
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Figure 16. Hierarchical model of complex scenarios where information at different levels of 
abstraction is combined. Simple events (SE) and complex events (CE) that lead to situations can be 

identified. 

A scenario is first composed of the objects involved in the scenario, the actions and activities 
being carried out by these objects and whose representation needs observations at each instant t. 
At a higher level of abstraction, the aggregation of objects leads to entities which are involved 
according to their semantic role in simple and complex events. Finally, the aggregation of events 
leads to a number of K different situations. As explained before, contextual information (e.g. 
allowed objects, temporal, spatial and logical constraints that define entities, forbidden scenarios, 
etc.) needs to be taken into account in each of the abstraction levels identified. 

Sometimes not enough data is available for training or the scenario is characterised by a large 
variety of visual invariants. In addition, the partially-ordered nature of some activities dictates 
large within-class variation, affecting the average classification performance of such techniques. 
To improve such performance, our framework considers that activities should be additionally 
characterized by a set of key events that are those atomic behaviours essential for the 
instantiation of a complex behaviour model. The procedure to define key-actions can be either 
manual (taking into account the domain expert’s prior knowledge of the activity) or automatic 
(behaviour the global structural information of activities using their local action sub-sequences 
statistics).  

Different entities have been defined, whose integrating objects may be describing different types 
of behaviours that may lead to different simple and complex events. Some examples are given 
in Table 9.  
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Simple events Complex event Situations 
‘starts moving’ / ‘stops’ 

 ‘gets-up’ 
‘enters area’/ ‘leaves area’ 
‘stays inside area’ /  ‘stays 

outside area’ 
 ‘going toward’ / ‘going away’ 

‘turn right’ / ‘turn left’ 
‘meeting’ 

‘picks up sth’ / ‘puts sth down’ 

 ‘overcrowding in area’ 
‘object exchange’ 

‘fighting’ 
‘preparing meal’ 

‘use library’ [Nguyen03] 
 

 
 
 

Sport event 
Breakfast time 
Relaxing time 

 

Table 9. Examples of simple and complex events (where ‘sth’ stands for something), as well as 
situations resulting from the aggregation of complex events 

 

3.5. 	Knowledge	Base	

To conclude this section, Table 10 summarises the different models proposed, with the corresponding 
information managed at the different levels of abstraction within the proposed framework. They are 
part of the Knowledge Base that the system will manage. 

Abstraction 
level where 

model is used 
(*) 

Data model Notation Information managed 

L5 Scenario model Ω Aggregation of situations inferred by the system 

L4 
Complex Event 

model 
CE 

Information needed for the instantiation of 
Complex Events (see Table 8) 

L3 Reference Model Ɍ 
Set of evaluation and feedback strategies, and 

actuation tasks (see Chapter 4) 

L2 

Simple Event 
model 

SE 
Information needed for the instantiation of 
Simple Events (see Table 7) 

Behaviour model Ɓ 

Behaviour that can be described by different 
entities Ɓ ⋃Ɓ  , being ∊ 	 , , ,  the 
set of atomic and complex behaviour models of 
different type defined or learned for a specific 

application 

Entity model Ę 
Classes of target objects able to perform an 
action or carry out an activity (describe a 

behaviour) with entity types defined in Table 6 

L1 Object model Ơ 
Static or moving object that will be monitored by 

a sensor (see Table 5) 

L0 Sensor model Ş 
Information about sensor used for monitoring a 

scenario (see Table 4) 

L0-L5 Context model Ƈ 
A priori physical and logical knowledge of the 

scenario under analysis  
{PC, OC, LC, EC, RC, DC} 

Table 10. Main levels of abstraction in the proposed framework and the set of knowledge-based 
models managed 
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(*) Just to remind the reader than levels of abstraction L3 and L4 are dedicated to evaluation and 
refinement of current processes to let any system achieve high-level scenario understanding. So 
sensor, object, entities and events models instantiated at the lower levels of abstraction may be also 
used at by processing modules within these abstraction levels.  

As a result, the Knowledge Base can be globally described by an information model vector M	with 
the list of models managed at all the levels of abstraction can be modelled, 	 	∪  so that 

Ş, Ơ, Ę; Ɓ; , Ɍ, , Ω] 

being 	 1 , so that	 1 	Ş , 	 2 	Ơ, etc. and each of these models 

defined individually in the previous sections. 

This information model vector is managed by the System Memory which contains all the 
instantiations of this model in running time, i.e. information about sensor data storage, list of objects 
detected, entities existence, actions and activities inferred, behaviour models learned, simple and 
complex events for scenario description, reference models and semantic and visual results provided 
by the system. 

 

3.6. 	Recommendations	 for	 design	 and	 development	 of	 scenario	
understanding	frameworks	

Once data models have been formalized, this section aims to provide the set of recommendations or 
guidelines for the creation of surveillance applications based on the proposed framework: 

1. Analyze scenario where sensors will be deployed and model context taking into account the 
a priori physical and logical knowledge of the scenario under analysis.  

2. Examine low-level information that can be extracted using set of sensors available making 
use of the corresponding processing techniques 

3. Analyze state of the art to ensure processing techniques applied are the best available ones, 
not only for detection and tracking of target objects, but also for behavior understanding 

4. Ensure that information managed at different abstraction levels can be easily retrieved. Data 
models proposed are considered a good mechanism to achieve that, at the same time 
reusability of similar data structures is ensured in case of adaptation of the system to changes 
in the initial conditions. 

5. In case of change in the initial requirements, it will be necessary to adapt or develop new 
processing modules, which may also lead to the extension of initial data models in the 
Knowledge Base 

6. Furthermore, integration with existing system modules will be needed. More information 
about system processes is provided in Chapter 4. 

7. Model validation through tests with real-life data sequences previously labelled 
8. Monitor system evolution with time (visual and semantic results) 
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3.7. Conclusions	

The requirements and challenges extracted from the previous study guided the incorporation in our 
framework of the necessary components for achieving the expected functionalities at each level of 
abstraction. At each abstraction level, a specific module in the framework manages the knowledge 
needed to operate. In this Chapter 3, data models have been properly identified. 

The following Chapter 4 describes, by means of formalization of internal and external processes, how 
the analysis of the above referred data is carried out at different abstraction levels for the 
understanding of surveillance scenarios. An instantiation of the knowledge-based models built on a 
previous parameterization of the corresponding variables is thus required. 	
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4. DEFINING	 PROCESSES	 AND	 THEIR	 INTERACTION	 IN	 THE	
PROPOSED	COGNITIVE	SURVEILLANCE	FRAMEWORK	

As it was advanced in the Introduction of this thesis, the usefulness of the complete framework 
proposed in Chapter 3 will be discovered in Chapter 5 by means of a scrupulous analysis of the set of 
applications that have been prototyped using the data model previously presented, and a number of 
software components that allow the system to provide the desired functionality. By software 
component we understand a processing module that encapsulates a set of data structures and related 
functions (tools, techniques and methods) with the capability of exploiting it to construct models of 
cognition for the scenario under analysis. 

In general, by defining, implementing and composing loosely coupled independent software 
components into systems, more flexible applications can be built; thus matching with one of the 
objectives of the present work that is the proposed cognitive surveillance framework facilitates the 
configuration and adaptation of any system deployed in complex real-world environments. However, 
abstractions that, from communications processing point of view, encapsulate system interactions 
also need to be introduced. On the one hand, it allows us to complete the conceptual framework 
presented in the previous section. At the same time, it contributes to separate concerns between how 
data is acquired, how it is used by a software component and how it is shared among system modules. 
And this is only possible thanks to a formalization of the set of ‘internal’ processes to be launched 
within every abstraction level, which need to be duly structured, as well as their interaction needs 
to be suitably modelled. 

In addition, it is well known that improvement tasks, with independence of the system we pay 
attention to, usually involves to identify and understand an existing problem, to solve them, to control 
the effects of changes, and finally to formal integrate explicit knowledge acquired so that new 
occurrences of the problem can be avoided. For instance, according to [Kamsu08], knowledge 
resulting from what authors call Experience Feedback plays an essential role in the continuous 
improvement of industrial activities. As an example, imagine that a tool used for accomplishing a 
specific task part of any product production chain is broken so task cannot be accomplished. By 
analysing the problem, the need for replacing the tool by a different one is assessed and reasons for 
it are given. Knowledge acquired may be useful for avoiding the duplication of efforts in the future, 
as a more suitable tool can be selected from the very beginning. Methodologies applied commonly 
require to suitably represent explicit knowledge gained by experience, the context and the situations 
in which the system evolves. Applying the same philosophy to the surveillance context, information 
to let the system acquire and reuse new knowledge can be suitably transformed by structuring 
and formalizing other kind of processes, the so called ‘external’ ones, between two, consecutive 
or not, abstraction levels. 

All this constitutes the main contribution for the present Chapter 4. 

4.1. 	Internal	and	external	processes	modelling	
The goal of process modelling is to decide which processes need to be executed and in what order. 
The plethora of process modelling notations available today illustrates the relevance of process 
modelling [Vanderaalst11]. The most basic process modelling notation is a transition system 
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consisting of a number of states and transitions. Each state has a unique label although this label is 
merely an identifier and has no meaning. Transitions are represented by arcs. Each transition connects 
two states and is labelled with the name of an activity. For most practical applications the state space 
is finite. In this case, the transition system is also referred to as a Finite-State Machine (FSM) or a 
finite-state automaton (left image in Figure 17). But not all processes need to be executed 
sequentially. In this sense, Petri Nets (PN) are the oldest and best investigated process modelling 
languages allowing concurrency. A PN could be considered extended state-transition graphs, in which 
different transition nodes represent the conditions that may occur to guide the execution through 
different processing nodes.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 17. (Left) A typical transition system based on FSM. (Right) Example of Petri Net modelling 
a sequence of internal processes within a framework 

As introduced in the previous Chapter 3 current perceptual systems require of an improvement in 
knowledge sharing process inside the system as well as of a methodology that allows the preservation 
of past knowledge for reuse. To provide efficiency and integration, the selection of a more formal 
representation language the system, able to describe knowledge about the domain and knowledge 
about how to use this domain knowledge in order to achieve the task assigned to the system, is needed.  

Among paradigms developed to support knowledge-based systems, conceptual graphs [Kamsu08] are 
considered a suitable election as, from our perspective: (1) are more concerned with capturing real-
world knowledge, since it makes possible to build models of humans’ knowledge/beliefs about the 
world; and, (2), really support knowledge structuration focus on modelling domain/key experiences 
concepts (ontological knowledge) used to make assertions.  

As a preliminary short definition, a conceptual graph [Sowa84] is a directed, finite, connected graph 
consisting of concepts and conceptual relations representing declarative knowledge. Conceptual 
graphs language extended by Sowa in [Sowa00], with its clear and well-defined semantics, are 
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considered to be really helpful in the development of techniques for the formal analysis of knowledge 
models. In addition to these advantages, a hypothesis can be made: conceptual graphs have an 
intuitive structure that can be understood easily. In fact, formal domain ontology provides a precise 
and consensual description of the basic terminology and concepts related to knowledge capture and 
codification.  

As a conclusion, the ontology with conceptual graphs approach appears very interesting 
representation language for problem solving. They have a declarative semantic, i.e. the explicit and 
non-ambiguous knowledge represented can be defined independently to the programs processing the 
Knowledge Base, it supports the evolution of vocabularies as it can be used either to define relations 
between the different concepts and the knowledge used for assertions.  

Properties of the conceptual graph formalism from communication and problem solving points of 
view can be also seen in the proposed approach. From a communication viewpoint, the components 
of the KB, simple graphs, are easily understandable by the expert in charge of the design of the system. 
The graphical representation, the mapping to natural language, and the explanation mechanism help 
in expressing and understanding knowledge, which is beneficial for users to construct and manipulate 
knowledge. And reasoning mechanisms are easily understandable too (at least if the graphs are 
reasonably small), for two reasons: graph operations enable the end-user to follow reasoning step by 
step and the same language is used at interface and computing levels. From a reasoning and problem 
solving viewpoint, conceptual graphs provide both a controlled vocabulary of artifacts in the real 
world, captures the relations between them, and supports various reasoning mechanisms. This 
vocabulary is used to construct a formal knowledge representation of feedback strategies. Conceptual 
graphs can be considered as a compromise representation between a formal language and a graphical 
language because it is visual and has a range of reasoning processes. The attractive features of 
conceptual graphs have been noted previously by other knowledge engineering researchers who are 
using them in applications.  

Once the process modelling notation is clear, the second step in the formalization is the construction 
of the ontology. In computer science, ontology is a rigorous and exhaustive organization of some 
knowledge domain that is usually hierarchical and contains all the relevant entities and their relations. 
So it could be said that the ontology is the heart of any knowledge description since it is necessarily 
expressed in terms of this ontology. The ontological objects are usually described as a set of concepts 
and a set of relations between concepts. These sets may be ordered to form a taxonomy of concepts 
types or relations types. In the conceptual graph formalism, this knowledge is encoded in the support 
that includes the following sets: 

- The concept type lattice (TC) describes all concept types (e.g. ScenarioRelated_Concept, 
Generic_Concept, Relation) that may be used in the concept tokens of conceptual graph 
representations.  

- The relations type lattice (TR) too describes the finite set of relations types (e.g. Temporal, 
Logic, Generic_Relation) that is structured by a partial order, forming a hierarchic structure. 

The formal ontology used in this work for letting any framework provide scenario description is 
represented on Figure 18. 
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Concept Types Relation Types

Figure 18. Formal ontology in the proposed conceptual graph 

Both type concepts and relations are ordered by a premise showing their inheritance relationships. 
The interpretation of this link is that the extension (i.e. the set of objects characterized by the type) of 
a concept type (e.g. ‘get’) is a subset of the extension of another concept type (e.g. action). To a 
certain extent, the type used for concepts and relations must be precisely defined in the formal 
ontology where the terms may have associated constraints (e.g. signatures determining the link 
prerequisites for the relation types). Both type concepts and relations possesses a greater element, 
called Universal type. Each relation type has a signature which fixes the number of arguments it takes 
and gives the maximum types of concept available, to which a relation of the type can relate. 
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Finally, the third and last step in the formalization of processes is the construction of conceptual 
graph model. A simple conceptual graph is a finite, directed, bipartite graph consisting of concept 
nodes (denoted as boxes), which are connected with conceptual relation nodes (denoted as circles). 
A conceptual relation binds two concepts C1 and C2 by a relation type according to the following 
diagram: [C1](relation’s name)[C2]. For example, [Terminal](Attribute)[InputArgument] 
means Terminal processes ‘has an’ attribute ‘which is’ InputArgument. The conceptual graphs 
graphical user interface (CoGUI) tool [Gutierrez05] has been used in order to define the ontology and 
to build the graphs.  

With independence of the application to be developed and the process modelling notation used, we 
assume that in the proposed framework, within every abstraction level, there will be a set of internal 
processes Ṗ. They are basically in charge of controlling system internal operations including, among 
other, the evaluation and decision on current system status for assessment: 

 Starting processes (S). Process the system usually makes use to initiate execution of a new 
iteration. 

 Non-terminal processes (N) denoted with capital letters under symbol ^ (E.g.  ). Processes 
identified as non-terminal have a direct correspondence with one of the abstraction levels in the 
proposed framework. 

 Intermediate terminal processes (I) denoted with capital letters (E.g. B). It corresponds to the 
processing modules (generic ones) the abstraction level is composed of, and which contains 
terminal processes in charge of providing the system with the desired functionality. 

 Terminal processes (T) denoted by lower case letters (e.g. b). It corresponds to the nodes 
controlling every algorithm multi-set, i.e. operations which the system will make use of. 

Any process from the set of global internal processes presented above can be described not only by 
the particular operations but also by a set of particular attributes which can be described by their type 
(primary or inherited, depending on the way they were initialized) and the domain for which a range 
of values, either semantic or numerical, can be defined. More formally, any process X ∊ N ⋃ I ⋃ T 
has associated a set of attributes Ax, composed of primary attributes Axp with predefined values for 
all terminals, and inherited attributes Axi calculated automatically by the system based on the attributes 
of the parents. The notation X.i is used to denote the value of the attribute I ∊ Ax, I = a1, a2… for 
process X. In addition, a set of internal functions Ψx can be identified linked to a particular process 
X, i.e. internal operations that can be launched by any process X within a particular abstraction level 
and deducible from a set of attributes with value a1, a2…, aN ˫ Ψx({X.i}).  

As a result, a internal process P in the proposed framework can be defined as a seven-tuple <Nl,m, 
Il,m, tl,m,k, S, Ax, Ψx, Tx, W>, being (Nl,m, Il,m, tl,m,k) the different sub-processes identified for a system 
(as different processing modules m coexist within the same abstraction level l), S the starting process, 
Ax the set of attributes for a process X, Ψx a set of internal functions can be identified linked to a 
particular process X, Tx the finite set of transitions and finally W the multiset of arcs connecting 
processes and transitions among them. 

However, as the processes become more complex other type of process models are required so that 
systems can cope with any deviation that can take place, by (re)implementing one of the modules or 
even redesigning the entire system by taking advantage of the experience gained at different 
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abstraction levels. So, apart from internal processes, other type of processes, the so called external 
processes as they model interactions between two, consecutive or not, abstraction levels can be 
defined. External processes are tasks that can be requested from a terminal process origin to to a 
terminal end te, and which provide a procedural interpretation of the decisions made by the system. 
For any system operating under specific scenario, it can be identified actuation rules that apply 
together with a detailed description of operations that can be requested by one terminal process to 
other, Γtote. Actuations may depend either on a process attribute or on the result from an attribute 
function, i.e. Γtote({t.i, Ψt}).  Actuations are requested when internal processes in charge of evaluation 
and decision analyse the current situation and make a decision on the particular strategy to be 
launched. More formally, an external process P(l1m1,l2m2) in the proposed framework can be 
defined as a three-tuple <to, te, Γtote >, being to and te the internal terminal processes involved, and 
Γtote the actuation rules that guide the interaction between them within the system. 

Finally, interaction between two processes can be easily identified by analysing a finite set of 
production rules or transitions defined by the operator during the system’s design process. Each pair 
of processes has associated a syntactic rule I that confirms the relationship between two processes. 
Thus three kinds of syntactic rules can be defined: 

 X1→X2 – This syntactic rule confirms that a direct internal link connecting process X1 with 
process X2 exists.  

 X1	# X2 – This syntactic rule is used to express that no link between processes X1 and X2 can ever 
exist. 

 X1∥X2 – Processes X1 and X2 can be executed in parallel. 

Information processing broadly refers to the use of algorithms any machine does to transform data in 
meaningful information. Following sections describe processing carried out at each particular 
abstraction level from L0 to L5, so that the corresponding internal processes can be duly instantiated. 
In addition, for abstraction level L3, management of external processes will be explicitly formalized. 

4.2. Sensor	management	&	raw	data	pre‐processing	capabilities	(Level	
L0)	

Perception is an essential part of human processing of incoming data since it has a profound influence 
on the way we start attaching meaning to the world. There exists a broad set of heterogeneous sensor 
devices that can be deployed in any infrastructure: cameras, magnetic sensors, depth sensor, multi-
array microphone, etc. among other. As depicted in Figure 19, sensor data analysis at the abstraction 
level L0 of the proposed framework relies on a Sensor Manager which is in charge of configuring 
and selecting them for the acquisition of data, conditioning thus the contextual areas of the global 
scenario that can be monitored. Once context is modelled, an internal process will be in charge of 
monitoring it. Implementation details will be provided in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 19. Generic sensor data analysis proposed at abstraction level L0 

Last but not least, sometimes, raw data provided by the sensors at this abstraction level L0 need to be 
pre-processed in order to provide the next modules with the necessary input for initializing the object 
models. In the case of the cameras, this pre-processing can imply colour format conversions, white 
balancing, contrast modification, etc. [González02]. 

More formally, apart from one non-terminal process assigned to the Sensor Manager (m=0), N00, 
which is also the starting process S, three internal intermediate processes in charge of pre-processing 
of signals acquired by sensors {I0,1 , I0,2, I0,3} can be defined at this level of abstraction as 
, ,	 , , being ⊆  the set of sensors monitoring an area,  the list of , … ,  

algorithms selected by that can be applied by any of the terminal processes managed by the 
intermediate process,  the Knowledge Base at this level of abstraction that provides information 
on how to use these techniques (input variables including information about the Physical Context, 
domain and restrictions) and in which order, and, finally, the expected output  (e.g. sequence of 
images for further processing). 

 

Figure 20. Sensor data analysis proposed at abstraction level L0. Yellow diamonds represent control 
points where information generated within a processing module is stored in the system memory, 

following the models of the Knowledge Base 

Terminal process nodes are application dependant, so particularizations in terms of attributes, set of 
internal functions and transitions will be described during experimentation.  

 

4.3. Object	analysis	(Level	1)	

Whichever the technique used, the objective of this abstraction level L1 is to generate a certain output 
that is the set of moving objects identified and tracked within the regions of interest in the scene 
where, according to the Physical Context, main activity will be carried out.  
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Figure 21. Generic object analysis proposed at abstraction level L1 

More formally, apart from one non-terminal process assigned to the Object Manager (m=0), N10, 
which is also the starting process S, three internal intermediate processes in charge of analysing the 
data acquired by sensors {I1,1 , I1,2, I1,3} can be defined at this level of abstraction. Specifically, they 
will be in charge of respectively detect, classify and track objects of interest, either target or 
contextual, in the scene dealing with the following information: , ,	 , , being  the 

output from abstraction level L0 which includes data gathered from sensors after pre-processing,  
the list of , … ,  k algorithms selected by that can be applied by any of the terminal processes 
managed by the intermediate process,  the Knowledge Base at this level of abstraction that 
provides information on how to use these techniques (input variables including information from 
previous abstraction level L1 and the Object Context, domain and restrictions) and in which order, 
and, finally, the expected output  (e.g. list of objects detected). 

State-of-the-art Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition algorithms related to object detection, 
classification and tracking are used to process, in a bottom-up approach, the sensor pre-processed 
data provided by one or more surveillance sensors [Hu04]. For instance, background subtraction 
approaches can be applied for detecting moving regions. Segmented moving blobs can be further 
compared with a simple model of a generic person shape, detecting heads first and calculating the 
projection histograms afterwards. Moreover, they can be robustly tracked calculating their position 
and orientation or maintaining their colour histograms. Apart from motion, other features can be 
extracted for the complete instantiation of the object model (see Table 5) and its register in the system 
memory. For instance, for detecting some of the individual behaviours, it is necessary to have accurate 
information about the 3D position and movement of specific parts of the body in order to overcome 
uncertainties, being necessary the use of several synchronised video monitoring cameras and the 
corresponding module for being able to extract such information. Anyway, three-Dimensional 
modelling of humans and vehicles is an open issue that deserve further research. Table 11 displays 
some methods that are applied to different problems. Terminal process make use of techniques like 
these to operate.  

Subprocess Category Technique 

Object Detection/ 
Object Classification 

Point detectors Harris detector, SIFT 
Segmentation Mean-shift, Active contours 

Background Modelling Mixture of Gaussians, Eigenbackground 
Supervised Classifiers SVM, Neural Networks, Adaptive Boosting 

Object Tracking 

Point tracking Kalman filtering 
Kernel tracking Mean-shift, KLT 

Silhouette Tracking Hough transform, Histogram matching, template 
matching 

 Table 11. Low-level sensor processing approaches collected by [Yilmaz06] 
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In addition, apart from the tasks of feature extraction and selection implicit in all these processes, data 
fusion can be carried out under request at the this abstraction level to enhance the segmentation results 
that may have been wrong due to occlusions or changes in the illumination conditions. Being the 
Kalman filtering and the particle filtering the recursive estimation techniques commonest used 
according to [Das08]. 

Thanks to these modules the framework integrates the necessary perception capabilities for feature 
analysis, object detection, classification and tracking of objects. As a result, a list of objects is 
continuously updated for letting higher-level modules understand what is happening in the scenario.   

 

4.4. Situation	analysis	(Level	2)	

The objective of this abstraction level L2 is to generate a certain output that is the list of events 
recorded in the surveillance scenario according to the behaviour that, according to the Logical 
Context, different entities may be carrying out.  

 

Figure 22. Generic situation analysis proposed at abstraction level L2 

More formally, apart from one non-terminal process assigned to the Situation Manager, N20, which is 
also the starting process S in charge of applying specific control rules for controlling the execution of 
all the modules at abstraction level L2, three internal intermediate processes in charge of analysing 
the data acquired by sensors {I2,1 , I2,2, I2,3} can be defined at this level of abstraction. Specifically, 
they will be in charge of respectively model the entities, analyse their behaviour and detect simple 
events being necessary to deal with the following information: , ,	 , , being  the 

output from abstraction level L1 which includes list of objects modelled using the object model,  
the list of , … ,  algorithms selected by that can be applied by any of the terminal processes 
managed by the intermediate process,  the Knowledge Base at this level of abstraction that 
provides information on how to use these techniques (input variables including information from 
previous abstraction level L2 and the Logical Context, domain information about situation to be 
analysed and restrictions) and in which order, and, finally, the expected output   (list of entities, 
entities’ behaviours and simple events detected). 

4.4.1. Entity	Discriminator	

As introduced in the previous Chapter, objects detected in the previous stage evolve to entities, 
through an Entity Discriminator module inside this abstraction level.  
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According to the Logical Context (LC), characterised by a set the logical areas for which some 
spatio-temporal constraints are defined, the roles of objects as entities in the scene can be thus 
identified (see Table 12 below).  

We propose to keep updated a Distance-Time Matrix in order to have complete information of 
the spatial and temporal relationships among different objects belonging to the same entity.  
Following a similar approach than the one presented in [Liu10], the discrimination among 
different types of entities is done according to some spatial constraints calculated using their 
current 2D position in the plane of the image projected on the ground. In addition, this module 
analyses other temporal constraints such as the interaction time between objects. Therefore, the 
relative distance between objects and the duration that this distance is maintained while they 
move around is analysed.  

Being D the distance between the person P and a contextual object O, or between the person P 

and another person P’ at the instant t; distmin, the minimum distance to start considering that the 

person could be interacting with any contextual object or with someone else in the same scenario 

respectively; Tinteraction, the accumulated time that either the person P or the object O has been 

close enough according to the previous condition; and, finally, Tmin the minimum amount of 

time to stop considering that proximity as temporary; the following generic rules can be defined 
for the entities in the surveillance scene: 

actingEntiy  
interactingEntity := 

{interactingWithObjectPersonEntity, 
interactingPeople, 

interactingVehicleGroup} 
  

interactingEntityComplex Application dependent 

Table 12. Spatio-temporal rules for assigning a semantic role to entities in the scene  

As we can see, only complex interactions are subject to specific constraint rules that are 
application dependent. 

As described in the previous section, case by case, a list of entities contains explicit reference to 
the objectID identifiers for objects identified in the scene and it is updated frame by frame 
according to the information provided by the previous modules, i.e. entities are in nature dynamic 
so that at each time it can integrate new objects or eliminate any of the existing ones. 
Furthermore, in order to manage the knowledge around the identified entities in a certain sub-
scenario, the system memory is updated accordingly. Just before updating it, the entity 
discriminator module checks in the database whether the detected object has been already 
associated with any entity or not. If affirmative, the module verifies if the condition that made it 
considering the object as such entity is still valid or not, updating the database with the new 
entity the object belongs to. If it is a new object, the type of entity that better fits with it among 
all possible conditions is analysed. 
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This module is mainly introduced for aiding the system in the task of selecting the set of atomic 
behaviour models that could better describe what is really happening. As soon as we have 
identified the type of entities participating in the environment, a decision on the whole set of 
possible behaviours can be immediately made.  

4.4.2. Behaviour	Analysis	

In this section, we give the first step towards the reconstruction of surveillance scenarios. As 
soon as an object is present in the scene, the system starts a different process for analysing its 
behaviour in the Behaviour Analysis module. At the end of the process, instantiations of actions 
and activities discovered are maintained by the System Memory thus letting processing modules 
at a higher level of abstraction to analyse and describe the scenario. For every behaviour instance, 
the following information needs to be registered: the behaviour model identifier, the list of 
objects involved and the time at which the behaviour was detected. In the following Figure 23 
the basic operating principles of this module are represented. The Behaviour Modelling module 
is in charge of, based on object model attributes, building offline models of human behaviours 
followed by a behaviour inference process.  

 

Figure 23. Process followed to build and analyse probabilistic behaviour models                             
previously learnt in a supervised way. Figure also shows different information managed within 
this abstraction level, from list of objects to entities detected, to behaviours described by them, 

and simple events inferred 
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Following a supervised approach, models are learnt offline with an optimal set of parameters.  
The first step in the process of supervised machine learning is creating a training dataset by 
selecting those attributes or features about the objects that are the most informative. Additional 
feature selection processes (e.g. PCA) may be used to reduce the dimensionality of the data and 
enable data mining algorithms to operate faster and more effectively. Some data pre-processing 
may be also needed to handle missing data and noise. Once the training set has been defined, the 
choice of which specific learning algorithm should be used is made. This uses to be a tedious 
offline process consisting of testing several algorithms, selecting the one that provides better 
results and/or is faster than the others. After preliminary testing is judged to be satisfactory, a 
classifier in charge of mapping from unlabelled instances of new observations to classes is 
available for routine use. If the error rate evaluation is unsatisfactory, we return to a previous 
stage of the supervised machine learning process (in addition, some parameter tuning may be 
needed before training) until the behaviour model B is ready for being used. Through a state 
space, this behaviour model will allow any system to find correspondences with new 
observations as soon as they are available. Two modules of different complexity are precisely in 
charge of finding correspondences with new observations: the Atomic Behaviour Inference 
module and the Complex Behaviour Inference module. 

However, the more complex the scenario under video surveillance is, the higher the number of 
behaviour models trained in advance against which a new observation needs to be compared. At 
the same time, the probability of classifying incorrectly any action or activity being carried out 
increases. Thanks to the Entity Discriminator and the role constraints, which set the kind of 
objects and consequently entities allowed to perform certain behaviour, a reduced number of 
behaviours for a specific object or group of objects will be the possible candidates when a 
decision about the situation shall be made by the proposed system. A rule-based procedure for 
behaviour discrimination before matching observations with any of the trained models is applied 
so that, according to the context, each entity can be associated with a reduced set of behaviour 
models. 

Information about the type of behaviour the object may be carrying out is thus provided to a 
Behaviour Model Selection module which selects the set of possible behaviour models 
available in the Behaviour Models Database created for such purpose within the System 
Memory. This knowledge about the set of possible behaviours that that may better fit with the 
current situation in the scene under surveillance contributes to reinforce the system 
understanding capabilities as this process reduces the number of incorrect classifications. By 
filtering the type of behaviours in which objects can be involved before matching observations 
with any of the trained models the uncertainty should be in principle reduced. 

According to this selection, the system tries to match afterwards every new observation against 
every behaviour model of the selected set within the corresponding inference module.  

For instance, under a probabilistic framework, sequences of observations linked to objects can 
be analysed to measure how likely the person may be performing a specific action or activity 
recognizable by the system, i.e. predefined, according to the information provided in the Logical 
Context.; i.e. using a selection of the set of attributes that characterize an object (Ơ (mov, feat)), 
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our system is able to model behaviour probabilities first, i.e. P (Ɓ| Ơ), to select afterwards those 
actions which present maximum probability relying on a max pooling technique. Thus, the best 
matched models are then selected.    

Observations can be also used for verifying hypothesis about object’s behaviours following a 
non-deterministic rule-based approach. Generic constraint-based atomic behaviour models can 
also be constructed taking into account spatio-temporal rules or other logical constraints 
identified. In this case, a domain-dependant set of rules (<rule-name> if <condition> then 
<atomic behaviour>, being the condition: = {<constraint1><constraint2>...}) would be defined 
in the Logical Context taking into account the a priori knowledge of the environment. This 
approach may be useful in some cases as it allows to solve the insufficient training data problem. 
If in Table 13 a rule-based approach would be selected instead, the approach for finding the 
suitable behaviour unit would consist of verifying that all conditions (constraints) associated to 
a specific rule must be matched to confirm any atomic behaviour. 

The difference between both inference modules resides in the fact that it may be the case of 
having some complex behaviour built as aggregation of a sequence of atomic ones, requiring 
some input from the Atomic Behaviour Inference module to make a decision on the complex 
behaviour the object may be describing.  

Recommendations for behaviour modelling 

The proposed framework allows the integration of a repertoire of algorithms and data model 
structures. Regarding behaviour modelling, different approaches lead indistinctively to a 
deterministic or probabilistic particularization of a behaviour model according to the way in 
which variable states are described [Aggarwal11]. A set of global system variables and the 
corresponding equations to establish the relationships between them give then a mathematical 
meaning to the proposed model. Such state variables are dependent at the same time on the 
contextual information and object’ properties provided by previous abstraction levels and 
influence the value of the so sought output variables. Indeed it may be the case of having 
solutions that while serving the same goal, may better fit a specific situation according to the 
particularities of the specific domain.  

Progress made by the scientific community on the different strategies that allow the 
understanding of actions and activities at a higher level of abstraction is summarized in the Table 
13. Good reviews that complement this study and compare different approaches in terms of 
accuracy, speed of learning, speed of classification, tolerance to noise and other performance 
parameters can be found in the literature [Aggarwal11]; although all of them conclude that there 
is no single learning algorithm that can uniformly outperform other algorithms over all datasets. 
On the contrary, the choice of algorithm always depends on the task at hand. Guidelines to select 
one or another technique according to the a priori knowledge we have about the scenario are 
provided within the same table.  

On the one hand, in the same way humans are able to adaptively solve problems in many diverse 
domains, even when these problems are new, a statistician aspires to identify models that 
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generalize well to future observations, so that accurate inferences can be made in uncertain 
context. In the past years, there has been the widespread interest in cognitive models based on 
probability theory. On the other hand, good descriptive models reasoning on temporal logic are 
also able to reflect to some extend the adaptive nature of human cognition, mimicking actual 
human behaviour. Another major task in this process is concerned with how to link the gap 
between low-level data and the verbal semantic description that is provided at high-level. 
Semantic event models can be constructed in this case. In this section, attention has been mainly 
paid to those techniques that will be further exploited in the different use cases presented in 
Chapter 5. 
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Technique 
applied 

Behaviours that have been 
previously modelled with this 

technique 

Suitability for technique selection based on 
characteristics shared by these behaviours 

Constraint 
Networks 

‘Slow-down’, ‘Speed-up’, ‘Stop’, 
‘Change direction’  

 ‘Move slowly’, ‘move fast’, 
‘Walking’, ‘Running’, ‘Staying’ 

‘Standing’, ’Sitting’, Falls 
down/crouches down goes 
right/left side; leaves/enters  

Constraint satisfaction and logic-based 
approaches such as those relying on Allen’s 
temporal predicates, allow the description of 
events using the corresponding fuzzy rules. 
Suitable for scenarios composed of simple and/or 
complex single thread events defined by the 
satisfaction of spatial, temporal or logical 
constraints on the object attributes (speed, 
trajectory, position, posture, etc.) and the context 
around them (distance to static or mobile objects 
of reference, relative speed). Ability to represent 
and recognize a hierarchical activity composed of 
concurrent sub-events recorded in basic human-
object interactions and group activities. However, 
it results difficult to cope with noise and 
uncertainties. 

‘Pick up’, ‘Put down’, 
‘Interacting with table’   

‘moves_close_to’, 
moves_far_from’, ‘stays_at’ 

‘Moving_toward’ ‘Move away 
from’ 

‘Approaching’, ‘Leaving’, 
‘Close’  

Finite State 
Machines 

FSM 

‘Stand still’, ‘sit down’, ‘get up’, 
‘turn around’, ‘point’  

‘bend down’  

Model of behaviour composed of a finite number 
of transitions suitable to model single-thread 
events formed by a fully observable sequence of 
states. 

‘Pick up’, ‘throw over head’, 
group ‘Blocking’ a zone  

‘Taking object’ 
“a car passing/avoiding the 

checkpoint”  
Walking past a standing car 

Opening the door and getting in  
Human activities in a parking lot: 
car stops and person exists from 
the vehicle. Anomalous event 
detection and other composite 

events are also detected  

AND/OR 
trees 

‘Fighting’  Classify instances by sorting them based on 
feature values. Suitable for modelling scenarios 
with a large variety of visual invariants ‘Overcrowding’  

SVM, NN,  
K-means 

‘Standing’, ‘Lying down’, 
‘Sitting’  

Pattern recognition methods suitable to model 
different states of a single object 

Bayesian 
Networks  

BN 

 ‘Approach’ (getting closer, 
heading toward), ‘slow down’, 

‘stop at’;  ‘stand’, ‘crouch’ Basic 
human-objects interactions (e.g. 

‘pick up’, ‘put down’) 

 
Suitable for scenarios dealing with uncertainty 
due to partial observations or missing evidence. 
Ability to encode prior contextual knowledge by 
modelling causalities between visual features as 
dependencies between random variables, thus 
reducing the complexity and redundancy of the 
representations. Dependencies between states are 
not conditionally independent. Do not have an 
inherent capacity for modelling temporal 
composition.  
 
 
 
 

“a car passing/avoiding the 
checkpoint” traffic jam 

Overtaking, following, Vehicle 
parked in a parking lot  
‘Head left’, ‘Right arm 

stretched’, ‘Left arm withdrawn’ 
‘Immobile’, ‘Walking’, 
‘Running’, ‘Bending’  

‘Drop-down’, Put down an object 
(left-luggage)  
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Conditional 
Random 

Fields 
CRF 

Walking, running, bending down Discriminative model in which the abstraction 
feature selection does not have to be limited to the 
current observation, but can also consider any 
combination of past and future observations. 
Suitable for human-human interactions 

‘approaching’, ‘shaking hands’, 
‘kicking’ 

Dynamic 
Bayesian 
Networks 

DBN 

‘Brewing coffee’, ‘Cooking 
French toast’, ‘Making 

sandwiches’, ‘Cooking’, 
‘Washing’ ‘Eating’  

For Statistically modelling of complex behaviours 
(multi-level concepts) comprised of partially 
ordered sub-actions or that consist of concurrent 
streams of action that have a character of temporal 
continuity and change into other situations 
according to a certain probability. Allow temporal 
dependencies between states 

‘standing hand-in-hand’, 
‘shaking hands’, ‘hugging’, 

‘punching’, ‘kicking’, ‘pushing’  
Approaching, leaving, walking 
assistance, Global agitation of a 

group fighting: 
violent/agitated/quiet behaviour  

‘Distant conversation’, 
‘Presentation’ ‘Meeting 

discussion’  

Hiearchical 
BN HBN 

‘Left-luggage’  (‘puts down’ and 
‘goes from away during Δt’)  

Allow the hierarchical decomposition of the 
problem into sub-problems. Suitable for 
modelling behaviours with a temporal reasoning 
layer and a atemporal event layer 

Punching, handshaking, pushing, 
hugging  

Hidden 
Markov 
Models  
HMM 

‘Arm stretching’ ‘Walking’, 
‘Standing’, ‘Jogging’, ‘Riding a 

bike’ ‘Squat’, ‘kneeling’  
Gestures, isolated human actions 

with sequential characteristics 
(e.g. ‘standing’, ‘lying down’, 
‘walking’, ‘bending’ ‘pick up’ 

‘put down’) and group activities 
by its overall motion (e.g. 

‘marching’) 

State model-based statistical approach suitable for 
encoding sequences of spatio-temporal actions 
defined by temporal dynamics of the observable 
parameters. Mainly used for the detection of 
patterns inside temporal sequences. Suitable tool 
for modelling the variations in the observations for 
the same action and for discriminating among 
different actions. Tends to fail when an activity 
consists of concurrent or partially ordered streams 
of action. Suitable for gait recognition. Events 
recognized are mostly a few seconds in length. 
Suitable for modelling basic human-objects 
interactions. HMM are not able to encode 
interactions among multiple agents directly. 

Monitoring traffic abnormal 
trajectories  

Coupled 
HMM 

CHMM 

Behaviours as combination of: 
Follow, reach, walk together, 

approach, meet, go on separately, 
go on/continue together, change 
direction ‘nurse support elderly 
with hand’, ‘nurse clean away’   

Suitable for modelling multiple interacting 
processes. It couples with temporal, asymmetric, 
conditional probabilities between two agents. 

(S-)HSMM 

‘Lie on the bed and sleep’, ‘Stand 
beside the window and look 

outside’, ‘Take a walk’ ‘Entering 
the room and making breakfast’, 

‘eating breakfast’, ‘washing 
dishes’, ‘making coffee’, ‘leaving 

the room’ 

HSMM encode the atomic or hierarchic 
relationship between an observation or event, and 
its duration. The switching version (S-HSMM) 
can be viewed as a concatenation of many 
HSMMs each initiated by a different switching 
(Boolean) state and it is suitable to segment 
sequences (due to the layered extension of the 
basic architecture). 

(Stochastic 
or not)  
CFG 

Grammars 

Composite actions like ‘Shake 
hands’ (‘Stretch’, ’Stay 

stretched’, ‘Withdrawn’)  
 

Grammars provide longer range temporal 
constraints, disambiguate uncertain low-level 
detection and allow inclusion of a priori 
knowledge about the structure of temporal 
behaviour. Suitable for single threaded behaviours 
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Table 13. Guidelines for analysis of actions and activities under a probabilistic framework.  

According to Challenge 8 in Chapter 2, a framework for scenario understanding should integrate 
state of the art algorithms, in this case associated to best suited approaches for modelling actions 
and activities in any specific domain. Table 13 presents a new classification of the most well-
known techniques of different complexity for human behaviour understanding.  

For guiding the selection of one approach or other, it has been taken into account the particular 
domain and the real conditions which the authors have been working on when developing 
systems for indoor and outdoor surveillance of people and vehicle monitoring. It includes on the 
one hand monitoring of daily activities of people at home, in their offices, pedestrian in urban 
traffic monitoring and people involved in other activities related to security in critical transport 
infrastructures. On the other hand urban traffic monitoring, vehicles in airport activities or in 
parking lots. Thus, along with the specific technique applied, the type of behaviour model and 
an example of application is provided.  

After reviewing the different techniques available, we try to answer the open question of how 
suitable a particular modelling might be for a specific task, reaching to the conclusion that the 
best representation depends on several factors, including the resources available for training and 
testing, the likelihood that variables will not be observed, the nature of the data and the 

and Suffix 
Trees 

where human activities can be represented in 
terms of time intervals and relationships among 
them based on the definition of temporal and 
logical rules. Sequence and hierarchical 
composition captured as well as long-term 
temporal dependencies.  

Hierarchical 
HMM 

HHMM  

 
Having a snack in the kitchen  

 

Suitable to incorporate the inherent hierarchical 
composition of temporal sequence of events into 
the behaviour models. Each possible state is 
represented by a lower level HMM. Suitable when 
low-level action detectors are noisy, and structure 
of activities to be analysed is sequential. 

Layered 
HMM 

LHMM 

Office activities: Phone 
conversation, Presentation, face 

to face conversation, distant 
conversation 

Suitable to model behaviours in which distinct 
layers that operate at different temporal 
granularities can be defined, allowing for 
temporal abstractions from observations at 
particular times into explanations over varying 
temporal intervals. Allows the selective retraining 
of layers less robust to the variations 

Constrained 
Probabilistic 

Petri Nets 
(PPN) 

‘Bank attack’ ‘Loitering’ , car 
pick up activity, Person-vehicle 

interaction in a parking lot 

Complex multi-agent interactions, robust to 
uncertainty 

Temporal 
boosting 

classifiers 

Gestures, isolated human actions 
with sequential characteristics 
(e.g. ‘standing’, ‘lying down’, 

‘walking’, ‘bending’) and group 
activities by its overall motion 

(e.g. ‘marching’) 

Appropriate for the probabilistic analysis of 
actions that have a sequential structure 
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complexity of the domain. During experimentations, the main factor that have been found to 
shape the selection of strategies for the different case studies is accuracy. Other factors such as 
time in producing inference and computational cost required, could be used in the future for fine 
selection. 

We have seen that if prior knowledge about the structure of activities is available, models can be 
learned in a completely supervised manner. This approach may be suitable for detecting certain 
behaviours but lacks scalability when developing a surveillance system that aims to detect all 
the possible situations of the monitored environment because of the large variety of visual 
invariants, some even unpredictable. In addition, the partially-ordered nature of some activities 
dictates large within-class variation, affecting the average classification performance of such 
techniques. In order to overcome these issues, models of human behaviours can also be built 
both using unsupervised machine learning. Unsupervised learning consists of the capability of a 
vision interpretation system of learning and detecting the frequent scenarios of a scene without 
requiring the prior definitions of behaviours by the user. Thus, for modelling activities with 
complex temporal structures, composed of concurrent actions, techniques such as n-grams or 
Suffix Trees have shown their potential to encode their structural signature in a minimal 
supervised way using statistics of a subset of their local actions sub-sequences [Hamid09]. 
However, this research line is out of scope for the purposes of this thesis. 

 

4.4.3. Simple	Event	Detection	

As explained before, object models are not sufficient for describing the scene, event models are 
needed. Simple events are spatio-temporal compositions of the behaviours detected by the 
Behaviour Analysis module, with injected domain knowledge that is contextual information 
available in the Logical Context.  

For event detection, we will follow the generate-discriminate problem solving approach 
followed by authors in [Martínez-Tomás08]. Thus, within this processing module, a first Event 
Monitoring task is in charge of assessing in a bottom-up fashion simple events making use of 
the information available. Simple events are associated with transitions in time in object’s 
behaviours. In this sub-module, results containing information related to multiple sensors (if 
available) are also fused in order to have a unique action identified for every entity in the domain. 
Semantic meaning is given to each action according to a specific label of the ontology available 
in the proposed framework. It will be at a higher abstraction level (L4) where complex events 
will be defined as a composition of these simple events with the objective of assessing on 
possible entities interrelations and allow the description of long-term situations. 
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Figure 24. Example of composition of simple events from the emerging behaviours, figure 
extracted from [Martínez-Tomás08] 

Then an Event Prediction task in charge of integrating the monitoring results into the situation 
diagnosis so that specific short-term situations (e.g. “a person intends to abandon baggage”) 
could be determined even before their constitutive events are detected [Martínez-Tomás08]. This 
second task has a non-emerging behaviour search top-down component. Information from object 
and physical context models, Ơ and Ƈ respectively, is further exploited instead.  

Temporal events are either absolute or relative. An absolute temporal event is specified with an 
absolute value of time, and represented as: <time string> using the format <(hh/mm/ss) 
mm/dd/yy>. A relative temporal event also corresponds to a unique point on the time line but in 
this case both the reference point and the offset are explicitly specified. This offset may be the 
point at which other event has been occurring. The reference point may be any event that can be 
specified including an absolute temporal event. 

Further details about the implementation of this module are provided in Chapter 5. 

4.5. 	Feedback‐based	 parameterized	 strategies	 for	 improving	
performance	of	scenario	understanding	frameworks	(Level	3)	

Thanks to this abstraction level L3, an automatic evaluation methodology and the necessary attention 
mechanisms able to provide feedback to the perceptual system to overcome unavoidable limitations 
of low level processing and letting the system adapt to changes in the initial conditions easily, are 
integrated in the system. They are three the processing modules shown in Figure 25 which contribute 
to improve future system’s performance and allow the construction of more resilient systems. 
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Figure 25 Integration of Feedback Control Module as part of the processing capabilities of the 
proposed framework for scenario understanding 

In this section, justification and formalization of feedback-based parameterized strategies for 
improving performance of scenario understanding frameworks is firstly provided. Then, the proposed 
approach for integrating feedback processes in perceptual systems is presented, describing the 
functionalities of all the processing modules at this level of abstraction.  

4.5.1. Justification	of	their	need	

When trying to define a business as part of the organization management tasks in an enterprise, it 
is critical to understand the context to ensure that those who are involved have a clear 
understanding of the business, their roles and responsibilities. Difficulties emerge when, under 
variations in the context, predefined enterprise models are not really able to deal with the situation, 
i.e. to solve the problems, to control the effects of changes and finally, to capitalize explicit 
knowledge about changes and improvements for enhancing future performance. Most of problem 
solving methodologies relying on the integration of feedback strategies fail because the extracted 
knowledge is weakly contextualized [Baader99].  

Trying to find a parallelism with that problem, in the context of scenario understanding at hand, 
where instead of people we have sensors of any kind and advanced processing technologies, 
difficulties emerge in the event of changes in context due for instance to changing light or other 
climate conditions. Many efforts are being made by the scientific community to develop systems 
able to provide reliable outdoor surveillance at all times, with the capability to cope with these 
variations in context. However, while sensors being deployed already integrate the necessary 
capabilities to provide clear image quality regardless of weather, lighting or image complexity, 
processing algorithms which most of video surveillance systems rely on, require of a costly and 
continuous manual fine tuning in order to be able to adapt to any change in the environmental 
physical conditions.  

From a higher level perspective, a similar problem remains. As seen in previous chapters, thanks 
to effective and real-time sensor analysis a reliable monitoring infrastructure integrating intelligent 
capabilities can be developed to let these systems reach their full potential in terms of scenario 
understanding. Thus, frameworks like the one proposed by authors in [Sánchez09] set the basis 
for developing systems with the necessary perception, interpretation and learning capabilities to 
understand what is happening in the scene under surveillance. However, there is a need for 
improving automated surveillance systems’ performance, as the uncertainty in the scenarios under 
analysis increases and the environments become more loosely controlled. Most of the solutions 
proposed till now do not have the ability to handle with changes in the logical context avoiding 
they could adapt to any new situation that may occur. 

Accomplishing so ambitious task requires the incorporation in this kind of understanding 
frameworks of a mechanism able to monitor the information processed at different levels of 
abstraction, control the interactions among independent processing modules and launch at 
each moment the most suitable feedback strategy so that detection and classification results 
can be improved, making the system in general more resilient. 
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4.5.2. Related	Work	

As presented at the beginning of the document, in recent years, many automated video 
understanding systems have been proposed for monitoring human and/or vehicles activities in real 
scenarios [Sánchez09]. PRISMATICA [Velastin05] and the IBM Smart Surveillance System 
[Tian08] represent some of the most sophisticated video surveillance systems developed to detect 
relevant situations in complex real environments such as urban traffic, public transport or shopping 
centres. Like in intelligent platforms such as VSIP [Bremond06] or CASIA [Huang10] once 
system goals are defined information from a set of selected sensors uses to be analysed using state-
of-the-art image processing algorithms and stochastic techniques for data analysis. The common 
goal consists of translating data in a set of low-level features that provide motion information in 
the scene as well as other visual cues, allowing the detection, classification and tracking of objects 
of interest. As a result, higher-level spatio-temporal reasoning modules are provided with the 
necessary knowledge about the objects and their context, which allows the system to make an 
inference about the activity being carried out and therefore to describe the scene.   

All of them have in common the one-way sequential structure of the functional units that compose 
the system, i.e. processing has to be finished in one module before the next module can begin. In 
addition, only one module uses to be active at any time, and the communication between modules 
is unidirectional. However, only in a limited number of works, once visual evidence is 
achieved, feedback is provided within the system to exploit the redundancy of processing 
enabled at different levels of abstraction and therefore to improve system’s performance in any 
sense [Oliver00]. In addition, it lets the system overcome limitations due to changes at low level 
in the environmental conditions or, from a higher level perspective, an increment of the complexity 
of the scene, allowing systems become more robust and scalable [Detmold06].  

In scenario understanding frameworks, feedback is usually introduced either to correct an 
error and enhance performance or to seek for more information that may help the system 
to resolve any uncertainty [Mirmehdi96][Bins05]. Focusing on sensor-based applications, the 
possible strategies to be applied range from fine parameter tuning to the selection of a more 
suitable signal processing algorithm according to the requirements of a particular moment 
[Hall06].  

At the same time, feedback strategies uses to be applied only on individual processing stages with 
the objective to enhance the results of each stage independently of the results obtained in the other 
[Kim13]. However, from the authors’ point of view, the real challenge consists of exploiting 
expectations derived from high-level analysis to improve the performance of lower levels of 
analysis in a more autonomous way, contributing thus to the development of more reliable and 
intelligent systems [Wang09] [García08][Lipton00].   

Among these solutions, it can be found, for instance, a self-adaptive real-time tracking system able 
to judge their own performance and to apply specific repair strategies on other low-level modules 
when needed [Cancela13] or a video surveillance system able to switch when the people density 
increases in the scene from an individual to a crowd tracking algorithm is found. In advanced 
solutions like these, a control module is usually in charge of managing information of 
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completely different nature. In addition, agreement on data structures and reference models 
is needed to allow bidirectional exchanges of knowledge, so that the output from one module 
has direct influence on the other module before it finishes processing. Finally, only in a few works 
like in [FdezCaballero13], a module with responsibilities for controlling the system workflow 
exists, so that after monitoring the correct performance of the modules is able to take action in 
case of malfunction (for example by restarting the modules). But, while it is clear that the concrete 
implementation of these modules will be always application dependent, a more detailed 
description of the necessary steps to design a generic feedback control component is needed, 
to develop systems that can react to change in the context or initial conditions for which they were 
designed and therefore easily adapted to a wide range of domains.  

With this motivation, a new methodology for introducing parameterized feedback in 
perceptual systems is presented in the next Section. One of the advantages of the proposed 
solution is that it contributes to simplify the design of this kind of systems considerably since all 
the required steps and information exchange interfaces are well structured and formalized. At the 
same time, it allows different system routines to effectively work at different processing levels, 
supporting the portability of algorithms thanks to its modular and hierarchical nature. Finally, it 
will be shown how the global feedback-based analysis strategy can be exploited to combine top-
down with bottom-up information in a closed feedback loop. It will be also demonstrated how 
thanks to the suitable repair strategy, the performance of baseline systems used for the experiments 
can be iteratively improved in the event of sudden changes in environmental conditions. 
Furthermore, efficiency of the mechanisms that let systems select the algorithm that maximizes 
the completeness of the scenario described at high-level will be also shown.  

Before presenting it, revision of knowledge management initiatives for maximizing the 
possibilities that feedback offers in other areas of application is made. 

Commonly, once a kind of application is selected, a series of models are developed, which 
gradually transform real-world requirements and expertise into a system implementation. Among 
the main drawbacks of such approaches are the high level of abstraction of models makes them 
difficult to be adopted, the not inconsiderable consumption of time and human resources, the fact 
of extracted knowledge is weakly contextualized and the knowledge maintenance and update 
require regular knowledge acquisition sessions. This is the reason why, enterprises turn also 
towards Experience Feedback (EF) processes to avoid reproducing past mistakes and to benefit 
from all the knowledge and the know-how used and produced within them [Bergmann02]. 
Feedback based on experience can be therefore considered another way to manage knowledge.  

It consists of a bottom-up approach, where knowledge is built gradually from useful cases. First 
the event and its context are described (information level) then analysis and solution are 
capitalized (experience level). The knowledge level is reached when lessons learned, procedures, 
invariants, rules etc. are inferred from past experiences. To summarize, one major advantage of 
having EF integrated in the system process resides in the contextualization of knowledge which 
makes it useful for practical needs. Since information and fragments of knowledge are captured 
as they arise, it requires less manpower and time, and the experience base is gradually updated. 
EF consists in capitalizing a particular problem resolution process by improving data structuring 
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capabilities of knowledge extraction process which will be used again partially or totally whereas 
other knowledge acquisition models only capitalize the generic knowledge necessary to solve a 
problem through models of expertise.  

4.5.3. Proposed	 approach	 for	 integrating	 feedback	 processes	 in	
perceptual	systems	

Feedback can be defined as the process by which a specific processing stage receives information 
about its success, or otherwise, its bad performance together with the corresponding decision on 
the most suitable strategy the system needs to launch for its self-improvement [Mirmehdi96]. 
Based on a hypothesis generation-hypothesis verification approach, a general self-adaptive 
processing scheme to improve classical video understanding frameworks is presented in Figure 
26. 

 

Figure 26 General feedback-based processing scheme to improve performance of classical 
video understanding frameworks according to [Sánchez14] 

As introduced in the previous section, generic schemes for developing visual surveillance tasks 
proposed up to now lack of generalization for its application on a wide range of domains. Unlike 
other feedback schemes, this approach allows the parameterization of the steps that support the 
feedback process, ensuring its applicability with independence of the task to be solved and the 
processing stage(s) which the system will act on. The main concepts this processing scheme relies 
on are described below.  

According to authors in [Renouf07], a model of system objectives should be the first step in the 
formulation. Following the schema proposed in Figure 26, the relevant information that is 
necessary and sufficient for developing a convenient solution needs to be identified and stored in 
the already presented Knowledge Base (KB), contributing thus to favour reusability of developed 
processing modules. At this level of abstraction (L3), it is basically a structured database with the 
Reference Model, among other information, that lets a Feedback Control Module start operating. 
Among the information of different nature the most representative is: the list of available 
algorithms for executing a specific task along with their corresponding identifiers and descriptions, 
with the input/output variables; configuration parameters with their individual range; and, finally, 
the contextual data or domain concepts linked to a particular surveillance scenario integrating 
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information about target objects and events to be detected, and other logical, spatial or temporal 
constraints that relationships among concepts that support the analysis. Example of its 
particularization on different understanding scenarios will be provided in Chapter 5.  

Again, knowledge repositories distributed per abstraction level each one allowing a processing 
module to have access to particular contextual information makes it possible a faster context 
switching and system redeployment.  

Apart from the identification of the particular knowledge-based reference model, the performance 
and quality criteria (also known as Evaluation Strategies) to be used for the system’s self-
evaluation needs to be available within the KB prior to the execution of the system. The 
performance evaluation and quality measures space is composed of the list of performance and 
quality variables, described by the name of the variable itself, its type and the acceptable response. 
A space within the KB is reserved for storing this information in a structured way as well. 

Finally, the list of Feedback Strategies that will be applied in case the result after evaluation may 
not be good enough, or the system considers that there is room for improvement, need to be defined 
as well. In general, it could be said that it is not enough to utilize just one single feedback technique 
able to tackle requirements from different video domains, due to the diversity of scenarios which 
makes video content understanding a fairly complicated process. Multiple feedback strategies can 
therefore be applied to improve the accuracy of this kind of systems [Luan08][Carmona09]. 
Following the approach in [Carmona09], two kinds of feedback strategies are considered for being 
used in the proposed methodology: a repair-oriented feedback and a focus-oriented feedback. 
The first aims to eliminate errors due to the inconsistency of the new findings in level Sj and the 
knowledge of level Sk. The second aims to refine or expand the information provided by any 
processing module at any abstraction level (e.g. imagine a traffic surveillance scenario in which 
at a particular moment to have more information about the vehicle being detected, like its colour 
or its number plate, may help the system to better discriminate it from other vehicles in the scene). 
A procedure for managing the interaction between such strategies is then required 

So apart from a complex knowledge base that materializes the domain knowledge, 
knowledge-based systems generally include an inference engine which uses this knowledge 
to solve a given problem. As justified in [Sánchez14] it is the Feedback Control Module the 
module in charge of exploiting the knowledge available in the KB, and of providing any perceptual 
system with the necessary self-adaptive capabilities to be able to overcome the typical problems 
this kind of systems suffer from. This functionality is integrated in abstraction Level 3 in the 
proposed framework. 

The Feedback Control Module is composed of three main sub-modules that basically consist of a 
library of problem solving methods and processes described in a declarative manner, and which 
are common to any particular implementation, plus a procedural interpretation of the previous 
inference: Evaluation, Decision and Actuation Modules. The integration of these functionalities 
in a computing framework like the proposed one contributes to develop more resilient systems, 
able to maintain an accepted level of performance in response to disturbances or in the face to 
unanticipated changes. This basic structure allows the formalization of the general approach to let 
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the system respectively: (1) perform its own diagnosis for self-assessment based on predefined 
performance or quality criteria; (2) autonomously make a decision on the most appropriate 
feedback strategy for corrective action or completeness; and, (3) make the corresponding request 
to a particular module within any processing stage Si with I = 1, 2…N, being N ϵ Z the number of 
processing stages. More specifically: 

 Evaluation Module: This module is in charge of accomplishing normality and quality 
diagnosis based on predefined criteria. For a normality diagnosis, performance evaluation 
measures (e.g. Precision and Recall metrics at any level of abstraction where classification 
may be carried out) allow the evaluation module automatically measure the ‘error’ or 
deviation with respect to the defined value of reference Figure 27. Quality measures (e.g. 
computational cost, completeness of data, etc.) can be also defined as part of the quality 
diagnosis process inside this module.  
 

 

Figure 27. Normality diagnosis relying on ground truth definition on the whole set of data 
sequences applied for evaluation purposes 

 
 

 Decision Module: This module is in charge of the selection and the validation of feedback 
strategies and has the mechanisms for retrieving and reusing experiences. Using as input 
the system evaluation response, a rule-based decision module is proposed as an 
appropriate solution to achieve this objective. Repair-oriented feedback strategies usually 
rely on the selection of a different algorithms within a processing module or, in case of 
the same algorithm is applied, an adjustment of the initial configuration parameters with 
the only purpose of contributing to increase system’s performance. Focus-oriented 
feedback strategies aim to increase the information and knowledge the system has about 
the scenario at a particular moment to be able to cope with particular changes in context. 
Once feedback strategy is selected, and the following module has actuated, updated 
information is retrieved by this module to make an assessment on the suitability of the 
feedback strategy followed. 

 

 Actuation Module: Finally, an actuator is in charge of performing the corresponding 
decisions by triggering the corresponding feedback strategy and providing the decision 
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module again with updated information. Actuations are requested when internal processes 
in charge of evaluation and decision analyse the current situation and make a decision on 
the particular strategy to be launched. The Actuation module keeps the KB continuously 
updated by tracking changes in the reference model of the KB so that other modules, like 
the Decision Module, can access to updated information about the system to assess its 
performance after adjustment.  

 
Figure 28. Main phases of the Feedback Control Module reasoning engine 

 

4.5.4. Methodology	 for	exploiting	 feedback	 in	perceptual	 systems	using	
conceptual	graphs	

The input of any feedback process is the occurrence of a negative evaluation event during the 
processing of the scenario. So, the event expresses an expected failure and a solving process is set 
up as soon as it is detected. This process corresponds to a sequence of activities defined according 
to a process that will lead, in the best situation, to the resolution of the problem caused by the 
event occurrence. 

Any framework integrating feedback processes should rely on the conceptualization of domain 
vocabulary and relevant knowledge managed by the system. As already justified, ontology with 
conceptual graphs is in general a suitable representation language in which concepts and relations 
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represent declarative knowledge. In particular, this language, with its clear and well-defined 
semantics, appears very interesting for problem solving being also helpful in the definition of an 
adequate experience feedback representation [Sowa00].  

Going back to the proposed feedback-based processing schema, it can be said that a first formal 
modelling of knowledge, rules or heuristic associated to positive and negative events, i.e. domain 
ontology, is needed as part of tasks for the construction of the KB; afterwards, there is the use of 
conceptual graphs operations founded on computing and communication techniques to support 
the exploitation of such knowledge by the Evaluation, Decision and Actuation modules, and to 
make also possible the incorporation of new information (understanding gained from experience 
that is translated to new knowledge) into the KB. One of the most relevant contributions of the 
present work is the parameterization of the feedback strategies that can be launched. This last 
knowledge analysis requires the translation of cases or lessons learned from experience into a 
formal specification so that the reproduction of some mistakes can be avoided.  

The formal ontology used in this work for integrating feedback in perceptual systems deployed 
for scenario description was represented on Figure 18 where global concept type 
FeedbackStrategy can be found.  Two concept types Feedback_Object and 
FeedbackStrategy_Element are used to formalize the process.  

On the one hand, the concept type Feedback_Object can be specialized into Activity, Result or 
Resource. The two first types allow either the control of current state of the system (i.e. system 
activity, ongoing processes) as well as the result of applying one type of feedback strategy or other. 
At the same time, the Resource concept type can be also specialized into the particular processes, 
manual (Human) or automatic (Process), that can be launched and their particular subtypes 
(Intermediate, Terminal, NonTerminal in the case of the kind of automatic processes that can be 
launched).  

The feedback domain is described by means of the FeedbackStrategy_Element concept type that 
can be specialized into Decision, Actuation, Context and EvaluationEvent concept types. These 
four concepts are the four pillars of a feedback strategy and they are used to build conceptual 
graphs, as it will presented in the following section.  

As part of the relations types the specialization of the relation type FeedbackStrategy_Relation 
(Generate, Require, Belong) enables to gather into conceptual graphs several 
FeedbackStrategy_Element concept types.  

Generic conceptual graph model of feedback strategies 

According to [Kamsu08], when a negative event occurs in any industrial process, it is necessary 
to formalize this event and to precise the context in which the event has occurred (search of causes, 
evaluation of effects on the system) and a corrective solution has to be proposed. In our application 
domain, corrective solutions are known as feedback strategies. 

Once the ontology of a conceptual graph-based representation has been defined, a set of canonical 
conceptual graphs for representation of feedback strategies can be built. These graphs are 
considered to be the backbone of the feedback strategies formalization. Considering the general 
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feedback-based processing scheme of Figure 26, a framework describing a feedback strategy in a 
generic manner is required.  

The conceptual graphs graphical user interface (CoGUI) tool [Gutierrez05] has been used in order 
to define the ontology and to build the graphs.  

First, the event’s context and the triggering event to be detected are described by the conceptual 
graphs formalism presented above. This representation task is achieved off-line by experts of the 
domain. This context will help later on to retrieve comparable problems and their associated 
feedback strategies in the Knowledge Base. These feedback strategies can be seen as components 
stored in a library as validated ready-to-use models facilitating reuse. Secondly, the goal is to 
analyze the problem and to provide a solution by launching a suitable feedback strategy. The last 
task concerns the generalization. It consists of building lessons in a supervised way (instantiate 
new feedback strategies) that will be systematically used in future similar situations. These lessons 
reinforce a set of previous experiences. In order to define a new feedback strategy, domain experts 
can search similar ones in the KB.  

As introduced in the previous section, four concepts coming from the formal ontology (Figure 29) 
are mainly used to build conceptual graphs model of any feedback strategy: EvaluationEvent, 
Context, Decision and Actuation. Three relations are used as well: Belong, Require and Generate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. Generic feedback strategy using conceptual graphs 

A generic graph can be interpreted in formal language as: A feedback strategy has a description. 
This description is: there is an evaluation event belonging to a context, this event requires an 
analysis in order to make a decision and a solution (i.e. actuation) can be generated. This generic 
model has to be instantiated each time a negative event occurs on the system. Specific actions to 
be carried out by the system during the evaluation, decision and actuation processes need to be 
carefully defined.  

The instantiation of the generic conceptual graph consists of the use and particularization of as 
many concept types with the appropriate relations and edges needed for allowing a comprehensive 
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knowledge, every time a new feedback strategy needs to be described using the graph. An example 
of predefined conceptual graph for context description is proposed on the Figure 30 .  

 

Figure 30. Generic conceptual graph for the context’s description 

The conceptual graph of Figure 30 can be interpreted in formal language as: 
ScenarioRelated_Concept is the required input to describe any context; one or several Non 
Terminal processes can be identified for gathering information about context, each having a 
number of attributes associated as well as an expected result. The main advantage of this generic 
graph is that experts in charge of the problems solving and the knowledge capitalization are guided 
by this framework. In return, this framework is very specialized to a particular domain. A flexible 
solution consists of further predefine conceptual graph that intends to be as generic as possible but 
which needs to be adapted to the particular domain for which feedback strategy has shown to be 
effective.  

For the description of evaluation events, a predefined conceptual graph is proposed as well (Figure 
31). 

 

Figure 31 Generic conceptual graph for the evaluation event’s description 

An assessment criteria is needed to decide whether obtained results are satisfactory or not. 
Focusing on a supervised approach, automatic evaluation is proposed by comparing results against 
reference data acquired during the initial configuration phase of the system. Assessment criterion 
contains information on how to compare results and reference data (e.g. a metric). For a normality 
diagnosis, performance evaluation measures allow the Evaluation module automatically measure 
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the ‘error’ or deviation with respect to the defined value of reference. Quality measures can be 
also defined as part of the quality diagnosis process inside this module. The performance 
evaluation and quality measures space is composed of the list of performance and quality 
variables, described by the name of the variable itself, its type and the acceptable response. A 
space within the KB is reserved for storing this information in a structured way as well.  

Supervised evaluation during live executions would be the following step but it is more difficult 
to set up. It requires from experts to have realised a lot of experiments. Indeed, only once they 
have acquired a deep expertise on a problem, they are able to formalize in an assessment criterion 
the way the results have to be evaluated. 

In [Kamsu08] no conceptual graph is proposed for the analysis and the solution description. 
However, from our point of view, if similar events have already occurred, experts could use the 
previous analysis (evaluation and decision) as a framework, as well as the solution (actuation) to 
be applied.  

 

Figure 32 Generic conceptual graph for the decision’ description 

In the particular context we will be working, it could be said that it is not enough to utilize just 
one single feedback technique able to tackle requirements from different video domains, due to 
the diversity of scenarios which makes video content understanding a fairly complicated process. 
Multiple feedback strategies can therefore be applied to improve the accuracy of this kind of 
systems [Luan08][Carmona09]. Following the approach in [Carmona09], two kinds of feedback 
strategies are considered for being used in the proposed methodology: a repair-oriented feedback 
and a focus-oriented feedback. The first aims to eliminate errors due to the inconsistency of the 
new findings at one abstraction level. The second aims to refine or increment the existing 
information at any abstraction level. A procedure for managing the interaction between such 
strategies is then required. Using as input the system evaluation response, a rule-based decision 
module is proposed as an appropriate solution to achieve this objective.  

First consideration as part of repair-oriented feedback strategies is that decision on the algorithm 
to be executed at any new iteration needs to be made. The algorithm does not need to be necessarily 
the same. Additionally, in case of the same algorithm is applied, an adjustment of the initial 
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configuration parameters may be needed. However, sometimes, lack of detail at low level avoids 
the system being able to detect an object or event with high probability. Focus-oriented feedback 
strategies would be more suitable in this case to enhance the knowledge the system has about the 
scenario being analysed. 

Finally, an actuator is in charge of performing the corresponding decisions and assessing on the 
suitability of the feedback strategy followed. 

 

Figure 33 Generic conceptual graph for the actuation’s description 

Different conceptual graphs for different actuations can be described in a generic way, like the 
one presented in Figure 33. As we have seen, actuations can be triggered either with a bad 
performance evaluation or a detection of a change in context being different the criteria to be 
followed to improve system’s performance. On the one hand, a focus or adjustment criterion 
enables to dynamically change a parameter value. On the other hand, the scope of the repair stage 
can be either global which means valid for all data and valid for the future (i.e. data are not 
reprocessed) until the next change (e.g. change in environmental context may require switch from 
an individual tracker operator to a crowd tracker operator); or local, which means valid for some 
data, a specific situation and for the current frame only (i.e. data are re-processed). 

Supervised instantiation of a new feedback strategy 

The process of instantiation of a generic feedback strategy is as follows. After a negative event is 
detected, the event has to be described by means of the associated predefined conceptual graph of 
context (Figure 30), using the ontology. The Feedback_Object concept and the Negative 
EvaluationEvent concepts have to be specialized into the right ones and being assigned a value for 
particularization. Thirdly, the Context has to be described.  

The next steps consist of making the analysis (evaluation) to propose a solution, make a decision 
and proceed with the actuation. The system have to search in the knowledge base if a similar event 
has already occurred in the past. Therefore, a request has to be realized in the experience base to 
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retrieve the concerned feedback strategies if they exist. If one or more feedback strategies are 
found, they have to be integrated by the experts to build the analysis and to define a new solution 
or adapt the previous one to the current problem. Clearly, if no experiences are found, the experts 
must perform the analysis from scratch and find a solution without any feedback.  

 

4.6. System	refinement	for	high‐level	behaviour	understanding	(Level	4)	

A large number of simple event occurrences can be delivered by Level 2, not being all of them 
meaningful from the point of view of an application. A module in charge of selecting Key events is 
thus necessary. Thus the information provided by the Refinement Context (RC) can be exploited to 
filter noise and reduce the errors in the subsequent stages.  

At the same time, Complex Events such as ‘a person stealing another’s suitcase’ require the analysis 
of scene at a higher level of abstraction as it requires the detection of one or more constituent simple 
events as well as one or more occurrences of a constituent simple or complex event. We are also 
interested in that every complex event that can be identified also semantically, associating it with a 
label according to the ontology defined by the domain expert as part of the contextual information 
also provided in the RC.  

Finally, in addition to previous features, we propose to provide the system with a complementary 
capabilities: continuous learning, which objective is to acquire new knowledge or modify the existing 
one that allows the system to improve its performance in the future. 

During the analysis, a knowledge model generated from the key, complex and learned events analysis 
are maintained for entities in the System Memory. The Scenario Manager will control the flow of 
information at this abstraction level L4. 

 

Figure 34. Processing modules at the abstraction level 4 where a refinement of system process allows 
the detection and learning of complex events 

Key event analysis 

In sensor-based low level applications such as object tracking events use to happen at a fast rate and 
multiple occurrences of the same type of event only refine the previous data value. However, it may 
be possible that one may want to develop more complex applications where there is a correspondence 
between different types of events and their occurrences; those in which the introduction of prediction 
capabilities may require the support of a moving time window; or, finally, those applications where 
multiple occurrences of a constituent event needs to be grouped as all of them are meaningful up to 
the occurrence of the complex event to be detected. All these different surveillance scenarios may 
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have different requirements in terms of contextual information needed. In the proposed approach, the 
selection of key events really relevant for the scenario under study relies only the most recent 
occurrence of an event of a specific type. 

Complex event detection 

At this stage, the system starts a different process for analysing at a higher level of abstraction the 
situation which deals with the temporal segmentation of sequences of activities carried out by the 
monitored entities in order to describe robustly the scenario under surveillance. A Simple Event 
Collector is in charge of collecting all simple events detected in the previous stage. The explicit 
knowledge generated in each scenario can be considered as set of simple events carried out by the 
corresponding entities not only under certain role and spatial constraints but also under some temporal 
constraints. Taking into account expert knowledge, an Event Catalog is created offline, containing a 
dedicated graph per Complex Event which graphically represents the expected sequence of Simple 
Events in time. Apart from the allowed order of occurrence, the set of events appearing in an area at 
any specific time interval can be, as it will be explained below, temporally related by the moment 
when the behaviours involved can happen or their ‘occurrence rate’. Finally, the Event Graph 
Processor is in charge of finding correspondences between the list of simple events registered by the 
SE Collector and the Event Graphs previously learned. As a result, the list of Complex Events 
detected by the system is provided. The following figure shows how the internal processes identified 
within the Complex Event Detector. 

 

Figure 35. Complex event detection process 

As introduced above, temporal analysis of the simple events allows the system to detect complex 
events, i.e. according to the intrinsic similarities shared by all humans in nature, and taking into 
account that the co-occurrence of normal events is something usual in a real scenario, temporal 
conditions in order to have the events ordered such as to ‘in alternation with’, ‘in parallel with’ or ‘in 
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sequence with’ can be imposed over the set of possible atomic to reduce uncertainty. In 
[Chakravarthy94] an event specification language that provides support to complex event-condition-
action rules is proposed to facilitate efficient modelling detection and management of events in active 
databases. The applicability of such an expressive event specification language is not limited to active 
databases since it can be used for analysing event logs in other applications, such as stock trading or 
trend/demographic profile computation. Some aspects of knowledge discovery (e.g. determining 
events that lead to the stock market crash) involve analysing event patterns and their effect on various 
recorded observations. With this motivation, we propose to apply this language for analysing event 
logs in surveillance applications since similar cause-effect relationships need to be examined in order 
to specify and detect complex and composite event patterns.  

As introduced in previous sections, an event is an instantaneous, atomic (happens completely or not 
at all) occurrence of interest at a point in time. In database applications, the interest in events comes 
mostly from the state changes that are produced by data manipulation operations. In surveillance 
applications by changes in target objects’ behaviour. Similar events can be grouped into an event 
type, and a type of events can be further classified into subtypes, resulting in an event type hierarchy 
as the class hierarchy. Different event types are distinguished by different event type name. An Event 
of a specific type may occur zero or more times over the time line; and although an event is assumed 
to instantaneously occur at a time point, the event might be initiated at a prior time point, thus yielding 
a closed time interval between the start and end points. An entity can be involved in two event 
occurrences of different event type. Furthermore, an event may causally precede or follow another 
(e.g. ‘entity1 entering CA1 at the beginning of T1’ and ‘entity1 stopping in CA1 during T1’), or events 
may be unrelated (e.g. ‘entity stopping in CA1 at T1´’ and ‘entity starting to walk in CA3 at the same 
time instant T1).  

Simple temporal, spatial or logical events predefined in the system and detected following mechanism 
integrated at abstraction level L2 are useful for modeling a number of applications. However, for 
many other applications, it is necessary to detect certain combinations of different events as a single 
event, i.e., composite or complex event. In [Chakravarthy94], a composite or complex event is defined 
by applying an event operator to constituent events that are primitive or other composite events, 
forming thus an event expression.  

More formally, an event E (either simple or complex) is a function from the time domain onto the 
Boolean values, True and False. 

∶ 	 → 	 ,  

given by 

										 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
																 									 																																																																																					

 

The main event operators and the semantics of complex events formed by these event operators are 
presented in Table 14. 
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OR 
) 

Disjunction of two events El 
and E2, denoted	 , 
occurs when El occurs or 
(represented by ⋁	 in the 
expression) E2 occurs. 

	 	 t ⋁  

AND 
(∆) 

Conjunction of two events El 
and E2, denoted	 ∆ , 
occurs when both El and 
(represented by ⋀	 in the 
expression) E2 occur, 
irrespective of their order of 
occurrence. 

	 ∆
∃ 1 	 t1 ⋀ ⋁ t1 ⋀ ⋀	t1 t) 

ANY 

The conjunction event, 
denoted by  

, 1, 2,… ,  
where , occurs when m 
events out of the n distinct 
events specified occur, 
ignoring the relative order of 
their occurrence. 

, 1, 2,… ,
∃ ∃ … ∃ 1 ⋀ 2 ⋀…⋀
1 ⋀El ⋀ t1 t2 ⋯ tm 1 t ⋀	 1 I, j, … , k, l
n ⋀ i j ⋯ k l  

SEQ 
(;) 

Sequence of two events 
E1;E2, occurs when E2 
occurs provided E1 has 
already occurred 

; ∃ 1 t1 ⋀ ⋀	t1 t) 

Table 14. Main operator semantics for the inference of complex events following nomenclature 
proposed in [Chakravarthy94] 

Consider the following complex event expressions defined making use of nomenclature introduced 
above: CE#1 = (SE#2	∆	 SE#3) ; CE#2 = SE#1; CE#1. 

An event graph can be used to represent primitive and composite event occurrences flowing bottom-
up from the nodes to their parents [Tan05]. Parameter contexts are introduced and precisely defined 
as well as a mechanism for restricting the occurrences that make a composite event occur. Simple 
Event (SE) and Complex Event (CE) models presented in Chapter 3 have been used for instantiation. 

The Composite Event Detector retrieves each event from the Simple Event Collector and processes 
it based on the event graphs stored in the Event Catalog in the System Memory. When a new simple 
event occurs, the Event Graph Processor is in charge of activating the terminal node that represents 
the event in the event graph. This in turn activates all nodes attached to it via the outgoing edges. 
When a node is activated, it evaluates the incoming event using the information previously modelled 
and if necessary, activates one or more nodes connected to it by propagating the event to them. As a 
result, the complex event is delivered for further situation analysis and scenario description (Figure 
36). 
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Figure 36. Graphical representation of the detection of complex events. Information about frequency 
and probability of occurrence could be further exploited by Simple Events (SE). 

 

Learning Module 

Finally, in addition to previous features, we propose to provide the system with a complementary 
capabilities: continuous learning, which objective is to acquire new knowledge or modify the existing 
one that allows the system to improve its performance in the future [Nguyen03] [Buxton03]; able to 
identify a new behaviour pattern or any change or variant in one of the previously learned behaviour 
and event models. Thus, if an anomaly is detected, feedback is provided offline to the database in 
order to update the list of learned models and thus permit the evolution of the cognitive capabilities 
of the system as it will be able progressively to cope with changes and variants in the models. Further 
details about the implementation of this module are provided in Chapter 5. 

 

4.7. Human	Machine	Interaction	to	access	high‐level	knowledge	(Level	
5)	

It is at the latest level of the framework, at abstraction level 5, where the desired functionality is 
finally provided. A Domain Manager is in charge of gathering information from lower abstraction 
levels, giving it a semantic meaning making use of the corresponding ontology defined as part of the 
Domain Context and sharing it with any interested party (i.e. the operator working locally or in a 
remote station). Main components of the High-level scenario understanding level are shown in Figure 
37.  
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Figure 37. Human-Machine Interaction (Level 5) 

First of all, Scenario Description is the last process is in charge of aggregating the local information 
from the sub-scenarios that allows the description of the global scenario Ω. That local information 
was what in Chapter 3 authors have referred as situations which can be considered as an aggregation 
of all complex events carried out by all entities in the environment during the time interval. Thanks 
to this detailed description, the operator is able to extract more detailed conclusions about the 
monitoring process. Within this module an annotation process in charge of finding semantic 
correspondences of the detected events and activities in the defined ontology. The semantic gap 
between a visual concept and its lingual representation is bridged by labelling every event and activity 
models.  

Apart from the processes in charge of the semantic analysis of the scenario, there are other processes 
without which it would not be possible the complete execution of the cognitive task. For instance, 
those system modules in charge of Visualization of the results through the corresponding Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) to support decision making processes and Communications by building Web 
Services based on REST or PHP are commonly used nowadays for disseminating information 
[Ferreia09]. 

 

Figure 38. Example of GUI for the visualization of people detected and tracked by the system 
developed within the HNPS project (Qt Designer10 was used)  

                                                            
10 http://doc.qt.io/qt-4.8/qt-gui-concepts.html  
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4.8. 	Discussion	

A number of tools and technologies have been proposed in the last years to link the gap between, at 
the lowest level, the data produced by a set of heterogeneous sensors placed within the environment 
and, at the highest level, the semantic descriptions derived from such data. Before thinking of the 
particular modules and technologies any system of these characteristics relies on, it is crucial to have 
the different levels of abstraction and the information managed by them well identified and modelled 
(Chapter 3 contribution).  

It is in Chapter 4, where the internal structure of each component has been further divided into several 
independent modules with specific functionalities. These modules allow, even after initial 
deployment, integrating new sensors to the system, dynamically attaching and detaching different 
algorithms by developers, and adding and instantiating particular behaviour models depending on the 
requirements of the surveillance system. Thus, flexible systems being able to cope with challenging 
real-world situations can be developed. 	

In addition, related work in the field serves to justify that, in addition to the emerging communication 
between two different processing stages which corresponds to a flow of bottom-up information from 
stage S-1 to its immediately higher level stage S, there is a clear need for a top-down information 
flow and a continuous updating process that allows the creation of more robust and reliable 
surveillance systems for scenario understanding. Thanks to the proposed approach, classical scenario 
understanding frameworks can be therefore extended to support the inclusion of the feedback 
strategies, being this one of the main contributions of the present chapter. Having the reference 
models, evaluation criteria and the list of feedback analysis strategies identified for each processing 
stage, system can start operating in a more reliable and robust manner requiring little adjustment from 
the developers.  

The key advantages of the proposed feedback strategy over those integrated in other video 
understanding frameworks proposed so far are: (1) the feedback control strategy is independent of 
the processing stage that triggers it; (2) a control module within abstraction level L3 (Feedback 
Control Module) is in charge of dynamically orchestrating feedback data flow between two 
independent stages ensuring that information shared can be interpreted by any specific module at a 
particular abstraction level; (3) thanks to a common ontology with the concept and relation types 
defined, and the graphical conceptual models feedback not necessarily needs to flow from stage S to 
processing stage S-1, being possible the interaction between two modules of completely different 
semantic nature; finally, (4) such a well-structured approach allows the flexible implementation and 
integration of suitable feedback strategies in existing video understanding frameworks.  

Based on the proposed framework, particular implementations for two heterogeneous case studies 
defined are described in detail in the next Chapter 5. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL	RESULTS	AND	DISCUSSION	

At this point, once we have learnt of the capabilities of the proposed framework, we need to evaluate 
whether it will really deliver the expectations raised. But before moving forward to the 
experimentation part, it’s worth reflecting on how validation of frameworks for scenario 
understanding was accomplished in previous related works. 

Lack of tests on publicly available datasets is a common issue shared by most of them. Most of works 
report good detection rates and classification results, accompanied by convincing visual results 
[Fernández-Caballero13] [Tian08] [Siebel04] [Mahajan04] [Collins00]. Different evaluation metrics 
can be used for the objective data. For instance, [Velastin05] a table showing overcrowding and 
congestion performance in terms of True Positives, False Negatives and True Negatives obtained on 
own datasets is provided. In [Brémond06] and [Avanzi05] the accuracy of the system, i.e. the 
percentage of the duration of the shown behavior that is covered by the generation of the 
corresponding alert, is delivered. However, although from the results and methodology followed one 
can imagine the main drawbacks that existing architectures have, it is not possible to assess in a fair 
way how much better our framework works. 

In other cases, although experiments are carried out using publicly available datasets such as 
CAVIAR [Zaidenberg12], PETS [SanMiguel13] or iLIDS [Liu13], it only allows to test part of the 
framework potential and on a particular scenario, being the attention paid on the progress on a specific 
module or algorithm instead of on the system as a whole or in the possibilities for adaptation to similar 
or heterogeneous environments. 

Comparison in terms of capabilities, in a similar way to the table presented in Chapter 2, was carried 
out by [Saini09], [Hyung11] and [SanMiguel13], continuing this comparison to be quite subjective 
based on authors experience and know-how. 

Having understood the difficulties of validating a framework for the scenario understanding like the 
one proposed in this thesis, this Chapter is devoted to present and analyse the evaluation of the results 
of the application of proposed global approach on two well representative different surveillance 
scenarios where either normal or abnormal situations may take place, that are: 

 Scenario 1: A parking scenario from which information about the number of vacant parking 
spaces can be extracted 

 Scenario 2: A smart home environment where people describe a set of daily activities that 
usually are carried out in this kind of environments (E.g. setting-up the table) 

As it will be described later, sequences of data acquired from these scenarios are representative 
enough to show all that the capabilities the proposed framework could offer in similar scenarios. Data 
sequences include both optimal and worst-case situations from the point of view of system 
performance, letting the reader understand how systems developed under the proposed methodology 
are able to cope with scenarios of different complexity where people describe actions and activities 
of different nature. The level of sensorization varies with the scenario, requiring more number and 
different type of sensors to model more complex scenarios. 
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Performance of the systems already deployed or previously developed in the infrastructure is used as 
baseline during the experimentations. Common steps have been given in order to validate the 
proposed approach, more specifically: 

 Using a set of fixed sensors, a set of representative video and data sequences of different 
length (variable number of frames or records) are available from Scenario “X”: some of them 
being used for training purposes (and duly labelled as ‘training_seq’), other being used for 
testing the proposed approach (and duly labelled as ‘testing_seq’). The origin of the data 
sequences will be described, allowing the detection of a predefined set of events in controlled 
environments in any case. At least for one of the scenarios, public available datasets have 
been used, allowing a fair comparison of other systems with the proposed one in the future. 

 Performance of baseline system is then presented, ensuring that the initial configuration 
parameters set used optimizes the detection results this system can provide. 

 Enhancement of the baseline system by means of its theoretical adaptation following 
guidelines produced as part of the proposed framework. Adaptation of system architecture to 
the 6-abstraction level approach (with the consequent introduction of new techniques for 
temporal filtering, logical constraints analysis, or the integration of feedback related 
strategies) with the purpose of improving detection results and providing this kind of systems 
with the capability of understanding, at a higher level of abstraction, human behaviours and 
situations in which they may be involved. More specifically: 

 Available sensors and context will be identified and duly modelled taking into account 
the a priori physical and logical knowledge of the scenario under analysis.  

 State of the art processing techniques to extract low and high-level information will be 
examined 

 Corresponding data models will be created in order to ensure that information managed 
at different abstraction levels can be easily retrieved and further reused in case of 
modification of initial conditions. 

 Model will be validated through tests on the same real-life data sequences and system 
evolution will be monitored from visual and semantic points of view 

 Performance of the adapted system is then evaluated, ensuring again that the initial 
configuration parameters set used optimizes the detection results the adapted system can 
provide.  

 Analysis of results is carried out for assessment and extraction of conclusions. 

As countersigned by the corresponding scientific paper, all surveillance systems, as well as the 
corresponding adaptations investigated for the consideration of this thesis, rely on sophisticated 
algorithms and multi-purpose libraries such as OpenCV11 that contain low level functions for general 
use by image. Programs have been written in C++ or Matlab12, the last not primarily built with image 
processing utilities but now supporting them. Finally, the choice of PMTK3 (Probabilistic Modelling 

                                                            
11 http://opencv.org/  
12 http://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab/index.html?s_tid=gn_loc_drop  
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Toolkit for Matlab/Octave)13 was also based on their comprehensiveness and accessibility for the 
purposes of this research. 	

5.1. 	Outdoor	Vacant	Parking	Space	Detector	for	Improving	Mobility	in	
Smart	Cities	

5.1.1. Related	Work	

Large scale car parks with hundred/thousands of spaces are more and more common in cities 
nowadays. However, still very often, especially during busy hours, motorists have trouble parking 
cars driving around with no guarantee to park, most of the times leading to traffic congestion and 
driver frustration.  

Increasingly gaining popularity, vacant parking space detection systems have been implemented 
by using various technologies: RFID sensors, ultrasonic sensors, laser scanners, short-range radar 
networks, and, finally, those relying on computer vision. With independence of the technology 
being used, parking guidance systems share the common objective of ensuring easy and time 
effective operation of parking usage as an attempt to solve the above mentioned issues. 

Exploiting the capabilities that Computer Vision offers, an alternative to those ITS commercial 
solutions for parking space detection that rely on other sensors different from cameras is presented 
in [Bravo13]. The system is able to detect vacant spaces and classify them by the type of vehicle 
that could park in that area. First of all, an approximate inverse perspective transformation is 
applied for 2D to 3D reconstruction of parking area. In addition, feature analysis based on Pyramid 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) is carried out on every parking zone within the parking 
area. PHOG features basically consists of a set of histograms of orientation gradients computed 
over an image region that is divided, at each resolution level, into a predetermined number of 
blocks. Experiments on real scenarios show the excellent capabilities of this system with 
independence of camera orientation in the context. This will be the baseline system we will use 
for comparison.  

However, while sensors being deployed already integrate the necessary capabilities to provide 
clear image quality regardless of weather, lighting or image complexity, processing algorithms 
that this and other video surveillance systems rely on, require of a costly and continuous manual 
fine tuning in order to be able to adapt to any change in the environmental physical conditions so 
further action is required.  

Main problems faced by the baseline system are the diffuse light images in general, most 
challenging even in a cloudy or rainy day (Figure 39 (a)), and the sudden changes in the 
illumination of a region when a shadow of any object in the surroundings is projected on the 
parking area (Figure 39 (b)). 

                                                            
13 https://github.com/probml/pmtk3  
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(a)                          (b) 

Figure 39 Different captures from different scenarios under different environmental conditions. 
Figure (a) corresponds to a parking area in a rainy day in which diffuse light images are usually 

acquired. Figure (b) shows an image from same scenario acquired in a sunny day when shadow cast 
associated to building in the proximity is projected over the parking area. 

Rest of the Section is organized as follows. First of all the scenario under analysis is described and 
the baseline system is presented. Then, following section provide information about data structures 
and the processes that, following recommendations in Chapter 2 and 3 and from a theoretical point 
of view, should govern the flow of information among different modules in general at any 
abstraction level within the improved version of this system, and in particular at the lower levels 
of abstraction (Levels 0, 1 and 2). Then, particular feedback strategies proposed for letting baseline 
system overcome some of its limitations in the presence of particular environmental conditions 
are described making use of the conceptual graph models proposed in Chapter 4. These feedback 
strategies rely on methods that allow the analysis of normality and assessment of the possibilities 
for letting the system (Level 3) the acquisition of new information if any deviation is identified 
and therefore the refinement of the knowledge the system and the operator have about the scenario 
being analysed (Levels 4 and 5) which, for this particular case, corresponds to the syntactic and 
visual information about the number of vacant and occupied spaces. 

5.1.2. Scenario	Description	

Following the first recommendation in the proposed methodology scenario where sensors will be 
deployed needs to be analysed. In the next section the contextual information will be duly 
modelled taking into account the a priori physical and logical knowledge of the scenario under 
analysis.  

The scenario shows a typical parking area seen from its top-view. The fixed camera used for the 
recordings, an AXIS P3346VE able to provide images at 30fps, was installed at 10 meters of height 
from a building in front of the parking scene. That way, the number of parking spaces within the 
field of view for which good resolution could be ensured was maximized. Three main zones can 
be easily identified, each of them allocating 7, 11 and 11 parking spaces respectively as 
represented in Figure 40. A fourth zone visible at the top of the image is discarded for the reasons 
given before. 
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In this particular case, vehicles are the target objects to be detected (the complementary parking 
spaces could be considered the contextual objects of the scenario), and their presence or not in the 
corresponding parking space (individual entities) along the time gives meaning to the scenario to 
be described. 

  

Figure 40 Parking scenario configuration where three main parking zones can be identified 

 

5.1.3. System	design	and	implementation	

Next step in the methodology consists of examining the kind of low-level information that can be 
extracted using set of sensors available making use of the corresponding processing techniques.  
The architecture of the baseline system is depicted in the following Figure 41. Reader is invited to 
consult [Bravo13] for more information about the different modules this system is composed of 
as well as the state of the art algorithms each module relies on.  

 

Figure 41 Overview of baseline system used for demonstrating the capabilities of the proposed 
framework on a parking video surveillance scenario [Bravo13] 
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Despite being an easy-to-use and cost-effective outdoor parking spot detection solution, it presents 
some drawbacks that prevent this system from its 24/365 operation. On the one hand, it is too 
sensitive to variations of lighting conditions, weather and shadow effects. Improvements should 
be made in order to achieve higher rates at several extreme weather conditions, in presence of 
shadows projected either by cars in the vicinity of a parking space or by buildings closed to the 
parking area. Besides, if the number of vehicle training samples is reduced too much, the 
dissimilarity graph is deteriorated and the detection is harder to achieve. It seems to be necessary 
the introduction of a process able to update progressively the vehicle database that will be used 
during the classification process always that a new possible candidate is available for testing.  

With this motivation, and taking into account the possibilities that the adaptation to the proposed 
framework offers, the baseline system was adapted as depicted in Figure 42. 

According to Hypothesis in Chapter 2 the new system created following our recommendations 
should rely on the existence of six  levels of abstraction, I = 0…5 each providing different 
information 	 ; 	 ; 	  that for this particular case is as follows: 

; 	 ; 	 ; 

	 ; 	 ; 	 ; 

Then, the corresponding structural data models	  are presented together with the contextual 

information identified at this level of abstraction	  for every abstraction level (see Definitions 

1.3.1-1.3.6 for further details): 

Ş 	 

image, 40.452995, 3.726787, 12 , , top view, normal, ; 

The sensor model provides fixed information like the type of the sensor measure and 
representation mode, the sensor location (latitude, longitude, and height), orientation of the sensor, 
sensor operation range; and dynamic information like the timestamp (following the format 
yymmdd_hhmm) or the image Img vector (data provided by the sensor) to be processed in a 
particular moment. In this scenario, no process is either applied on sensor parameters or to control 
error types like calibration errors or camera failure will be launched. 

Ƈ	 0 , , 	; 	 	 ; ; 	;	 
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Figure 42. Adapted parking monitoring system using the proposed framework 

Each Contextual Area  is delimited by one of the three parking zones identified within the 

parking area which correspond to each of the three areas around parking spaces to be monitored. 
Following Definition 1.3.1.1, 	denotes the type of scenario the corresponding CA represents 
according to a set of PC concepts, , previously defined for this specific domain D3: urban 
scenario. General and domain specific vocabularies are presented in the following table:  

 Gc Sc 
c1 sceneType indoor, outdoor 
c2 lightSource natural, artificial 
c3 sensordataType image, audio 
c4 sensorOrientation top-view, side-view 
c5 sensorOperationRange close, normal, far 
c6 staticElement parking area, parking zone 

Table 15. Set of Physical Concepts identified for a typical outdoor urban scenario 
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In this case, the three CA belong to the same type of scenario, i.e.	S , ).  The 
geometrical configurations  for each CA respond to the format 

, , zoneiLength, zoneiWidth ; finally, there is only one sensor being used for the 
monitoring of the three areas,  modelled by structural model for this level  as presented 

above.  

Next abstraction level is characterized by	 Ơ , which collects the following 

information about objects to be detected in the scene in a structured way: 

Descriptor Parameter Value 

objectID object identifier (min = 0; max = 30) 

objectType object type 
contextual – fixed \ parking space 
target – vehicle \ car 

time detectionTime yymmdd_hhmm 

loc 
position 2D centroid (x,y) 
shape bounding box (height,width, length) 

feature {PHOG features} 

Table 16. Object model for the vehicles to be detected in the parking scenario 

PHOG features are computed by using edge orientation , , weighted according to its 
magnitude ,  over each image subregion. Magnitude and orientation of the gradient on a 
pixel ,  are classically calculated as: 

, 	 , 	 ,  ,
,

,
 

where ,  and ,  are image gradient along  and  directions, respectively. 

 

Figure 43. Feature extraction process launched for the parking scenario. A 3D model adapted to the 
vehicle appearance is shifted over the parking zone to extract features of interest. PHOG features 

have been selected for the experiments. 
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Ƈ	 1 	 ; ;  which collects a priori information about the set of 

contextual objects and target objects whose behaviour is analysed for scene understanding 
purposes: , . According to Definition 1.3.2.2,  is the set of rules or 
restriction, i.e. object constraints 	 |	1 | | ,	imposed over object 
characteristics in model	Ơ and OC concepts {Gn, Sn} previously defined for this specific domain 
D3:  

Gn Sn 
shapeType fixed, variable 

objectComposition 
side1, side2, side3, side4, side5, side6  

visible sides of object 
objectConfiguration rigid, articulated 

useType occupiedBy 

Table 17. Set of Object Concepts identified for the parking scenario 

The object constraints for this particular scenario are the following: 

 Object 
restriction 

Object 
constraint 

Explanation 

 o1 fixed =1  
shape =(height, 
width, length) 

The system relies on a 3D car model of fixed 
dimensions taking into account size average 
of the vehicles allowed to park in the parking 

zone 
o2 side1=1, 

side2=1, 
side3=1 

Only three sides of the car model are visible 
and available for further processing 

o3 rigid=1 Cars are considered to be a rigid object  
o4 parking space occupiedBy vehicle  

Table 18. Set of Object Constraints identified for the parking scenario 

 indicates which objects may be identified in a particular contextual area and under 
which constraints. In this case, all the contextual areas CAj share type of objects and constraints 
for their detection. 

Once vehicle and parking spaces are duly modelled, the object manager is in charge of launching 
process in charge of Dissimilarity Graph analysis that, as represented in the following figure, is a 
suitable algorithm for detecting vehicles within a parking zone. More details can be found in 
[Bravo13]. 
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Figure 44. (Left) Visual results from object detection and classification stages after Dissimilarity 
Graph (DG) processing technique was applied on top of PHOG features extracted [Bravo13]. 

(Right) DG graph obtained for each of the parking zones (from left to right minimums in the graph 
falling below the threshold are classified as vehicles in the zone which is analyzed from right to left) 

At a higher level of abstraction, the structural model that defines the set of information to be 
delivered by modules in charge of the situation analysis is: 

Ę ⋃Ɓ ⋃ ;               where 

Ę  is the entity model with static and dynamic information about the entities the system will 

have to deal with. Among static information can be found the entityType (in this particular case, 
all vehicles are considered individual acting entities), objectType (vehicles or cars are the unique 
target objects for this scenarios) and contextobjectType (parking spaces are the unique contextual 
objects for this scenario). Dynamic information is represented by the entityID and the objectList 
varying with the time. Every time, the list of objects belonging to the same entity is updated with 
the list of vehicles, being only one at each moment because behaviour of target objects is analysed 
independently and it is not expected that they do interact among them.  
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Ę 	 , actingEntity, , car, parking	space 	 

Ɓ  represents the behaviour model with static information about the type of behaviours that 

can be recognized  and their intrinsic properties:  

Ɓ 	 	, ,  

being only one behaviour (stay in), and its complementary (stay out), the type of behaviours that 
can take place within a contextual area, ⋃ : 

behaviourType behaviourProperties 

stay_in car.loc ∊ {G1, G2, G3} 

stay_out car.loc ∉ {G1, G2, G3} 

Table 19. Type of behaviors (atomic actions) that in principle can be recognized by the proposed 
system in the parking scenario 

Finally, the simple event model 	  defined by 
< , , , , ,  can be 
instantiated as many times as changes in behaviourType are triggered for every vehicle in the 
image, being only possible to detect two different types of events, i.e. ‘car parked in parking space 
within parking zone’ and ‘car removed from parking space within parking zone’.  

As in the rest of abstraction levels, it is necessary to identify the contextual information 
beforehand: Ƈ	 2  as there is only one Logical Area linked to the three 

contextual areas, the parking area, sharing common type of behaviours and therefore simple events 
that may happen.  

According to Definition 1.3.3.1,	 ; ; ⋃ ; , with E ={actingEntity}, 
	 	|	 1 | |  is the set of entity constraints, i.e. temporal and spatial restrictions 
defined on the top of object characteristics according to model Ơ for domain D3. Objects in the 
image are considered to be individual entities (i.e. actingEntity) so that only one rule applies for 
all possible entities detected: 

Entity 
restriction 

Type of 
entity 

restriction 
applies to 

Spatio-
temporal 
constraint 

Explanation 

r1 Acting 
Entity 

 ≥ distmin Vehicles parked in consecutive parking 
spaces need to be separated a minimum 

distance to be detected as a different 
entity 

Table 20. Set of spatial restrictions defined on the top of object characteristics according to model Ơ 
for the parking scenario 

And ⋃ 	= {stay_in, stay_out} as introduced above. No further logical constraints or logical rules 
	are defined for situation analysis in the LA under study. 
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Thanks to the introduction of a new level of abstraction, L3, performance of the outdoor vacant 
detector system in [Bravo13] can be reinforced [Sánchez14].  As introduced in Chapter 4, 
objective behind the application of feedback strategies as part of abstraction level L3, is to let the 
system decide if the processing stage could provide additional information by executing an 
additional routine (e.g. multi-resolution analysis on ROI) or if there are elements that can be added 
to or excluded from the analysis (objects, events not included in the reference models) in order to 
maximize the information gathered at the same time noise is reduced. The structural model in 
charge of modelling this information, also known as reference model, can be defined as: 

	

	 	 

Ƈ	 3 , 	  where normality measures are 

those evaluation metrics derived from the analysis of information gathered and quality measures 
per process launched. 

During a training stage, a first normality diagnosis based on differences between vehicle detection 
results got for frame f and ground truth are computed, so thanks to the evaluation performed the 
system is able to assess whether the current detection results in some zones of the parking area are 
not satisfactory and if, therefore, the accuracy of the system (ratio of samples that the system has 
been able to classify correctly among all samples) could be likely improved. A quality diagnosis 
is then performed by the Evaluation module. In particular, a shadow detector module within the 
image acquisition stage is asked to confirm whether a sudden transition from occlusion shadow to 
direct lighting up is happening or not. In the event of sudden illumination transition, once the 
evaluation is carried out, the Decision module selects the most suitable feedback strategy among 
all available in the Knowledge Base. In particular, a repair-oriented strategy which recommends 
increasing image contrast locally can be launched. However, due to the particularities of the use 
of PHOG features, a focus-oriented strategy which would allow the system to have a more robust 
illumination insensitive image representation of dark vehicles in the image would be more 
desirable.  

One of the problems faced by using PHOG features is the lack of enough information in the 
presence of low illumination conditions. The algorithm this focus-oriented feedback strategy relies 
on is the gradient-based pre-processing technique [Han13].  

  
Figure 45. For a low contrast vehicle sample (left) differences in the gradient image used by the 

detection stage in the baseline system (middle) and the one used by the same module after applying 
the focus-oriented feedback strategy (right) 
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Then, more details of specific routines implemented are given in order to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the proposed feedback schema for its integration with classical video understanding 
frameworks and the development of self-adaptive systems. The following table summarizes the 
different feedback strategies that would improve the accuracy of systems presented in [Sánchez14] 
altogether with the conditions that must be met to launch the process.   

 Description of the feedback processes proposed 

Repair-oriented 
feedback 
strategies 

E > Accuracy of event detector in L2 below expected. Compute cast 
shadow probability within acquisition module to confirm 
illumination transition in the parking zone. 
D > If transition confirmed, ask the corresponding process in L0 to 
increase image contrast locally.  
A > Actuate on processing stage within L0 and continue L1 
E > Check if accuracy is improved. Feedback strategy is then 
validated. 

Focus-
oriented 
feedback 
strategies 

E > Accuracy of event detector L2 below expected but no 
illumination transition confirmed by L0. 
D > Ask feature analysis module at L1 to change feature extraction 
strategy by applying local edge enhancement before PHOG is 
applied.  
A > Actuate on processing stage L1 and continue L2 
E > Check if accuracy is improved. Feedback strategy is then 
validated. 

Table 21. Feedback strategies proposed for the outdoor vacant parking space detector system 

One of the most relevant contributions of the present work is the parameterization of the feedback 
strategies that can be launched. The proposed ontology ensures the independence of these modules 
as it provides minimum set of semantic information that all modules within the framework should 
be able to understand in order to increase their knowledge and be able to react after first assessment 
is made. The most relevant functions, i.e. commands resulting from the combination of the 
ontological concept and relation types presented above, are the ones described in Table 22.  

Evaluation-related commands 
EvaluationEvent >Negative: Negative evaluation after applying performance or quality 
criteria 
Decision-related commands 
Get Decision > Repair-oriented strategy: New repair-oriented strategy can be still applied 
Actuation-related commands 
Replace Feedback_Object>Resource>Process>NonTerminal: Request for changing the 
algorithm being currently used 
Update KB: Make the Knowledge Base KB up-to-date 

Table 22. Relevant functions for allowing the communication among global processes in the 
framework according to the proposed ontology 
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Conceptual graphs showing the information flow are presented in Figure 46, according to the list 
of processes for the improved outdoor parking vacant space detection identified in Table 23.

 

Figure 46. Conceptual graph corresponding to the focus-oriented feedback strategy for the system 

In this particular use case, modules at abstraction level L4 are mainly focused on the detection 
of key events every time a parking space is occupied or freed. In addition, a learning module  is 
in charge of automatically increase the number of samples corresponding to vehicles in the 
database taking into account only those minimums of the DG graph in Figure 44 that exceed a 
predefined detection threshold by an 80%. 

Last but not least, abstraction level L5 is in charge of providing visual results and semantic 
description of the situation. 
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List of internal processes, attributes and other internal functions identified for the improved outdoor vacant space detection system 

Internal processes Attributes 

Internal Functions Ψx N 
Non-

terminal 

I 
Intermediate 

T 
Terminal 

Operations() 
/ Purpose 

Type (p=primary; 
i=inherited) 

 
Domain Description 

0 
Sensor 

Manager 
N00 

I01 
Data Acquisition 

l011 

void saveCapture(); 
 

Image Acquisition from 
IP Camera 1 

Al011p1 := id 
Al011p2 := f 

Al011p3 := fov 
Al011p4 := data 

Al011p5 := status 
M sensorParam  

 
 

4x 2 

list 
{0,1} 
range 

Unique id differentiating sensor 
Frequency data is acquired (frame rate) 

Effective field of view 
Image list (frames captured) 

{0: capturing, 1: disconnected} 
Other configuration parameters 

 

I02 
Data Pre-
processing 

l021 

void imageCorrected(); 
 

Geometric distortion 
correction 

Al021p1 := du 
Al021p2 := tp 
Al021p3 := r 
Al021p4 := id 

 
 
 
 

Data unit pre-proc. is applied to 
Processing time 

Radial parameter value 
Type of correction applied 

 

l022 

void imageNikan(); 
 

Image enhancement 

Al022p1 := du 
Al022p2 := tp 

Al022p3:=iMap 
Al022p4:= n 

 
 

Image 
 

Data unit pre-proc. is applied to 
Processing time 

Image region where pre-proc is applied 
Nikan config parameter 

I03 
Context 

monitoring 

l031 

void configScene(); 
 

3D parking area 
modelling  

Al031p3 := idArea 
 

Al031p4 := limit 
 

 
 

	4x 2 

 

Unique id per area 
 

Geometric limit of parking area 
 Bool 

IsShadowTransition() 
Compute cast shadow 
probability to confirm 
illumination transition 

in the parking zone  
 

Bool IsLowContrast() 
Calculate local contrast 

deviation for quality 
analysis 

 

l032 

void initZones(); 
void initVehicle(); 

 
3D parking zones and 

vehicle modelling 

Al032p1:= idZone 
Al032p2 := limit 

 
Al032p3 := size 
Al032p4 := dir 

Al032p5 := face 
Al032p6:=carTho 
Al032i1:=carThc 

 
	4x 2 

 

3 

2 

{1,2,3,4,5,6} 

 
 

Unique id per zone 
Geometric limit of parking zone 

 
Dimensions of vehicles allowed to park 

Allowed direction  
Faces of the vehicle to be analysed 
Initial threshold to detect vehicles 

Current threshold to detect vehicles 

l033 

void adjustBrightness (); 
 

void adjustContrast(); 
Illumination control 

 

Al033p1:= br 
Al0331p2 := c 

  
 

Brightness of an area in image {range} 
Contrast of an area in image {range} 
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1 
Object 

Manager 

I11 
Object Detection 

l111 

void extractPHOG(); 
 

PHOG feature extraction 

Al111p1 := targtObj 
 

operatorParameters 

 
 

range 

{vehicle} 
 

List of parameters defined by operator for 
controlling PHOG (L, nbins, nsteps) 

 

l112 
void performDG ();  
Dissimilarity Graph 

analysis 

Al112p1 := 
M objectID  

Al112p2 := M time  
 

Al112p3 := M loc  
Al112p4 := th_min 
Al112p5 := th_max 

Al112p6 := th 
Al112p7 := smooth 

Al112p8 := tp 

 
 
 

 
2 

	 + 

+ 

+ 

 
 

Unique id per object detected 
 

Activity unit object is detected 
 

Candidate target object position 
Minimum detection threshold 
Maximum detection threshold 

Current threshold 
Smooth parameter 
Processing time 

I12 
Object 

Classification 
l121 

void performGD();  
 

Geom. dimension 
discrimination 

 
Al121p1:= objectList 

 
Al311p1 := P 
Al311p3 := A 

 

list 
 

[0..100] 
[0..100] 

Including unique id differentiating realistic 
(according to size) vehicle detections and au 

vehicles are detected 
Precision 
Accuracy 

Bool IsVehicle () 
bbddUpdate() 

calcAccuracy() 
calcPrecision() 

 

I13 
Object Tracking 

l131 
void performTF(); 
Temporal filtering 

Al131p1 := objectList’ 
Al131i1 := count 

 
 

Refined id vehicles detected  
Default=0 number of vehicles detected 

updateThreshold() 

2 
Situation 
Manager 

I21 
Entity 

discriminator 
l211 

void entityAnalysis( ); 
Individual entity analysis 

 

Al211p1 := Al112p1 
Al211p2 := Al112p2 

 
 

Unique id vehicle detections 
Activity unit vehicle is detected 

 
I22 

Behaviour 
Analysis 

l221 
void behaviourAnalysis() 
Spatio-Temporal/Logical 

constraints analysis 

 
Al221i1 := label  

	
 

 
Behaviour detected {ParkedCar} 

I23 
Simple Event 

Detection 
l231 Event detection Al231i1 := label  {car leaves space, car arrives to space} 

3 
Feedback 
Control 
Module 

I31 
Evaluation 

l311 
void performNA(); 
Normality Analysis 

 

 
Al311p1 := Pmin 
Al311p2 := Amin 
Al311p3 := result 

 

 0..100] 
[0..100] 

 

Assessment criteria  
Minimum acceptable Precision 
Minimum acceptable Accuracy 

{negEval, posEval} 
 

l312 void performQA();    Repair criteria 
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Quality Analysis 
 

Al312p1 := dev 
Al312p2 := shadow  

Boolean 
Boolean 

Confirms contrast deviation 
Confirms shadow transition 

I32 
Decision 

l321 

getNewStrategy() 
 

Repair/focus oriented 
strategy selection 

 
 

Al321p1 := id 
 
 
 
 
 

Al321p2 := strategy 

 
 
 
 
 
 

list 
 

Unique Id associated to the feedback strategy 
either for corrective action (1: increase image 

contrast locally) or for completeness (2: 
change feature extraction strategy) 

 
Adjustment criteria. Type of strategy 
launched with the list of configuration 

parameters and methods the decision module 
can operate with (definition of the feedback 

strategy) 

updateKB() updates 
knowledge base with 

new configuration 
parameters 

 
isFeedbackStrategyAva

ilable? 

I33 
Actuation 

l331 

void actuate() 
 

Request for actuation 

Al331p1 := id 
 
 
 
 
 

Al331p2 := task 

 
 
 
 
 
 

list 
 

Unique Id associated to the feedback strategy 
either for corrective action (1: increase image 

contrast locally) or for completeness (2: 
change feature extraction strategy) 

 
List of tasks the actuation module need to 

perform when following the strategy 
proposed by the decision module 

ΓT12({T.i, ΨT}) external 
actuations 

4	 
Scenario 
Manager 

I41 
Key event 
analysis 

l411 
void parkingUpdate () 

Manages parking changes 
   

 

I42 
Complex event 

detection 
l421 

- - - - 
 

I43 
Learning module 

l431 
void learnVehicle() 

Learns vehicle samples 
Al431p1:=newSamples list Candidate vehicle samples to be validated by 

the operator before the database is updated 
 

5 
Domain 
Manager 

I51 
Scenario 

description 
l511 

void describeParking() 
Describes parking 

situation semantically 

Al511p1 := vacant 
Al511p2 := occupied 

 
 

 

Number of vacant spaces 
Number of current occupied spaces  

I52 
Visualization 

l521 
void paintParking() 

Provides visual 
information 

Al521p1 := maskVacant 
Al521p2 := 

maskOccupied 

Image 
Image 

Regions in the image corresponding 
respectively to vacant and  

occupied spaces 
 

I53 
Communication 

l531 
void sendInfo()    

 

Table 23. Summary of processes for the improved outdoor parking vacant space detector
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5.1.4. Experimental	validation	and	discussion	

Following recommendations provided as part of the proposed methodology, in this section, 
experiments carried out to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach on different 
types of computer vision scenarios and methodologies are described. The objective behind the 
integration of feedback approaches is to let systems like the proposed in [Bravo13] efficiently 
tackle problems linked to challenges already identified in Section 3, i.e. the impossibility for the 
system to keep on detecting correctly vehicles when the illumination conditions suddenly change; 
and the lack of information that can be extracted from the region of interest in the case of diffuse 
light images. Comparative evaluation of the proposed feedback-based systems and the baseline 
systems is therefore necessary.  

Table 24 shows the different video sequences recorded for experimentation to validate the 
proposed method. Description shows how representative data sequences used for testing are. The 
acquisition of the video in this particular scenario is performed using an AXIS IP camera. 

Video 
Sequence 

Description Frames Duration 

Parking 
B_191112 

rainy day, dark vehicles on wet areas 60    1 h 

Parking 
B_020713 

sunny day, sudden illumination transition, 
dark vehicles on shadowed areas 

132 ~ 2 h  

Parking 
B_120314 

sunny day, sudden illumination transition, 
dark vehicles on shadowed areas 

198 ~ 3 h 

Parking 
B_170314 

sunny day, sudden illumination transition, 
dark vehicles on shadowed areas 

400 ~6.5 h 

Table 24. Summary of video sequences used for the experiments in the parking related scenario. 
From left to right: sequence ID, scenario description, total number of frames used for the 

experiments and its equivalence in hours of recording. 

Accuracy is recorded in the following table where improvements between 2% and 8% are 
recorded: 

 
Parking       

B_ 191112 
Parking B_ 

020713 

Parking 
B_120314 

Zone 2 

Parking 
B_170314 

Baseline system 0.937 0.821 0.813 0.825 
Baseline system  + 

repair-oriented 
feedback strategy 

N/A* 0.873 
 

0.891 
 

0.899 

Baseline system + 
focus-oriented 

feedback strategy 
0.972 0.886 

 
0.862 

 
0.841 

Table 25. Comparison of accuracy rates/final system response when feedback strategies are 
integrated in the operational workflow of a selected baseline system [Bravo13]. (*) In this case, due 
to the constant illumination conditions, there is no sudden illumination transition so that the repair-

oriented feedback strategy is never launched by the adapted system 
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Figure 47 shows the vehicle detection results before and after the incorporation of suitable 
feedback strategies in the baseline system [Bravo13], being in the last case able to deal with false 
alarms due to deficiencies or sudden changes in the illumination conditions. Attention should be 
paid only to zones 2 and 3 where feedback strategies have operated. The system is optimized for 
detecting cars so that additional training samples corresponding to vans would be needed in the 
database to solve false alarms like the remaining one in the right image. Remaining errors present 
at the beginning or end of a zone are due to an inherent problem with the baseline system during 
initialization of the zone and vehicle models. 

 

 

 

Figure 47. From left to right, from top to bottom, figure shows respectively the improved results in 
zones 2 and 3 after processing the same video frame with the baseline understanding framework 

[Bravo13] and with the proposed system after integration of feedback strategies.   
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Last but not least, the baseline system does not provide a mechanism for their adaptation to other 
context variations over time; while in [Bravo13] baseline system showed to be flexible enough for 
its adaptation to different scenarios in which vehicles of different orientations can be detected, a 
big amount of training data (i.e. number of representative vehicle samples) was needed to achieve 
good accuracy results, being a costly task for the expert operator in charge of the initialization 
process. In the proposed system, learning module integrates a new processing technique for the 
incorporation of new vehicle samples to the database, process which needs to be validated by the 
operator in any case. Thus, samples linked to a minimum exceeding the threshold by 30% will be 
considered vehicle candidates to be automatically added to the database. 

5.1.5. Derived	applications	

Imaging now, the system wants to be extended with new functionalities to let it be able to detect 
abnormal events such as ‘double parking’ meaning standing or parking a vehicle on the roadway 
side of a vehicle already stopped, standing or parked. This often prevents some of the vehicles in 
the first row from departing and always obstructs a traffic lane or bike lane (to the extent of often 
making the street impassable in one-way single-lane situations). Even though it is illegal, double 
parking is quite common in large urban areas. While the integration of the necessary modules in 
the baseline system is not a trivial task, with the proposed framework this functionality can be 
easily achieved thus extending the interpretation capabilities of the adapted system. 

     

      

Figure 48. Double parking scenario. From top to bottom from left to right: original frame, double 
parking event detected by the system and result from the DG classifier 

Due to ever increasing transportation of people and goods, automatic traffic surveillance is 
becoming a key issue for both providing safety to road users and improving traffic control in an 
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efficient way. Annual traffic crash reports and other statistical information about accidents in 
traffic give us a lot of insight on how important is for the operators in the traffic control centres 
the early detection of any abnormal situation, incident or accident, which happened on the stretch 
of highway under their surveillance. It allows a quick reaction that avoids most of the times worst 
consequences, helping to save lives in any case.  

Thanks to the proposed framework, systems able to adapt to other traffic surveillance scenarios 
can be developed. Thus it results no so difficult to think of an adaptation to the system presented 
above to be able to accurately detect not only stopped vehicles, but also drivers and passengers 
leaving the stopped vehicle, and other pedestrians present in the roadway can be developed. It 
would be just necessary to add a new algorithm for motion detection analysis together with a 
robust tracking process as proposed in [Pecharromán11]. Reasoning on the current situation is 
finally made by matching the tracking results against the necessary deterministic rules.  

5.1.6. Conclusion		

In this Section, a first case study has been presented where an outdoor parking detection baseline 
system has been adapted following the framework methodology presented in Chapters 3 and 4. 
A set of experiments have been carried out in order to demonstrate that with the new system the 
minimum set of Challenges identified at the end of in Chapter 2 have been met: 

 Challenge 1 – Final configuration of the adapted parking monitoring system has been shown 
in Figure 42, where different processing modules providing different functionalities can be 
identified at each abstraction level. It has the ability to flexibly manage information at 
different levels of abstraction, being able to provide, at low level, robust vehicle detection, 
tracking and classification capabilities, as well as advanced scenario interpretation 
capabilities for vacant space detection at high level. While perception was already an 
inherent capability of the baseline system (adapted system is working on existing camera 
network), the adapted system is ready for improving initial interpretation and learning 
capabilities. On the one hand, new types of events (such as double-parked cars, i.e. those 
parking parallel to a car already parked) can be detected. On the other hand, thanks to the 
integration of a learning module the system could progressively increment in a semi-
supervised manner the number of samples in the database. Last but not least, functions linked 
to the context monitoring task (e.g. shadow transition detector) also integrates the necessary 
attention mechanisms to let the adapted system gather particular evidence at any moment. 

 Challenge 2 – Although baseline system was already implemented having the portability 
requirement in mind, This arrangement of information in structured data models (sensor 
data, objects, entities, behaviours and events) has contributed to develop a system flexible 
enough to work in a broad set of scenarios as it ensures the reusability of the components if 
initial scenario conditions change. Models are available in the Knowledge Base which the 
different system modules have access to. Their instantiation is recorded in the System 
Memory created for such purpose. 

 Challenge 3 – Contextual information (targets objects, relationships among them and other 
a priori logical, spatial and temporal constraints) has been modelled independently of the 
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rest of information managed by the system, making it possible the fast adaptation to different 
domains in the future (e.g. incident detection in highways).  

 Challenge 5 – Internal processes have been identified to allow dynamic data sharing and 
facilitating the mutual understanding between modules in the adapted system.  
The following feedback strategies have been also integrated to let the new system adapt to 
changes in the illumination conditions of the parking scenario: 
 a repair-oriented strategy which recommends increasing image contrast locally in the 
case of shadow transition 
 a focus-oriented strategy which would allow the system to have a more robust 
illumination insensitive image representation of dark vehicles in diffuse light images 

Thanks to this, the adapted system improves between 2% and 8% the performance of the 
baseline system in terms of accuracy. 

 Challenge 8 – State-of-the-art algorithms have been integrated to ensure accurate system 
performance. More specifically: 
      PHOG-based detector followed by Dissimilarity Graph analysis 
 

Although the adapted system does not count on with a control mechanism able to automatically 
select, attach and detach different algorithms for all the existing processing modules (Challenge 
4), it has been shown how the operation with a new algorithm within the data pre-processing 
stage improves attention capabilities of the current system. Furthermore, the adapted system 
could inherit from the baseline system the selection mechanism for selecting the most 
appropriate object classifier (DG or SVM) according to the number of samples in the Knowledge 
Base. 

Challenges not directly addressed are the integration of fusion mechanisms (Challenge 6) or 
ways of ensuring complete scalability (Challenge 9) due to the impossibility for installing an 
additional camera; more intelligent capabilities (Challenge 10) since the current scenario is quite 
controlled and of reduced uncertainty (no complex interactions recorded).  
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5.2. High‐level	understanding	of	Activities	of	Daily	Living	(ADL)	in	smart	
homes	

5.2.1. Related	Work	

Automatic visual event recognition in environments which involve people interacting with other 
people and/or static objects around them is gaining more and more attention nowadays since it 
allows the development of very interesting applications such as cognitive assistance to elderly 
people at smart homes. In the last years, there has been an increasing interest in proposing 
advanced machine learning based solutions for recognising Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). 
For instance, in [Tenorth09] linear-chain Conditional Random Fields (CRF) to identify motion 
segments and represent them as instances of classes of actions was proposed. In [Fleury10] the 
influence of the location of the experiment on the construction of models of activities based on 
SVM was studied and therefore the generalization capacity of the algorithm was evaluated. 

All these systems share the common objective of reducing the high number of erroneously 
triggered alarms and misdetections [Brdiczka09], being the main limitations the uncertainty 
caused by sensor noise, by limited observability, by hallucinated object detections, by incomplete 
knowledge, and by unreliable and inaccurate actions.  

In the following section, the particular scenario chosen for the experiments is presented. It 
basically consists of a kitchen environment where people may carry out activities of daily living 
such as setting up the table. The selection of such scenario is justified by the importance of 
cognitive architectures to assist elderly people and the fact of facing a new problem which 
complexity may increase gradually. 

 

Figure 49 Example of smart home environment composed of a kitchen, a bedroom and a TV room 

Then, based on the proposed framework and in the guidelines provided at the end of Chapter 3, 
as well as the methodology for the process formalization, the specific system architecture that 
meets the requirements of the selected scenario will be designed. Finally, the corresponding 
experimental evaluations carried out will be described and discussed. 
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5.2.2. Scenario	description	

Again, following recommendations provided, knowledge about domain context needs to be firstly 
formalised. As commented, the system presented in this Section is initially targeted to detect and 
track typical actions and daily activities that may happen in a kitchen. The common scenario is 
depicted in Figure 50 where typical contextual objects (i.e. cupboard, drawer, fridge, worktop 
areas, stove, table and sink) can be identified: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50 Typical kitchen environment and possible example of ontology modelling entities’ actions 
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Further information about context can be provided to extend the initial ontology: 
- cups/glass and plates are the typical objects that can be found in cupboards 
- silverware, pans, bowls, and napkins are the typical objects that can be found in drawers 
- dairy products such as eggs, fruit, lettuce, chicken, etc. are usually found in fridge 
- etc. 

The following Figure 51 aims to represent common actions and activities that may happen in a 
kitchen environment: 

 

Figure 51 List of possible behaviours in a kitchen scenario 

The publicly available dataset ‘TUM Kitchen’14, provided to foster research in the areas of 
markerless human motion capture, motion segmentation and human activity recognition has been 
firstly used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system [Tenorth09]. The TUM 
Kitchen data base was acquired in an interesting setup containing one high level task, table-
setting, and comprises data form different sensors. 

Focusing on the sensors deployed in the scenario under analysis, the data set consists of several 
video recordings from cameras (i.e. four cameras) and readings from sensors embedded in the 
environment (i.e. three fixed radiofrequency identification (RFID) tag readers attached to napkin, 

                                                            
14 http://ias.cs.tum.edu/download/kitchen-activity-data/  
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plate and placemat contextual objects at a 2Hz sample rate; and binary magnetic sensors able to 
detect when a cupboard door or drawer is opened at a 10Hz sample rate).  

Unlike other approaches in the field, we are not only interested in activities which show evidence 
of the whole-object motion but also in those which allow for some granularity in their description. 
Relying on the vision system [Grauman03], 3D environment maps are created and human motion 
are accurately tracked in a non-intrusive way, being thus human full body motion capture data 
also available for experiments. That is, observations of human actions are obtained from a 
markerless full-body pose tracking system that estimates human motions based on images from 
the fixed synchronized cameras. As a result, 28 joint angles and joint 3D positions are available 
for the person performing any task over time (see Figure 52).  

 

Figure 52 (Left) Inner anthropometric human model used by the motion tracker with 28 body 
joints. (Right) superposed inner model on original capture from TUM kitchen scenario after 

applying markerless motion capture  

This will allow to train low-level action and higher-level activity classifiers [Rabiner93] 
[Ribeiro07]. Manually annotation of log data of action labels and person activities was performed 
as well constituting the Ground Truth to assess their performance. The recorded activities consist 
of everyday manipulation activities in a natural kitchen environment. More specifically, it 
contains observations of several subjects ‘setting a table’ in a natural way, grasping randomly as 
many objects as they can at once (napkin, cup, some pieces of silverware...), using indistinctively 
left and right hands, and performing some predefined actions (opening a door, taking something, 
carrying something…) in a different order.  
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Five are the labels used to describe semantically the actions performed by the left/right hand 
motion in each frame: 

Label Description of the actions 

#1 

• Reaching: The subject is reaching towards an object to be picked up or 
towards a cupboard or drawer handle. 
• TakingSomething: After having reached towards an object, it is picked up 
and the hand is moved towards an idle pose. 

#2 

• LoweringAnObject: An object is being put down, usually on the kitchen 
table. 
• ReleasingGraspOfSomething: The subject retracts the hand after releasing an 
object that has been put down or a handle after a door has been closed. 

#3 
• OpeningADoor: The subject has reached towards and grasped the handle and 
starts to open the door. 
• ClosingADoor: The motion for closing a cupboard door. 

#4 
• OpeningADrawer: After having grasped the handle, a drawer is pulled open 
with this motion. 
• ClosingADrawer: The motion for closing a drawer 

#5 

•          CarryingWhileLocomoting: This class describes all frames when the subject 
is carrying an item or, since the difference in the pose is often neglectable, when the 
subject is moving from one place to another without carrying anything. As such, the 
class performs as some kind of catch-all class, representing the background motion 
between the actions. 

Table 26. Labels used to describe semantically the actions performed by the left/right hand motion 
in the kitchen scenario 

Note: Although the dataset originally considered 7 labelled actions for each hand, it was decided 
to group the actions in pairs of two when the local movement described by the hands is very 
similar as information where certain manipulations can be performed is embedded in the action 
concept (e.g. opening and closing a drawer). That way the performance of the classifier used is 
maximized.  

The motion of the person in the environment is described by a different set of labels, those linked 
to the trunk, which only has two possible values: 

Label Description of the actions 

#1 • StandingStill: No significant movement of the pelvis, which serves as the 
reference point, can be observed. 

#2 • HumanWalkingProcess: The subject started to move, either to walk, to turn 
or to shift his/her weight so that the pelvis moves. 

Table 27. Labels used to describe semantically the actions performed by the trunk motion in the 
kitchen scenario 

Actions are labelled separately for the left hand, the right hand and the trunk in order to take the 
high degree of simultaneousness into account (i.e. often, one hand is opening a cupboard door 
while the other one is reaching towards a cup).  
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To define the structure of the model to use one need to define the activities to classify at the 
higher levels. The Setting-Table can be divided into three meta-classes consisting of the following 
sequence of actions: 

1. Taking sth from worktop and put it on the table 

Reaching worktop + TakingSomething(tray/napkin) + CarryingWhileLocomoting + 
ReachingTable + LoweringAnObject 

2. Taking sth from the cupboard and put it on the table 

Reaching Cupboard + OpenADoor + TakingSomething(plate/glass) +CloseADoor+ 
CarryingWhileLocomoting + ReachingTable + LoweringAnObject 

3. Put cuttlery on the table 

Reaching piece of furniture + OpenADrawer+TakingSomething(cutlery) + 
CloseADrawer+ CarryingWhileLocomoting + ReachingTable + LoweringAnObject 

From this it is suggested that we can work in 3 levels of abstraction: 1) at the low-level we have 
the actions, 2) at the mid-level the activities composed by sequences of actions and 3) the high 
level is composed of only one behaviour, the Setting a table. 

5.2.3. System	design	and	implementation	

Once scenario has been examined, next step consist of analysing which information can be 
extracted at low-level using set of sensors available as well as the corresponding processing 
techniques to do so. The baseline system has the knowledge processing capability to assess context 
and infer at higher levels of abstraction the detailed course of action. The results are all linked to 
the low-level data structures describing the human poses while performing these actions. Action-
related features are learned from the observations, combining information from the motion 
tracking and the sensor network.  

 

Figure 53 Overview of baseline system used for demonstrating the capabilities of the proposed 
framework on a smart home scenario 

In a first step, the system retrieves the training data like the positions where the human was 
standing while performing manipulation actions, the parameters of these actions and the place 
where they were performed by training a classifier on the observed data. The resulting concepts 
effectively extend the class taxonomy with new classes like a “taking-cups-place” that are 
discovered in the observations. 
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For the selection of a first set of features the baseline system relies on the Gentle boost algorithm 
for temporal decision stumps and multi-class problems [Ribeiro07] which can also be used to learn 
these models. It allows the abstraction from the observed sequence of motions to higher-level 
actions (like TakingSomething, CarryingWhileLocomoting, etc.) instances of the action classes 
and activities (e.g. Setting a table). Action parameters like the object that is manipulated, the start 
time, or the agent performing the action are abstractly described as first-order relations between 
the action and object instances. Which property an action has is determined automatically based 
on information from the sensor network: observed events like RFID tag detections are related to 
simultaneously performed actions to determine e.g. objectActedOn relation. Action related 
concepts are all kinds of concepts that can be characterized by their role in actions, like for instance 
the place where a human is standing while performing certain activities, or the trajectories used 
for performing certain actions.  

All the test were done using a leave-one-out approach, i.e. as there are 4 sequences available we 
train our models with 3 of them and test using the remaining one, repeating the process 4 times, 
one time for each sequence. At the end the results are the mean of all the tests. A classifier was 
developed for each one of the body parts that can be viewed as the lowest level of the system. 
Higher level activities can be defined (or learned) on top of this using a hierarchical model (with 
one or more levels). 

The main drawbacks this system had before adaptation are described below. Interaction with the 
environment: opening doors, picking up objects or being occluded by pieces of furniture causes 
significant changes of the human silhouette that may well confuse most of today’s state-of-the-art 
markerless motion capture systems provoking failure of any approach used to classify actions and 
sequences of actions (activities). Other difficulties inherent to the data are: i) variation in the 
performed activities, ii) continuous motion, and iii) parallelism in the actions. 

According to Hypothesis 1.1 the new system created following our recommendations should rely 
on the existence of six  levels of abstraction, I = 0…5 each providing different information 

	 ; 	 ; 	  (Hypothesis 1.2) that for this particular case is as follows: 

; 	 ; 	 ; 

	 ; 	 ; 	 ; 

Then, the corresponding structural data models	  are presented together with the contextual 

information identified at this level of abstraction	  for every abstraction level (see Definitions 

1.3.1-1.3.6 for further details): 

Ş 	 image, null, null , , top view, normal,  

The sensor model provides fixed information like the type of the sensor measure and 
representation mode, the sensor location (latitude, longitude, and height), orientation of the sensor, 
sensor operation range; and dynamic information like the timestamp (following the format 
yymmdd_hhmm) or the image Img vector to be processed in a particular moment. In this scenario, 
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no process is either applied on sensor parameters or to control error types like calibration errors 
or camera failure will be launched. 

Ƈ	 0 , , 	; 	 	 ; ; 	;	 

each Contextual Area delimited by one of the kitchen zones identified within the smart home area 
to be monitored.  

 

Figure 54. Spatial layout of kitchen environment. Left: Map of the kitchen with the approximate 
locations of the cameras (red) and the RFID sensors (blue ellipses). Right: Layout of the single 

items on the table. 

Following Definition 1.3.1.1, 	denotes the type of scenario the corresponding CA represents 
according to a set of PC concepts, , previously defined for this specific domain D4: indoor 
AAL scenario. General and domain specific vocabularies are presented in the following table:  

  Gc Sc 
 c1 sceneType indoor 

c2 lightSource artificial 
c3 sensordataType image, audio, rfid, reed 
c4 sensorOrientation side-view 
c5 sensorOperationRange close, normal 

Table 28. Set of Physical Concepts identified for a typical indoor AAL scenario 

In this case, the three CA belong to the same type of scenario, i.e. S , ).  The 
geometrical configurations  for each CA respond to the format 

, , zoneiLength, zoneiWidth ; finally, there are several sensors being used for the 
monitoring the kitchen area,  modelled by structural model for this level  as presented 

above. 

Next abstraction level is characterized by Ơ , which collects the following 

information about objects detected in the scene in a structured way. Table 29 shows the object 
model used to instantiate persons to be detected in the kitchen environment. 
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Descriptor Parameter Value 

objectID object identifier (min = 0; max = 1) 

objectType object type 
contextual – fixed \ cupboard, drawer, table 
target – people \ person 

time detectionTime yymmdd_hhmm 
loc position local 3D positions  = global-BEC 

speed 

angular velocity         1)-Xrot(t - Xrot(t)vXrot   

angular acceleration          
2t

1)]-Xrot(t +2Xrot(t) - 1)+[Xrot(t
aXrot  

feat 

 28 joint 3D global positions (X, Y, Z) = 84 features 
o armL = SBL, OAL, UAL, HAL 
o armR = SBR, OAR, UAR, HAR 
o I = BEC Trunk 3D position  BEC = BEC(X,Y,Z) 

 28 joint Euler angles (Xrot, Yrot, Zrot) = 84 features 

Table 29. Object model for the people to be detected in the kitchen scenario 

Ƈ	 1 	 ; ;  which collects a priori information about the set of 

contextual objects and target objects whose behaviour is analysed for scene understanding 
purposes: , , , . According to Definition 1.3.2.2,  is the 
set of rules or restrictions imposed over object characteristics in model	Ơ, using a set of object 
concepts:  

 Gr Sr 
c1 objectComposition leftHand, rightHand, trunk 
c2 objectConfiguration rigid, articulated 

Table 30. Set of Object Concepts identified for the kitchen scenario 

and accessed according to the domain index D4, 	 |	1 | |  being the 
object constraints for this particular scenario the following: 

 Object 
restriction 

Object 
constraint 

Explanation 

 o1 articulated=1 People are considered to be an articulated object 

Table 31. Set of object constraints identified for the kitchen scenario 
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 indicates which objects may be identified in a particular contextual area and under 
which constraints. In this case, all the contextual areas CAi share type of objects and constraints 
for their detection. 

At a higher level of abstraction, the structural model that defines the set of information to be 
delivered by modules in charge of the situation analysis is: 

Ę ⋃Ɓ ⋃ ;               where 

Ę  the entity model with static and dynamic information about the entities. Among static 
information can be found the entityType (in this particular case, person appearing in the scene is 
considered individual acting entities), objectType (person is the unique target objects for this 
scenarios) and contextobjectType (kitchen contextual objects are the unique contextual objects for 
this scenario). Dynamic information is represented by the entityID and the objectList varying with 
the time. Every time, the list of objects belonging to the same entity would be updated with the 
list of vehicles, being only one at each moment because behaviour of target objects is analysed 
independently and it is not expected that they do interact among them. 

Ę 	 , actingEntity, , person, kitchen_objects 	 ,   

Ɓ  the behaviour model with static information about the type of behaviours that can be 
recognized  and their intrinsic properties, being up to five the behaviours that 
can take place within a contextual area, ⋃ : 

behaviourType 
Reaching/Taking 

Lowering/Releasing 
Opening/Closing Door 

Opening/Closing Drawer 
CarryingWhileLocomoting 

Table 32. Type of behaviours (atomic actions) that in principle can be recognized by the proposed 
system in the parking scenario 

and, finally,  according to the simple event model of dynamic parameters: 
< , , , , , . 

As in the rest of abstraction levels, it is necessary to identify the following contextual information 
beforehand: Ƈ	 2  as there is only one Logical Area linked to the contextual 

areas, the kitchen area, sharing common type of behaviours and therefore simple events that may 
happen.  

The Situation Analysis level aims to reduce the number of incorrect classifications by filtering the 
type of behaviours in which objects can be involved before matching observations with any of the 
trained models.  In the proposed framework, objects detected in the previous stage in each 
contextual area evolve in this module to entities allowed to perform a limited set of behaviours 
according to a generic set of spatio-temporal role constraints that will be applied by the Entity 
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Discriminator module. Objects in the sequence are considered either acting or interacting entities, 
so that two rule applies for all possible entities detected. 

 Entity 
restriction 

Type of entity restriction 
applies to 

Spatio-temporal constraint 

 e1 Acting Entity  
  e2 Interacting Entity 

Table 33. Set of spatial restrictions defined on the top of object characteristics according to model Ơ 
for the kitchen scenario 

As introduced in Chapter 6, objective behind the application of feedback strategies as part of 
abstraction level 3, is to let the system decide if the processing stage could provide additional 
information by executing an additional routine or if there are elements that can be added to or 
excluded from the analysis in order to maximize the information gathered at the same time noise 
is reduced. The structural model in charge of modelling this information, also known as reference 
model, can be defined as: 

	

	 	 

Ƈ	 3 , 	 ; Starting from a list of ground 

truth actions and a list of detected actions. The objective is to measure the degree of similarity 
between the two lists. The measure should penalize information loss, which occurs if actions or 
(spatial or temporal) parts of actions have not been detected, and it should penalize information 
clutter, i.e. false alarms or detections which are (spatially or temporally) larger than necessary. 
Thus, the metric should provide a quantitative evaluation: the evaluation measure should 
intuitively tell how many actions have been detected correctly, and how many false alarms have 
been created.  

Abstraction 
level 

Approach/Technique Reference 

L2 

TP
TP FP

 

Proportion of correct 
detections for a class with 
respect to all positive 
detections (including not only 
the hits but also the False 
Positive or false alarms) 

TP
TP FN

 

Also referred as sensitivity 
measures the proportion of 
correct detections for a class 
with respect to all samples of 
that class in the ground truth 
(including not only the hits but 
also the FN or misdetections) 

L3,L4 
Num. correctly found actions

Num. of found actions
 

How often is the classifier 
correct taking into account all 
the classes 
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	 	 1  

Misclassification rate indicates 
how often the classifier is 
wrong taking into account all 
the classes 

Confusion Matrix 

Contains information about 
actual and predicted 
classifications done per class 
by a classification system.  

Table 34. Evaluation metrics applied during self-evaluation of the elderly monitoring system in the 
kitchen scenario 

Traditional precision and recall values will measure detection quantity. An action is considered to 
be correctly detected or not with two fixed thresholds on the amount of overlap between a ground 
truth action and a detected action. It might be also interesting to complete the traditional precision 
and recall measures with a confusion matrix which illustrates the pure classification performance 
of the classifier used.  

Thanks to the introduction of a new level of abstraction, L3, performance of the indoor activity of 
daily living detection system in can be reinforced.   

The following table summarizes the different feedback strategies that would improve the accuracy 
of systems altogether with the conditions that must be met to launch the process.   

 Verbal description of the feedback processes proposed 

Focus-oriented 
feedback 
strategies 

E > Recall and precision values for an action class below threshold 
D > Seek for complementary information from different sensor 
A> Analyse output from different sensor and then fuse 
information at event level 
E > Check if classification results are improved. Feedback strategy 
is then validated. 

Table 35. Feedback strategies proposed for the indoor elderly monitoring system 

 

Figure 55. Conceptual graph corresponding to the focus-oriented feedback strategy for the system 
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In this particular use case, modules at abstraction level L4 are mainly focused on the detection 
of key and complex events. Last but not least, abstraction level L5 is in charge of providing 
visual results and semantic description of the situation. 
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List of internal processes, attributes and other internal functions identified for the improved outdoor vacant space detection system 

Internal processes Attributes 

Internal Functions Ψx N 
Non-

terminal 

I 
Intermediate 

T 
Terminal 

Operations() 
/ Purpose 

Type (p=primary; 
i=inherited) 

 
Domain Description 

0 
Sensor 

Manager 

L01 
Data Acquisition 

l011 

void saveCapture(); 
 

Dara Acquisition from IP 
Cameras and rest of 

sensors (RFID, REED 
magnetic) 

Al011p1 := id 
Al011p2 := f 

Al011p3 := fov 
Al011p4 := data 

Al011p5 := status 
M sensorParam  

 
 

4x 2 

list 
{0,1} 
range 

Unique id differentiating sensor 
Frequency data is acquired (frame rate) 

Effective field of view 
Image list (frames captured), Sensor data 

{0: capturing, 1: disconnected} 
Other configuration parameters 

 

L03 
Context 

monitoring 

l031 

void configScene(); 
 

3D smart home area 
modelling  

Al031p3 := idArea 
 

Al031p4 := limit 
 

 
 

	4x 2 

 

Unique id per area 
 

Geometric limit of smart home area 
 

 

l032 

void initZones(); 
void initPerson(); 

 
3D kitchen zones and 

human modelling 

Al032p1:= idZone 
Al032p2 := limit 

 

 
	4x 2 

 

 

Unique id per zone 
Geometric limit of kitchen zone 

1 
Object 

Manager 

L11 
Object Detection 

l111 
void extractJoints(); 

motion capture 
   

 

L13 
Object Tracking 

l131 
void jointTracking(); 
markerless full body 

motion tracker 
Al121p1:= jointList  Positions and angles retrieved for each joint  

2 
Situation 
Manager 

L21 
Entity 

discriminator 
l211 

void entityAnalysis( ); 
Individual entity analysis 

 

Al211p1 := Al112p1 
Al211p2 := Al112p2 

 
 

Unique id person detection 
Activity unit person is detected 

 
L22 

Behaviour 
Analysis 

l221 

void behaviourAnalysis() 
Spatio-Temporal/Logical 

constraints analysis 

 
Al221i1 := label  

	
 

 
Behaviour detected { reaching, taking, 
opening, closing, carrying, lowering, 

moving, standing still} 
L23 

Simple Event 
Detection 

l231 Event detection Al231i1 := label  
Combination of {behaviour 

detected}+{contextual objects} 
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3 
Feedback 
Control 
Module 

L31 
Evaluation 

l311 
void performNA(); 
Normality Analysis 

 

 
Al311p1 := Pmin 
Al311p2 := Rmin 
Al311p3 := result 

 

[0..100] 
[0..100] 

 

Minimum acceptable Precision 
Minimum acceptable Recall 

{negEval, posEval} 
 

L32 
Decision 

l321 

getNewStrategy() 
 

Repair/focus oriented 
strategy selection 

 
 

Al321p1 := id 
 
 
 
 
 

Al321p2 := strategy 

 
 
 
 
 
 

list 
 

Unique Id associated to the feedback strategy 
either for corrective action (1: increase image 

contrast locally) or for completeness (2: 
change feature extraction strategy) 

 
Adjustment criteria. Type of strategy 
launched with the list of configuration 

parameters and methods the decision module 
can operate with (definition of the feedback 

strategy) 

updateKB() updates 
knowledge base with 

new configuration 
parameters 

 
isFeedbackStrategyAva

ilable? 

L33 
Actuation 

l331 

void actuate() 
 

Request for actuation 

Al331p1 := id 
 
 
 
 
 

Al331p2 := task 

 
 
 
 
 
 

list 
 

Unique Id associated to the feedback strategy 
either for corrective action (1: increase image 

contrast locally) or for completeness (2: 
change feature extraction strategy) 

 
List of tasks the actuation module need to 

perform when following the strategy 
proposed by the decision module 

ΓT12({T.i, ΨT}) external 
actuations 

L42 
Complex event 

detection 
l421 

void 
complexEventDetection() 

  

Al511p1 := CElist  {set-up table} 
 

5 
Domain 
Manager 

L51 
Scenario 

description 
l511 

void describeHome() 
Describes smart home 
situation semantically 

Al511p1 := Situationslist  Semantic description of situations identified 
within the kitchen scenario  

Table 36. Summary of processes for the improved indoor elderly monitoring system
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5.2.4. Experimental	validation	and	discussion	

In this section, experiments carried out to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach 
on different types of computer vision scenarios and methodologies are described. The objective 
behind the integration of feedback approaches is to let systems, like the proposed in [Tenorth09], 
efficiently tackle problems linked to challenges already identified in Section 3, i.e. the 
impossibility for the system in some cases to keep on detecting correctly actions among the given 
action classes so that actions can be localized temporally and spatially. Comparative evaluation of 
the proposed feedback-based systems and the baseline systems is therefore necessary.  

We selected those sequences in which the same global activity ‘Setting a Table’ was carried out 
by the same subject S01, acting as a robot, using the same objects (i.e. a place mat, a napkin, a 
plate, a cup and some pieces of silverware) in the same locations: 

Sequence Seq. length Recorded instances 
id0-0_S01_robot 1241 frames 1 activity ‘setting a table’, 5 actions 
id0-1_S01_robot 1276 frames 1 activity ‘setting a table’, 5 actions 
id0-7_S01_robot 1480 frames 1 activity ‘setting a table’, 5 actions 
id0-8_S01_robot 1283 frames 1 activity ‘setting a table’, 5 actions 

Table 37. Summary of video sequences used for the experiments in the smart home related scenario. 
From left to right: sequence ID, scenario description and total number of frames used for the 

experiments (it takes subject S01 between 1 and 2 minutes to simulate the whole activity). 

Selected sequences are mainly differentiated by the different order in which the actions that give 
meaning to the activity are carried out, and the different distribution of tasks between the left and 
the right hand. The transitions between actions are fluent in all the cases, and actions are performed 
in parallel using both hands. The scenario under analysis is quite structured, the allowed sequence 
of people actions continuously repeated following the same order according to kitchen zones: 
worktop area, then table, then cupboard, then table, then drawer, then table.  

Only one action may happen in the same video at the same time. The ground truth data will 
therefore be annotated by marking labelled joint positions for each frame of each action. The 
ground truth annotation will be segmented into action occurrences regrouping all frames of the 
same action. This makes it possible to provide more meaningful recall and precision values – 
indeed, a recall of 90% is easier to interpret if it tells us that 90% of the actions have been correctly 
detected, than if it says that, e.g. 90% of the action have been correctly detected on 100% of the 
activities. 

Specifically for our experiments, we used the available motion tracking data extracted from four 
of the video sequences (with identifiers 0-0, 0-1, 0-7, 0-8) using the markerless full body motion 
tracker. As introduced before, 3D Positions and angles of the corresponding joints in arms and 
trunk are the main features characterising the object model for the only person present in the 
environment, and used for training the behaviour models. In addition, models cupboard door and 
other contextual objects the person can interact with are also characterised. 
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The data can also be used for learning the place from which an action is usually performed. In 
Figure 56, the observed positions are represented on the kitchen plane so it is possible to either 
obtain a place for an action (like the place for picking up pieces of tableware) or to classify 
observations in order to find out about the most likely action performed from this place (person is 
carrying objects from the placemat to the table most of the time (yellow path)). For instance, action 
carried out close to the cupboard represented by green path, while the drawer represented by the 
black path. Finally, lowering/releasing is represented by red path; and in blue the trajectory while 
person is reaching/taking can be followed. The overlap in space among different actions is obvious 
what may confuse to the classifier.  

     

Figure 56. Learning places of interest. Observed positions of manipulation actions (Legend: Label 
#1 (blue), Label #2 (red), Label #3 (green), Label #4 (black), Label #5 (yellow)) 

The results from the classifier are shown in Figure 57 taking into account actions which present 
maximum probability. Corresponding 5x5 confusion matrix in Figure 58 shows the efficiency of 
the trained models. Additionally, some tests for segmenting the video sequence were made. Figure 
3 also shows that for temporal window of size T equals to 1 there is a little delay in the detection 
of a new action when the person starts to perform a different one.  
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Figure 57. Recognition rate (max. 89.89%) and error (min 0.0498) evolution from baseline system 

relying on 15 features from left-hand, 5 classes, N=500 rounds and temporal interval T=1 Training with 
id07-08-00, testing with id01 
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71.6 5.83 5.83 5.83 10.83
6.77 72.39 2.6 1.56 16.66

0 3.22 93.54 0 3.22
3.70 0 0 91.11 5.18
1.03 1.48 0 3.11 94.36  

Figure 58. Action representation (global error 11.52%), confusion matrix and misclassifications 
(confusion between C2-C3 and between C2 and C4 and C5) identified for id_01 sequence when 

classifying the left hand motion. 

Data from other types of sensors different to cameras, when available, can be also used to 
strengthen the results provided by these systems. As justified at the beginning of the document, 
they are a plus for developing more intelligent solutions. For instance, information gathered by 
the open/close sensors embedded in the environment can be exploited at high level for dealing 
with the uncertainties associated to the actions labelled as ‘OpeningADrawer’ and 
‘ClosingADrawer’ when only 3D positions are used as input features for training the models. This 
is achieved by defining some basic rules for the situation under analysis (e.g. new simple event 
recorded SE = ‘OpeningADrawer’ if sensor attached to drawer changes status from 0 to 1 
assuming binary condition). Other logical conditions such as that a specific action cannot be 
repeated in less time than a predefined period play also an important role in this selection of 
possible behaviours.  

Figure 59 shows the relation between sensor readings and time intervals. We define a binary 
observation vector St = (St

RFID, St
REED)T for the total duration of each interval of time which an 

action behaviour observed at time slice t is mapped with. 
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Figure 59. Relation between sensor readings from RFID and REED sensors and time intervals T while 

a person is opening the cupboard door takes something inside the cupboard and close the cupboard 
door to proceed to carry the object 

As stated before, multisensory frameworks make possible the coexistence of modules that are in 
charge of information of different nature within a single level. Feedback strategy launched applies 
sensor fusion at the decision level involving combination of heterogeneous sensor high level 
output data (e.g. action level). This also facilitates an extensible sensor system, because the 
number and types of sensors are not limited. For this, we combine the video events previously 
detected with the environmental data described above in order to detect more rich and complex 
events. The use of a heterogeneous sensor system involves a synchronization task to cope with the 
different output data frequencies of the sensors. Action to be recognized at an instant t if all its 
components have been recognized. Performance in terms of accuracy is improved in a 1%. 

71.66  5.83 5.83 5.83  10.83 
6.77    79.68 0 0 13.54 
0     3.22 93.54   0 3.22 
3.70  0 0 91.11 5.18 
1.03 1.48 0 3.11  94.36 

Figure 60. Confusion matrix after resolving some misclassifications. Global error reduced (10.42%) 

Finally, the activity carried out by the person needs to be inferred at high-level. In the proposed 
framework, the High-level Scenario Understanding level provides a more complete description of 
the scenario, after complex events are recorded. These result from the sequential combination of 
atomic behaviours inferred by the Behaviour Analysis Module. However, with the TUM Kitchen 
Dataset only one situation is recorded, not being able to show the full capabilities of the proposed 
framework. 

The OPPORTUNITY Dataset for Human Activity Recognition from Wearable, Object, and 
Ambient Sensors (hereafter OPPORTUNITY dataset) is a dataset devised to benchmark human 
activity recognition algorithms (classification, automatic data segmentation, sensor fusion, feature 
extraction, etc.) [Chavarriaga13]. This dataset captures the challenges common to many other 
activity recognition scenarios. Thus, methods proved to be robust on this dataset can likely be 
successfully translated to other challenging activity recognition problems. 
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The fusion of data from heterogeneous sensors systems have shown to be able to overcome 
uncertainties. Having this in mind, the dataset comprises the following synchronized sensor 
readings recorded while users executed typical daily activities in a room simulating a studio flat: 

 Body-worn sensors: 7 inertial measurement units (IMUs), 12 3D acceleration sensors, 4 3D 
coordinates from a localization system 

 Object sensors: 12 objects are instrumented with wireless sensors measuring 3D acceleration 
and 2D rate of turn  

 Ambient sensors: 13 switches and 8 3D acceleration sensors in kitchen appliances and 
furniture 

Before continuing it is important to highlight here that data models created for the TUM Kitchen 
scenario can be reused for the OPPORTUNITY dataset requiring minor adaptations to cope with 
changes in the initial conditions.  

In the same way, models need to be validate through tests with real-life data sequences. Although 
data available in the dataset comprises information from three different users, data used for the 
experiments belong to only one subject S1, counting on with 5 simulations corresponding to 
Activities of Daily Living (ADLx, x = 1..5), where the user execute in a very natural manner daily 
activities. The activities of the user in the scenario are annotated on different levels: 

- Situations: ‘relaxing’, ‘coffee time’, ‘early morning’, ‘sandwich time’ and ‘clean up’. 
Experiments in this Section will focus on discriminating between: 

o ‘Coffee-time’ comprised of the following complex events: ‘Prepare coffee’ with milk 
and sugar using the coffee machine and ‘Drink coffee’ which implies taking coffee 
sips while the subject moves around in the environment 

o ‘Sandwich time’ comprised of the following complex events: ‘Prepare sandwich’ 
which includes manipulation of bread, cheese and salami, using the bread cutter and 
various knifes and plates, and ‘Eat sandwich’ sit in front of the table 

o ‘Clean up’: ‘put objects used to original place’ or ‘dish washer’ and clean up the table 

Figure 61. Situations in which Subject S1 can be found during sequence ADL1 
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Each ADL run takes the subject between 15 and 25 minutes. Missing data due to data loss 
from wireless sensors leads to short periods of uncertainty in the events recorded. The 
‘unknown’ label is used for representation purposes. How the system is able to discriminate 
among different situations will be described later. 
  

Figure 62. Different activities described by Subject S1 during ADL runs 

 
- Modes of locomotion:  

101   -   standing 
102   -   walking 
103   -   sitting 
104   -   null 

Table 38. Atomic actions and their labels linked to person locomotion 

Figure 63 shows the recordings of subject S1 locomotion during the ‘Sandwich time’ 
situation. The subject is ‘standing/walking’ during the ‘Prepare sandwich’ complex event and 
‘sitting’ during the period he is ‘Eating sandwich’. Only for representation purposes, null 
values due mainly to data loss from wireless sensors have been replaced by last sensor 
detections. 

 
Figure 63. Locomotion registered for Subject S1 during ‘Sandwich time’ situation 
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Similarly that we did for the previous scenario (the TUM kitchen), a number of classification 
techniques can be used for discriminating one atomic action from the rest [Sagha11], 
requiring an offline feature selection process and the automatic temporal segmentation of 
sequences. Results provided in Table 39 compares confusion matrices selecting other two 
different classifiers for the locomotion features using only information provided by the body 
worn sensors, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and K-Nearest Neighbours with k=1 (1-
NN).  

 

 

 
 

0,61 0,25 0,02 0,11 

0,18 0,72 0,01 0,09 

0,00 0,00 0,98 0,02 

0,62 0,09 0,19 0,10 

 

 
 
 

0,84 0,06 0,02 0,09 

0,25 0,64 0,00 0,11 

0,00 0,00 1,00 0,00 

0,30 0,15 0,17 0,38 

LDA Classifier 1-NN Classifier 

Table 39. Normalized classification results for locomotion movement 

Four classes, one per atomic action, can be identified (stand, walk, sit and null). Tests have 
been performed on ADL4 and ADL5 sequences while the three situations mentioned above 
were performed; and using the rest of data (ADL1, ADL2, ADL3 sequences) during the same 
periods of activity for training purposes. The best performance was achieved by the 1-NN 
classifier (Accuracy 85,07%, Error Rate ER = 0,1493), followed by the Gaussian classifier 
LDA (Accuracy 75,32%, Error Rate ER = 0,2468) being suitable for discriminating 
locomotion actions. 
 

- Low-level action classes (i.e. atomic actions as defined by the proposed framework) linked 
to either left arm or right arm movements are described in Table 40.  
 

201   -   unlock
202   -   stir 
203   -   lock 
204   -   close 
205   -   reach 
206   -   open 
207   -   sip 
208   -   clean 
209   -   bite 
210   -   cut 
211   -   spread
212   -   release
213   -   move 
214   -   null 

401   -   unlock
402   -   stir 
403   -   lock 
404   -   close 
405   -   reach 
406   -   open 
407   -   sip 
408   -   clean 
409   -   bite 
410   -   cut 
411   -   spread
412   -   release
413   -   move 
414   -   null 

 Table 40. Atomic actions and their labels linked to left arm (left column) and right arm (right 
column) movements 
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Figure 64 in the next page shows differences between feature space induced for left-arm 
during ‘coffee time’, ‘sandwich time’ and ‘clean up’ in ADL1 simulation.  

Additional figures Figure 65 and Figure 66 are also provided to illustrate an example of the 
possible sequence of atomic actions during one of the situations mentioned, the ‘sandwich 
time’ period. 

Figure 64. From top to bottom (in order) differences between feature space induced for left-arm during  
‘coffee time’, ‘sandwich time’ and ‘clean up’ in ADL1 simulation 
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Figure 65. Low-level actions described by Subject S1 based on left arm movement during ‘Sandwich 
time’ situation. Two different intervals chosen randomly have been zoomed to appreciate better the 
granularity in the actions. During the first one (top image), the subject is interacting with the fridge 

(‘opening’ and ‘closing’ it with) as part of the ‘preparing sandwich’ complex event; during the second 
one (bottom image), the subject is taking a piece of bread ('bite’) as part of the ‘eating sandwich’ 

complex event.  
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Figure 66. Low-level actions described by Subject S1 based on right arm movement during ‘Sandwich 
time’ situation. Two different intervals chosen randomly have been zoomed to appreciate better the 

granularity in the actions. During the first one (top image), the subject is ‘reaching’ the bottle of milk 
(which is inside the fridge according to left arm recording in the same interval) as part of the 

‘preparing sandwich’ complex event detected; during the second one (bottom image), the subject is first 
taking a piece of bread ('bite’), and drinking from a glass ('sip’) afterwards (which we assume contains 

the milk the subject previously took from the fridge) as part of the ‘eating sandwich’ event detected.  

-  
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Several tests were performed using different classifiers. 1-NN classifier reports an Error Rate 
ER = 0,2636 for the left arm and ER = 0,4227 for the right arm. One of the reasons for such 
a difference may be that the right arm is used to perform more actions, confusing more the 
classifier. 
 

- Finally, the proposed framework allows the exploitation of context information available, 
being possible to analyse particular interaction with the different drawers or fridge but also, 
manipulation of certain objects (dishwasher, table, plate, knife, among other) from of which 
some are key to discriminate the situation in which subject is involved from the rest of and 
resolve any uncertainty. 

 

Figure 67. Distribution of object‐based, ambient sensors in the Opportunity environment 

Atomic action classes linked to both arms movement and therefore associated to the entity 
‘person interacting with object’ are described in Table 41.  

301- open door 1 310- close drawer 1 
302- close door 1 311- open drawer 2 
303- open door 2 312- close drawer 2 
304- close door 2 313- open drawer 3 
305- open fridge 314- close drawer 3 
306- close fridge 315- clean table 
307- open dishwasher 316- drink from cup 
308- close dishwasher 317- toggle switch 
309- open drawer 1 318- null 

Table 41. Atomic actions and their labels linked to both arms movements 

An example of sequence of actions recorded using both arms is shown in Figure 68. 
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Figure 68. Actions recorded by using both arms during the interval the subject is 
‘Preparing a sandwich’ 

Again, a number of classification techniques can be used for discriminating one atomic action 
from the rest. Using same features as before (only data acquired from body worn sensors is 
exploited at this stage), tests on ADL4 and ADL5 data sequences show how the 1-NN 
classifier (ER = 0,1871) outperforms LDA one (ER = 0,4924). Below, confusion matrix after 
applying 1-NN classifier on both arms movement, where a total of 18 classes can be identified 
as reported in Table 41 above. 

 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318

301 0,59 0,10 0,00 0,04 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,24
302 0,00 0,72 0,03 0,08 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,17
303 0,06 0,00 0,76 0,06 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,11
304 0,00 0,07 0,00 0,74 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,20
305 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,65 0,00 0,01 0,01 0,06 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,25
306 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,36 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,58
307 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,04 0,00 0,33 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,53
308 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,26 0,02 0,02 0,00 0,00 0,04 0,04 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,60
309 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,18 0,57 0,16 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,08
310 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06 0,00 0,00 0,13 0,46 0,00 0,28 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06
311 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,08 0,00 0,46 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,46
312 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,28 0,00 0,53 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,19
313 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,13 0,02 0,34 0,03 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,48
314 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,03 0,00 0,00 0,03 0,04 0,14 0,36 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,40
315 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,48 0,00 0,00 0,51
316 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,56 0,00 0,44
317 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,00
318 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06 0,00 0,91

Table 42. Normalised confusion matrix for both arms movement. Cells highlighted in orange show the 
cases that will be corrected once the corresponding feedback strategy will be applied 
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At this stage, similar feedback strategy to the one proposed for the TUM Kitchen scenario can be 
reused here showing once more the flexibility of the proposed framework to easily adapt to AAL 
environments. Thus, available data from ambient sensors (see Figure 69) can be used to strengthen 
the results provided by these systems. For instance, the open/close sensors embedded in the fridge 
are necessary for dealing with the uncertainties associated to the actions labelled as ‘open drawer’ 
and ‘close drawer’, or ‘open dishwasher’ and ‘close dishwasher’. Again, this is achieved by 
reusing the same basic rules for the situation under analysis (e.g. simple event ‘open drawer’ would 
be launched only if the both-arms classifier and the corresponding drawer sensor report “1” at the 
same time, assuming binary nature of the classification). Just only with the sensor status 
(open/closed) accuracy of the action detector can be improved (imaging the impact on the system 
performance would be as if the orange shadowed cells in the original confusion matrix showed in 
Table 42 would turn to value 0,00 and the predictions of the corresponding actions in the diagonal 
would increase their respective values). 
 

 

Figure 69. Sensors deployed in the Opportunity kitchen environment 

Apart from this key events, information provided by object sensors could be further exploited to 
solve the rest of uncertainties (and avoid any confusion about the object, fridge or any of drawers, 
the subject is interacting with). 
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Once we have trained the action classifiers, an analysis at a higher level of abstraction is needed 
for inferring the activities being carried out and let thus the system discriminate among different 
situations; in particular the ‘coffee time’, ‘sandwich time’ and ‘clean up’ situations described 
above. 
  
In order to show all the capabilities that the introduction of abstraction levels L3 and L4 within 
the proposed framework offer, it will be assumed that the system works on the most suitable set 
of features and the best action classifier at abstraction level L2. In a first approach, Ground Truth 
atomic action labels will be used for demonstration purposes, avoiding thus the introduction of 
unnecessary noise. 
 
The ADL simulations we are using for the experiments are characterized by larger variability in 
the way activities are executed. Figure 70 shows the differences in the actions space induced for 
the left-arm during the ‘sandwich time’ period even when the same subject S1 is involved in it. 

Figure 70. Captions showing difference between feature space induced for left-arm actions during 
‘sandwich time’ even when it is performed by the same subject S1 during ADL1 (top image) and ADL2 

(bottom image) simulations 

Using the labels identified in  Table 40, the corresponding event graph for the left-arm 
actions during the ‘sandwich time’ situation is shown in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71. Graph event corresponding to ‘Sandwich time’ situation taking into account only left-
arm actions 

Similar graph events have been constructed for right-arm, and for each of the three different 
situations under study. Just only by analysing them, patterns that repeat can be extracted. In the 
‘Sandwich time’ situation common pattern associated to left-arm movements in all simulations 
used for training (i.e. those in which subject S1 participates) is the sequence of actions: 205-206-
205-213-212; different, for instance, to the ‘Clean up’ situation one in which common patterns 
repeated is: 204-212-205-213-212-205-213. 

Similarity between testing data sequences and the created graphs is then studied and combination 
of results from individual analysis (left and right arm) is applied to infer complex events. 

 

Figure 72. Fusion of information carried out at abstraction level L4 combining simple events 
recorded by left-arm and right-arm movements 

For comparison, baseline system which relies on a HMM trained for each of the activities under 
study is used. This approach requires to make a decision on the optimum number of hidden states 
for each activity, and per body part i.e. that which maximizes the Log-Likelihood, according to 
the sequence of low level actions each activity is composed of (probabilistic environment is left 
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and switch to discrete case). In order to make possible comparison among activities, same 
number of hidden states nhidden=5 is used. Five states correspond to the five common low-level 
actions carried out by left arm, i.e. 204, 205, 206, 212 and 213 according to the list above. The 
rest of actions (e.g. 207, 209), characteristic of some of the activities under study, are not taken 
into account and it is assumed that there is no noise in the sequence introduced by the lack of 
data received from sensors. As a result, for each iteration a decision on the model which better 
fits the observation sequence is made.  

In order to allow for a fair comparison, proposed graph related technique takes into account the 
same set of atomic actions (thus the graph represented in Figure 71 is slightly reduced, i.e. 
branches containing 209 labels are removed from event graph).  

Testing the trained models with manually segmented sequences reports the following mean Error 
Rate (ER) taking into account only the set of atomic actions performed by the arms that leads to 
the corresponding activities: 

 Baseline system Proposed graph-related framework 

Evaluation metric ER Left Arm Right Arm 
Left Arm + RightArm 

 
Coffee Time 51% 49% 45% 

 
Sandwich Time 19,8% 17,3% 13% 

 
Clean up 85,17% 81% 79% 

 

Table 43. Error Rate (ER) obtained after having an individual HMM model for each of the arms 
and every activity under study (baseline system), compared with the solution provided by the 

proposed framework in which information from left arm and right arm is exploited. 

Repeating the experiments during the three activities for the S1 both-arms, and making use of 
the labels identified in Table 41, the corresponding event graph is shown in Figure 73 in which 
it can be easily appreciated that some patterns are repeated in different situations. For instance, 
sequence of atomic actions 305-306-316 meaning that subject S1 under analysis ‘opens and 
closes the fridge’ before ‘drinking from cup’ appears in both coffee time and sandwich time 
simulations. In the same way that the sequence of atomic actions 305-306-313-314 meaning that 
subject S1 ‘opens and closes the fridge’ before ‘opens and closes the drawer 3’ appears in both 
sandwich time and clean up simulations. It reduces the accuracy in the detection of the 
corresponding complex events as the system, only with the information about simple events 
received, may have problems to discriminate the ‘preparing coffee’ CE from ‘preparing 
sandwich’ one, or ‘preparing sandwich’ from ‘cleaning up the kitchen’ respectively. Even so, 
the exploitation of contextual information let the system improve previous detection results (i.e. 
error rates are reduced in most of cases, being more significative for the ‘clean up’ situation (up 
to 55%)). Quantitative results are presented in Table 44.  
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Figure 73. Graph events trees corresponding (from top to bottom) to ‘coffee time’, ‘sandwich time’ 
and ‘clean-up’ situations taking into account both-arm actions 
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 Table 44. Event and situation detection results on ADL4 sequence for testing using both-arms 
actions and graph event trees for each of the situations under analysis 

In order to improve system’s performance, a different feedback strategy is proposed at this level 
of abstraction. While there are actions commonly shared by all the complex events (e.g. open 
fridge, close fridge), a minimum set of key events can be identified which are particular of a 
particular situation or the probability of occurrence is much higher. Extracting the information 
from the three training sequences (ADL1, ADL2 and ADL3) used in the experiments, the 
following table Table 45 shows the key events identified for each of the situations under study.  

 

 

Frame 

Event 
detected 

Graph Analysis 
Situation detected 
without temporal 

window 

Situation 
detected with 

temporal 
window + 
feedback 
strategies 

From 
action 

To 
action 

Coffee 
time 

Sandwich 
time 

Clean 
up 

690 305 306 x x x 

Coffee time 
(58,4%), Sandwich 

time (28,3%), 
Clean up (13,3%) 

 
ER Coffee time = 

41,6% 

Coffee time 
(100%)  

 
ER Coffee time = 

0% 

4206 306 316 x x  
6156 316 305 x   
6294 305 306 x x x 
9244 306 316 x x  
11591 316 305 x   Coffee time 

(100%) 
 

ER Coffee time = 
0% 

11762 305 306 x x x 
15104 306 316 x x  
16868 316 305 x   
17038 305 306 x x x 

… 
18469 309 310  x  Coffee time 

(6,66%), Sandwich 
time (76,66%), 

Clean up (16,66%) 
 

ER Sandwich time = 
23.34% 

 

Sandwich time 
(100%) 

 
ER Sandwich 

time = 0% 
 

19304 310 311  x  
20131 311 312  x x 
22220 312 305  x  
24339 305 306 x x x 

… 
410 301 305   x Coffee time 

(6,66%), Sandwich 
time (16,66%), 

Clean up (76,66%) 
 

ER Clean up = 
23,34% 

 

Clean up  
(100%) 

 
ER Clean up = 

0% 
 

826 305 306 x x x 
1174 306 307   x 
2509 307 308  x x 
3212 308 311   x 

… 
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 Key event occurrence probabilities
Situation P307 P308 P315 P316 
Coffee time 0 0 0 100 

Sandwich time 33 33 0 33 
Clean up 100 100 100 0 

Table 45. Key events identified during the analysis of situations 

Taking into account this information, final tests are carried out on complete sequences ADL4 
and ADL5 in which there are samples from all activities. In this case, tests on temporal windows 
of different length are carried out offline in order to select the optimal result. Thanks to this and 
the activation of feedback strategies all activities are correctly detected registering an increment 
in performance ranging from 20 to 50%. Some results extracted while testing ADL4 have been 
shown in previous table Table 44.  

It can be concluded that thanks to the proposed framework and the launching of different 
feedback strategies is possible to adapt the system to the requirements of intelligence, 
computational cost and real time response of any particular scenario. 

 

5.2.5. Derived	applications	

Taking into account the challenges that working at both low and high levels offer, we contribute 
with a model for the analysis of different situations in which people are the main actors, leaving 
the door open for the development of interesting applications that may enhance the quality of life 
of the elders in an assisted living environment.  

Experience gained to design general, flexible and scalable architectures can be exploited to 
develop more complex systems as difficulties and limitations for deploying real systems like the 
studied one but in more loosely controlled environments; so that if any deviation of their daily 
routine is detected (e.g. the individual forgets to do something) a proper assessment to the elder 
about the situation could be made. Or in case of any incident happens, situational awareness can 
be offered to any interested third party (e.g. senior care provider). 

5.2.6. Conclusion	

This case study has been focused on the design and development of an advanced surveillance 
system for monitoring elderly activities in a controlled smart home environment. In addition to 
the description of the data, we also included experiments in which we used the TUM Kitchen and 
the Opportunity Data Sets which show the improvement of action classification results thanks to 
the introduction of suitable feedback strategies.  

The set of experiments have been carried out in order to demonstrate that with the new system 
the minimum set of Challenges identified at the end of in Chapter 2 have been met: 
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 Challenge 1 – Final configuration of the adapted elderly monitoring system is shown in 
Table 36, where different processing modules providing different functionalities can be 
identified at each abstraction level, including the higher level. The proposed system has the 
ability to flexibly manage information at different levels of abstraction, being able to 
provide, at low level, robust person detection, tracking and classification capabilities, as well 
as advanced scenario interpretation capabilities for elderly activity monitoring at high level. 
Perception of the baseline system has been improved thanks to the incorporation of new 
sensor data different from that retrieved using cameras. In consequence, refined events can 
be detected. At the same time, attention mechanisms to let the adapted system gather new 
evidence from a different source at a particular moment have been integrated. Automatic 
learning is not covered, being required the active involvement of human operator during the 
behaviour modelling stage. 

 Challenge 2 – Although baseline system was already implemented having the portability 
requirement in mind, arrangement of information in structured data models (sensor data, 
objects, entities, behaviours and events) has contributed to develop a system flexible enough 
to work in different AAL scenario settings. Models are available in the Knowledge Base 
which the different system modules have access to. Their instantiation is recorded in the 
System Memory created for such purpose. 

 Challenge 3 – Contextual information (targets objects, relationships among them and other 
a priori logical, spatial and temporal constraints) has been modelled independently of the 
rest of information managed by the system, making it possible the fast adaptation to other 
scenarios where other kind of people activities need to be analysed.  

 Challenge 5 – Internal processes have been identified to allow dynamic data sharing and 
facilitating the mutual understanding between modules in the adapted system. Feedback 
strategies have been also integrated to let the new system retrieve additional information 
about the scene thus reducing event detection error at the same time a more complete 
description of the scenario being analysed is provided. 
 Focus-oriented strategy to further exploit information from additional sensors deployed. 

 Linked to this, a first attempt to exploit fusion mechanisms is made at the event level where 
labels from camera analysis or body worn sensors are combined with those delivered after 
processing information from RFID, magnetic or any other ambient sensors available in the 
scenario (Challenge 6). As it has been shown during the experiments, it contributes to 
maximize the response of the system in the event of noise or uncertainty. As the initial 
assessment on the situation under analysis can be refined.  

 Challenge 8 – System allows the integration of different state-of-the-art algorithms (HMM, 
LDA, 1-NN) to operate on system performance. 

 
Mechanisms for selecting automatically algorithms to be used (Challenge 4); ways ensuring 
complete scalability (Challenge 9); or the integration of more intelligent capabilities (Challenge 
10); were out of scope in the experimentations carried out for this use case. Reason can be found 
in the fact that former tests confirmed the stability of the processing technique used for 
classifying actions and the current scenario is quite controlled and of reduced uncertainty (no 
complex interactions recorded). 
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5.3. Conclusions	

In this section, mapping of the proposed framework by instantiation of data models and global 
processes for two different use cases have been first provided. Using a variety of applications that we 
have implemented, we demonstrated how the proposed framework can be used to design and build 
scenario understanding applications of different nature and how it supports reusability of components, 
evolution of applications and the acquisition and use of complex context.  

Addressing real world applications also implies that the scenario understanding framework must be 
able to properly handle the information extracted from noisy videos. This requirement has been 
considered by proposing a generic mechanism to measure in a consistent way the reliability and 
coherence of the information delivered, and feedback strategies have been launched when needed. 
Experiments carried out on a baseline video surveillance system show the improvement in 
performance when different feedback strategies are integrated. In the future, other feedback strategies 
that exploit high temporal coherence among closer frames in the video sequence will be explored. In 
addition, additional tests combining multiple feedback strategies will be performed. 

Unlike other related approaches which are focused on the improvement of single processing stages, 
our strategy covers the complete system so that a state-of-art comparison with such approaches is not 
possible. 
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6. OVERALL	CONCLUSIONS	AND	FUTURE	WORK	

6.1. Conclusions	

The present work was motivated by the ambitious objective of progressing in the achievement for 
machines of similar capacities to the human’s visual and cognitive system, thus, allowing them to 
understand automatically what is happening in the scene.  

A number of similar integrative frameworks for the prototyping of automated surveillance systems 
were proposed in the past. With the aim to be as generic as possible, existing solutions use to be 
characterized by different processing levels consisting of different modules able to provide, in 
general, capabilities for object detection, classification, tracking and event analysis based on the 
information provided by a range of sensors. However, due to the diverse domain knowledge, it has 
been shown to be difficult till now to build a generic framework to unify the process of situation 
analysis detection in different scenario domains with a high accuracy. Although the majority of the 
systems proposed up to date can ensure performance quality for the purpose they were designed, only 
a few of them can ensure platform reusability or good adaptation as the uncertainty in the scenarios 
under analysis increases and the environments become more and more loosely controlled. 

Main contribution from this thesis can be found in Chapters 3 and 4 where the formalization of data 
structures (Chapter 3) and global processes (Chapter 4) has been achieved, being the last one (Chapter 
5) where validation of the proposed framework with two different case studies was carried out to 
really demonstrate the fulfilment of most of challenges identified at the beginning of the research 
work (Chapter 2).  

As a result, a complete methodology which, by means of the integration of both high-level 
behavioural and sensor-based processed information in a structured way, makes possible the 
development of intelligent surveillance solutions is provided. It consists of a flexible cognitive 
framework based on different components that are further divided into several independent modules 
providing the system with the perception, interpretation, attention and learning capabilities, and 
making it adaptable to a wide variety of environments.  

The proposed cognitive architecture includes, at low-level, computer vision on a network of sensors 
for object modelling, allowing information fusion with features extracted from other sensory outputs 
for improving perception about the scene. Selecting the appropriate attributes in the objects’ models, 
we propose to exploit the capabilities of state-of-the-art supervised machine learning techniques and 
other rule-based methods for the task of behaviour modelling and the further automatic identification 
at a higher-level of situations corresponding to different activities in a reliable way. Furthermore, 
once visual evidence is achieved, feedback is provided from top to bottom to contribute to maintain 
or even enhance system’s performance, contributing to have more resilient systems, being these some 
of the key advantages of our architecture over most of video understanding frameworks proposed so 
far. At end, a hierarchic and flexible cognitive framework that will allow the scientific community to 
build surveillance systems matching real-world scenario requirements is delivered. 
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From the analysis of experiments carried out, some interesting conclusions can be also drawn, 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework in comparison with other solutions 
previously proposed in the literature. Using a variety of applications that we have implemented, we 
demonstrated how the proposed framework can be used to design and build scenario understanding 
applications of different nature and how it supports reusability of components, evolution of 
applications and the acquisition and use of complex context.  

The list of contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 

 Identification of a number of challenges any cognitive framework should face before the 
development of surveillance applications. 

 Considerations from legal, privacy and ethical perspective. 

 A highly descriptive methodology for the development of scene understanding applications. 

 A generic, modular and hierarchical framework which, by means of the integration of both 
high-level behavioural and sensor-based processed information, will make possible the 
development of intelligent solutions with independence to the specific scenario to be 
recognised.  

 A well-structured data model, i.e. a complete taxonomy to define and instantiate the elements 
that are necessary for understanding and describing any scenario within a specific ‘context’: 
‘objects’, ‘entities’ and ‘behaviour models’ that serve to characterise events. 

 Recommendations to let systems achieve high-level behaviour understanding.  

 Guidelines for integrating feedback strategies in a scenario understanding framework since 
they allow the activation of the corresponding attention, perception, interpretation and 
learning mechanisms necessary to cope with requirements of more challenging environments.  

 Exploitation of information from different sensors to refine assessment about what is 
happening in the scenario under analysis. 

 Experiments were carried out on different surveillance scenarios to validate the proposed 
framework and verify the initial hypotheses made:  

o It is possible to define a generic methodology for the construction of different scene 
understanding systems 

o It is possible to define feedback strategies that improve performance of scene 
understanding systems 

 

6.2. 	Future	work	

This section offers a summary of open lines of research that may complement the capabilities of the 
proposed framework.  

 Adaptation to allow distributed processes to operate concurrently and in cooperation with 
independence of the level of abstraction where the process is launched. 

 Experiments with more complex scenarios and observed over long temporal intervals, so 
that the proposed framework can be validated in more application domains and can adapt 
better to the high variability with which humans accomplish the same tasks over time. 
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 Research in advanced algorithms for complex behavior analysis so that system may be able 
to cope with more challenging situations by its own.  
 

This would require, on the one hand, the exploitation of spatio-temporal features to handle the 
temporal structure of the actions, such as the Space Time Interest Points (STIPs) which have 
revealed excellent performances on some of the common benchmark datasets [Borges13].  
 
On the other hand the integration at higher levels of abstraction of unsupervised and online 
learning approaches less dependent on the set of training data like the deterministic approaches 
used in the present work so that active involvement of human operator could be relieved.  
 
Additionally, it would be necessary the integration of self-assessment capabilities so that system 
can automatically evaluate its performance and learn which feedback strategy, including the 
parameter, model or algorithm which is more suitable in each case. 
 
Last but not least, the creation of additional domain targeted ontologies would be necessary to 
enrich semantic description of the mentioned scenarios. 

In terms of applications, it could be said that the proposed framework is ready to deliver real-time 
applications exploiting existing state of the art technology for human detection, group detection 
and human-object interaction (detect and track people and their behavior in a specific area over 
sensor network). However, other particular implementations such as crowd monitoring was not 
in mind when designing the framework so adaptation in terms of entities to be able to exploit 
technology to provide detailed information about the movements and dynamics of collective 
people flows, the approximate level of occupancy of crowded areas, etc. needs to be carried out.  

Regarding the information provided, basic visual and semantic information about scenario 
described is delivered by the interfaces developed up to now on the basis of the proposed 
framework. However, some kind of collective behavior building is being currently demanded by 
operators in most of complex security control centers. It could be defined as an offline analysis 
of audio-video data and metadata providing information/knowledge on past human behaviors and 
events. This analysis could be used to compute information on trends, repeated events and 
relationships among events that can be useful for information retrieval and resources planning. 
For instance, imaging a public transport infrastructure, useful statistics could be provided on the 
use of specific equipment (number of users interacting with a ticket machine, percentage of use, 
duration of use by different time periods), or on people trajectories or activities (e.g. paths and 
route choice, queuing time, location of people by time of day, etc. in a transport infrastructure). 
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 Evaluation and optimization of methodologies for the segmentation and classification of 
remote images. Instituto Geográfico Nacional, 2007-2008. 

 Radiometric enhancement of satellite and aerial images. Instituto Geográfico Nacional, 
2008. 

 HNPS – Heterogeneus Network for European Public Safety (CP05-010), Avanza 
Competitividad I+D+I (Eureka EU-3187 CP5-010 HNPS) Ministerio de Industria, 
Turismo y Comercio (TSI-020400-2008-69) (TSI-020400-2010-13), 2008-2011 

 OASIS – Technological operation of safe, intelligent and sustainable highways 
(Operación de Autopistas Seguras, Inteligentes y Sostenibles), funded by the Centre for 
Development of Industrial Technology (CDTI) within the CENIT program 2008-2011. 
These results belong exclusively to the companies promoting the project and who are 
part of the Economic Interest Grouping (AIE), this is: OASIS CENIT, A.I.E: IRIDIUM, 
OHLc, ABERTIS, SICE, Indra, Dragados, OHL, GEOCISA, GMV, ASFALTOS 
AUGUSTA, HIDROFERSA , EIPSA, PyG, CPS, AEC, Torre de Comares. 

 FOTsis – European Field Operational Test on Safe, Intelligent and Sustainable Road 
Operation, partially funded by EC under FP7 (Grant Agreement n. 270447). 

 WePark – Work performed in this project was possible thanks to the reception of research 
funding from the Spanish Industry, Tourism and Commerce Council and ERDF funds 
(European Regional Development Fund) under the Project reference TSI-020100-2011-
57. 

 OPTICITIES – (Optimise Citizen Mobility and Freight Management in Urban 
Environments), partially funded by EC under FP7 (Grant Agreement n. 605727). 

In addition, the researcher has had the opportunity to participate as Independent Expert for the 
EC REA (Research Executive Agency within the European Commission) in the Mid-term reviews of 
relevant European projects funded under the FP7-SECURITY since September 2010. 

Furthermore, a software code was officially registered at the Madrid Regional Intellectual 
Property Registry: 
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 F. Álvarez, Á. Martínez; I. Fernández-Cedrón, N. Sánchez, V. Lago. ‘VideoZone’ 
software, No. 16/2015/1976, (Exp.: 09-RTPI-07874.2/2014, Registro Territorial de la 
Propiedad Intelectual), March 2015. 

Last but not least, to mention the commercial exploitation agreement signed, through the spin-off 
Visiona Ingeniería de Proyectos S.L., for the system dealing with automatic detection of parking 
spaces developed in the framework of WePark project.  
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